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Lost_and

Pat Aile was the prodigal
son returning home,
then cancer nearly
stopped him

Patrick Aile, junior
what I used to have. l had to worry about
how to pay for my next meal, the roof over
my head," Aile said. "I wasn't making much
money; without a college degree I wasn't
going to make much more. I guess I realized
thevalueof an education." He blushed when
he said that "I know it sounds cheesy, but
it's true."
Jn june, Alie started work as a tennis pro
in the HamptonsatWestHamptonsTennis
and Racquet Club in Long Island, NY. He
made the decision to return to school in
May of that year. He had slowly patched up
his relationship with his parents and with
himself.
Then in mid-August, Alie was taking a
shower and felt a small lump on his left
testicle. He didn't think much of it, but
when it grew over the next weeks he mentioned it to his best friend and former roommate hereatCarrolljustin Rosenthal "justin basically made me go see a doctor."
On August 15, Alle went to the emergency room at South Hampton hospital on
Long Island. Doctors dismissed the lump as
a minor infection and gave Aile an antibiotic. A few days later nothing changed and

Aile went to a specialist. Again, the specialist guaranteed him it was nothing to worry
about and sent him on his way. 1The specialist] mentioned that I could have more
tests done if I wasn't comfortable about it,"
Aile said.
On the afternoon of August 18, Alle had
a tennis lesson he just didn't [eel hke teach ing. Instead, he decided to make an appointment with a radiologist at South
Hampton, "Basically because I needed a
good excuse not to teach my lesson that
afternoon.·
Midway through his session, the radiologist left the room for about five minutes
and came back withtwootherdoctors.They
told Aile it would be best if he had some
more sophisticated tests done. "I knew
something was wrong right then," A lie said.
On his way out of the hospital, Aile caught
the radiologist and said to him, "Listen I
know you aren't supposed to tell me what's
going on here, but I'm an adult and I'd like
to know what you guys have found."
The prognosis
He was told they found a tumor on his
see ALLE, page 3

Seniors provide tax assistance to community
The accounting department atJohn Carroll University is offering free income tax
assistance to students and members of the
outside community.
"It's a program offered by the Internal
Revenue Service [IRS] called VITA [Volunteer Income Tax AssistanceL• said Gerald
Weinstein, accounting professor.
The VITA program is designed to serve
people who are low-income,elderlyor nonEnglish speaking, Weinstein said. "But the
service is essentially open to anyone," he
said. "If you would call the IRS downtown
to ask for help, they would ask where you
live, and then they would recommend us."
This year, 16 senior accounting majors
have helped with the program, which is in
its fifth year at CarrolL Most have taken
JCU's tax course and/or have interned at an
accounting firm during their junior year,
Weinstein said.
The program ran for two Sundays at the
Jewish Community Center on Mayfield
Road. "Most of us went only once," said
Senior Stephanie May, who did two tax returns. "It wasn't difficult, but it was practical," she said. "It was nice to be able to help
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Alum makes
$10 million
challenge
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Not many guys like to talk about it, but
Patrick Aile seems at ease as he explains his
story. His feet up, his head against the wall
in the Inn Between, he almost tells it all like
it happened to someone else. But there are
moments that his voice wavers, and that
tells you he speaks from experience.
At the age of 20, Aile, a junior at John
Carroll University, was diagnosed with testicular cancer. But, that is not where this
story begins. This story begins two years
ago, when Aile was a sophomore and dangerously close to failing our of schooL
In his first three semesters at Carroll, he
had managed to live the college life: pledged
a fraternity, played varsity tennis, made a
lot good friends, dated a lm of girls. But his
academic life suffered.
Aile is from Grosse Point, MI. He graduated from Liggett University SchooL
Alumni of Liggeu go to college. They don't
dare do otherwise. "I wasn't in college because I wanted to be," Aile said last Sunday.
"I had to be."
In October of 1994 Alie stopped speaking to his parents, he spent Thanksgiving
break alone in Cleveland at a friend's house,
eating dinner Thanksgiving Day at Dean of
Students joe Farrell's house.
"He was a spoiled brat who had a lot of
growing up to do," said FarrelL "He had a lot
of potential, but it was stunted by immaturity.· In December of 1994 Aile decided to
leave John Carroll, to take a semester off.
So Aile moved in with a friend in Boston
and worked as a waiter. "By April! realized
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the people. A lot of them didn't speak En- ence."
Senior Toni Sever said she recommends
glish, and some of them even had translaother accounting
tors."
majors participate
Senior
in VITA during
P a u l
"If
you
would
call
the
IRS
their senior year.
Nungester
"It gives you a
said he and
downtown
ask for help,
chance to put
thejCUstuwhat you know to
dents did
work," she said. "I
they would ask you where
tax returns
really got a lot out
for Russian
i m m i you live, and then they would of it. The one client l did returns
grants and
forhadjustmoved
others who
recommend us."
from Georgia to
had trouble
doing their
Gerald Weinstein Cleveland, so 1got
todoaGeorgia tax
own
rereturn. It was returns.
al! y neat. I would
"The appointments ran about an hour each," never have that experience here."
Weinstein said the VITA program proNungestersaid. "Mosrof the time was spent
in communication and trying to break vides good expenence for the students.
"While the clients may not be the same
through communication barriers."
Nungester said they completed the Fed- they'll have [in their careersL they have to
erall040, Ohio IT 1040 and any city tax ask them the same questions." he said.
Students interested in receiving assisforms for the people.
"I was able to see all of theforrns that I've tance with their income tax returns should
only read about in text books," Nungester contact Weinstein at 397-4609. The tax
said. "It gave me a lot of practical ex peri- deadline is Aprill5.

to

john Carroll University recently received an unrestricted $10 m1lhon challenge
gift from a 1956 busmess school graduate
and board of trustees member,according to
Paul Kantz, vice president for development.
John Boler and his wife Mary Jo Boler, a
Cleveland native,o£fered the gift, one of the
largest in JCU history, to encourage additional donations and to fund endowment
for academic programs, scholarships, technology and campus facilities.
"john and Mary jo had two things in
mind when they gave this gift," Kantz said.
"First, they wanted tostimulate thecreativityand entrepreneurship of the faculty and
administration. Second, they wanted to
spur increased generosity on the part of all
constituents of John Carroll."
l n order to receive the $10 million gift.
the university must march the amount with
donations (rom alumm and (r ends o( the
university.
•Asin all f und-raisingprojects, you idenufypotentialdonorsand you let them know
we have this wonderful opportunity and
we need their help to take advantage of it,"
Kantz said.
There is no set time frame in which the
university must raise $10 million to meet
Boler's challenge, "but I think a reasonable
time period is three to five years,• Kantz
said.
"I think our track record in development,
along with our recent success [the completion of a five-year $54 million capital campaign] puts us in a very good position to
meet this challenge. john Carroll has never
been thought of so highly by its supporters
than it's thought of right now," he added.
Boler, 62, is the leading chief executive
officer and chairman of The Boler Company, which he founded in 1977. It is a
privately held multinational company
headquartered in ltasca,lllinois,that manufactures suspensions. springs and
stampings for the heavy-duty truck market. The company's annual sales are $500
million.
Boler was born and raised in Marion,
Ohio, and he graduated from Carroll's
School of Business with a bachelor's degree
in business administration.
He became a member of John Carroll's
Board of Trustees in 1983 The Balers live in
lnverness,IL, and Sanibel Island, FL They
have two daughters and three sons.
In recognition of thegift,JCU'sSchoolof
Business has been renamed the john M.and
Mary jo Boler School of Business.
"We answer the phones as 'the Boler
School of Business' now," said Frank
Navratil, dean of the school of business. "'it
was renamed] in a resolution passed at a
meeting by the Board of Trustees last week."
Ten Boler Business Scholarships will also
be awarded annually to students in the
School of Business. "Scholarships will be
given tostudentswhoplan to major in business,"Navratilsaid. "Notallthedetailshave
been worked out yet.·
ln addition to the $10 million challenge
see BOLER, page 3
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Sailing team represented in MCSA

VOTE
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President

Jamie Morris
Erik Martinez

Vice President

Kevin Bachman
Lynn Rutledge

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President

Aaron Marinelli

Vice President

Karen Kovacic
Ben Longo

SOPHMORE CLASS
OFFICERS
President

Tommy Bryan
Brian White

Vice President

Kevin Filiatraut
Sarah Marinelli

Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter
For the first time ever, a member of the JCU Sailing team has
been elected to an executive position on the Midwest Collegiate
Sailing Association (MCSA) board.
Senior jennifer Beam, com modore of theJCU Sailing team, was
elected tot he position of vice-commodore for the MCSA at the midwinter conference.
"This is the number two position in the midwest," said Beam. "l
was surprised to be nominated,
and I'm very happy.•
No one from JCU has ever been
elected for a position on the board,
said Beam.
Sophomore Brian McCune ,
who is ranked 7th in North
America mOne Design l4andalso
vice-commodore of theJCU sailing team, said the election is a significant accomphshment for JCU
"This is an excellent personal
accomplishment for )en as well as
a booster of moral for the JCU
team," he said. "This also helps to
putjCU on the map and lets our
competitor schools know that we
are serious contenders."
The p(dtion of vice-commodore for the MCSA requires a lot of
administrative work which entails
makingsurethat all member clubs
keep up with their dues and comply toallof the MCSA regulations,
said Beam .
"I plan to devote the rest of my
senior year to midwest sailing,"
said Beam. Beamsaidshehassev-

era l goals
as vic eco mma dare of
MCSA.
w
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like to
improve
the na ture of
the club
in
th e
midwest,"
s a i d
Beam .
Also, in
her acceptance
speech,
Be a m
spoke
about improving
the sailing program for
women .
"Hind it a
problem
that women can participate on
sailing teams but most don't skipper the boat," said Beam.
This is the 50th anniversary of
MCSA. Thus, MCSA bargained to
hold the national sailing championships which will be held at the
University of Wisconsin.
'1JCU sailors! are going to do
our best to qualify for this event,"
said Beam.
To help better prepare the team

Student Union welcomes new executive board
•

ersand recapped the past year. The
Pamela Mason, Student Union
shaTedsendmenrbthattheUnton llltnsor and political sctenc~ proAfrer a Mas5 and recep1ion, has come a long way but is by no fessor, said that she has watched
members and friends of the Stu- means fmis hed with the tasks at theStudentUnionincreaseefforts
dent Union gathered on Tuesday hand. Bill Glunz, former vice to open up student government
in thejardineroom to swear in the president,saidthatopeningupthe and "forceforreformina veryconTavolarioadmmistration.
SU to the student body was one of servative environment_" She
added that this administration
"Out with the old and in with the goals of the year.
the new," joked Dora lice Tavolario,
•As I leave here tonight, I feel handled the $21,000 deficit imthe new president of theSU,at the good about what we've done," he pressively with the aid of former
inaugural d1nner.
said. "I feel even better that those Treasurer Jason Stevens.
john Cranley, former Student
Each member of the Cranley who will be here tomorrow will
administration thanked support - continue."
Union president,thankedall those
--------------------------------~----------~

tlfltJ
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SYRACUSE
STUDY ABROAD

who supported this year's administration, ·~n durin the darlc:
daysof[WD. Bookwalter,assistant
to the president[."
After Bishoy Mikhail, vice
president, Sherrie Mikhail, secretary, Ryan Daly; treasurer, and Liz
Ghoubrial,directorof internal a£fairs, were sworn in, Cranley
turned over the presidency to
Tavolario.
In her inaugural speech,
Tavolariosaid she hopes to expand
and create a range of newS U spansored events, revise the student
handbook, and work to bring an
on-campus bar to)CU.
"Though the voices may
change, never let the song of communion die," Cranley concluded.
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for competitions, the team just
hired Damon Troyan as coach.
Troyan is currently a private
coach for Mike Kaim, freshman
JCU sailing team member, who
also sails separately from the
school under the sponsorship of
Mentor Harbor Yacht Club.
"Damon is an excellent motivator who will give dedication to
the team, and is willing to prac ticeand spend time with the team,"
he said . Previously the sailing
team has been self-taught, said
Beam.
In addition to a coach helping
to improve the team, onaticms
from jCU alum/founder of the
JCU sailing team Eric Wulff will
also benefit the team, said
McCune.
Wulff will donate to the team
the use of a Laser, a single-handed
racing boat, and a Thistle, a threeman sloop. "Letting the team use
these boats will help them to
qualify for regattas that race similar boats," said Wulff.
The sailing team is currently
talking with the athletic department to check forqualificationsto
become a varsitysport,said Beam.
"The first team to go varsity
would be the women's team," said
McCune. Thus, the team is going
to have to split into women's and
men's since the athletic department is only accepting women's
teams as new varsity sports, said
Beam.
Beam said the team would like
to be assured that the it will be a
permanent part of JCU
"We get some excellent sailors
atjCU who have made some great
personal accomplishments," said
McCune. "People just don't realize
how competitive we really are."
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Chicago couple donates millions
continued from page 1
g1f t, Boler is sp0nsoring the "Boler
Bl ank Check Challenge" that promotes new donors and increased
giving to the Alumni Fund and
the Reunion Giving Program_The
university has already received
$450,000 toward this challenge,
which will be matched by Boler.
"He 's also going to give a
$10,000 bonus to each reunion
class th at matches its donor participat ion goal," Kantz added.
Boler's first major involvement
at Carroll was in 1981 when he
was celebrating his 25th class reunion, Kantz said.
" H ~ came to the reunion dinner, anJ the class was going to announce a very mvdest reunion gift
of 't8,000 to thl.' university," Kantz
said.
But Boler w ·p •ed to do more
than that. "He ca.me to the development ofrice, asked for a few
month s time and sa id he wanted
to raise a respectable class gift,"
Kantz said. Within about three
months, Boler had raised
$200,000. "Afterthathereallygot
involved in giving to the school,"
Kantz said.
and chart er members of JCU's
The OJ. Lomba rdo Student leaders hi p gi ft society, The
Center was recently named in President's Forurn.
memory of Mary Jo Boler's father,
"Mr. Boler has been a very loyal
following a $1.5 million contribu- alumnus," Navratil said. "One
tion tot he school.
thing that is of concern is whose
The Bolers are also the founders name is going to go on the School

ALLE
continued from page 1
ca ll ed his tennis coach at Carroll
and told him Alle would not be
returning to school as planned.
"t.ly first reaction was, 'What did
he do now?'" Greg Debeljak , men's
tennis coach, satd. "When they
told me he had cancer, I was
shocked."
But Aile fought with his doctors and his fa mily an d , with 15
staples in his side, he returned to
]CU. "There was nothing I wanted
more ," Aile said, "than to come
back to school."
Treatment
But his climb back to health
didn 't end there. He would undergo five weeks of intense radiation therapy, and for some, that
can be the worst part of the fight.
Debeljak said he had seen this
before. One of his good friends
was diagnosed with testicular
cancer and committed suicide toward the end of his post-surgical
treatment. "I've seen what it can
do to you. My friend got so depressed hejustcouldn'tseethe big
picture," Debeljak said.
Alle had the same problems.
"There were days that I would
wake up and Ijust did not feel like
being alive," he said. "I would get
so sick after my treatments, I just
didn't want to talk to anyone, 1
didn 't want to see anyone. That's
hard to do on a college cam pus."
It was Aile's good friends, his
fraternity brothers, his doubl es
partner Andrew Perry, Farrell,and
his coach who helped him most of
the way. But with three treatments
left, Alle just wanted to quit. It
took a visit from his mother and
father to convince him to keep
going. "They just kept telling me it
was the only way I could get better," he said.
By November, Alle finally began feeling better. Late that month,
he had the first of four checkups
he'll haveforanotheryear. Results
of initial tests showed three golf
ball ;1zed tumors on his liver.
"I was just , l don't know, 1..." for
the firsttime 111 his interview, Aile

is speechless. "I just didn 't know
what to expect." An MRI [Magnetic Re sonance Imaging! was
scheduled for laterthat week. For
one whole week Alledid not know
what to think. "Fi nally they told
me they were just cysts. Nothing
to really worry about. But it was
one great ro ler coa;ter ride," e
said.
Alle'ssecond check up was one
week ago. All clear. In fact after
this year he'll have routine checks
every six months for another four
years. "They say I'm in remission
now, and th at it will be five years
before they say I'm 'cancer free'.
But there have been no signs of
cancer yet," he said. Alie has come
back to have his best semester so
far; he has slowly come back on
the tennis court, too. He is currently third on the team's singles
ladder, but headmits he is far from
one hundred percent, "I'm just not
where I want to be in terms of
tennis quite yet," Allesaid. "But I'll
give it time."
This story isn't about a college
kid who had cancer and survived
it. This is a story about a college
kid who came to john Carroll, as
Farrell puts it,"A spoiled rich kid"
and has "matured in two doses."
Leaving school made Aile realize
the importance of education in

Mitsui Distinguished Lecture tonight
Dav1d Plath, from the University of Illinois at rbanaChampagne, will look at how humanity i drawn to cars and open
road , modems and information highways, as totem of personal
freedom, in a lecture tonight [March 21) at 7:30p.m. ''T01em of
Auto-Mobility: Car Culture in Japan and the United States" will be
presented in the DJ. Lomardo Student Center Conference Room.
The event is ponsored by John Carroll's &lst Asian Studies
program.
International dinner to be held March 29
The lntcmauonaJ Student Association is selling tickets to the

International Dinner which will be held Friday, March 29 at6 p.m.
in the SAC Conference Room. The dinner will feature Arabic,
Chinese, Croatian, Japanese, Thai and Russian cui ine. as well as
Arabic and Irish dances. Tickets are on sale in the Atrium through
tomorr w (March 22]. For more information. contact Natasha at
397- l42orDorisorLaniat397-5138.

of Business, and [can't think of
anyo newho'smoredeserving. He's
been a real model of guts and risktaking. He's been a real success,
and I'm very proud that we have
the Boler name on the School of
Business."
life, and cancer made Alle just realize the importance of life.
"Pat set goals," Debeljak said.
"He has dedicated himself to
school, to tennis, to life in general."
There area lot of analogies that
would fit Alle's life. Roller coasters, the road less traveled, life
z ·n wh nhewas
m ... no
single one fits perfectly, but not
many people have had a life like
the john Carroll Junior from
Grosse Point.
Perhaps in the final analysis,
Aile is the prodigal son and Job
combined. Butthisjobtriumphed.
"I'm a real competitive person,"
Allesaid. "Toknowthat 1beat cancer, that means a lot to me."
LastSundaynighthepracticed
tennis at RacquetClub East. His Ish irt read, "Life is short, play hard."
Aile's doubles partner had just le t
a volley fall into th e net, and
slammed his racquet to the court
indisgustswearingand stammering to the back court. "That was
Pat, two years ago," said Debeljak.
But now Aile watches the ball
fall on his side of the net, shakes
his head and prepares for what life
could serve up next.
For more information on testicular cancer, its treatment and
prevention call theAmericanCancer Society at 1-800-ACS-2345.

Mal es students can join cheerleading squad
The athletic department is looki ng for male students who arc
interested in becoming part of the chccrleading squad. Pracllcc;
will be held once or twice o week, and cheerleaders will travel with
the football and basketball team . "lf they can only cheer for one
of the seasons, that's okay," aid Bonnie DiCillo, chccrleading
advisor. Interested males shou ld contact D1Cillo at 461 -6562 or
Linda Reirdon at 543-7975.
Bands needed to play Carrollpalooza
The Student Union' Special Events ommittcc is looking
for John Carroll bands interested in playing at Carrollpalooza.
which will be held on an undclcm1ined date near the end of the
semester. Anyone interested should call Kate Robin on at 39728 17 or leave a message in the SU office at 397-4230.

]CU offers series on knights and baron
The fif't of five lectures on " Kml\hl' anti Harons of
Amcnca '> l'a,t : The Suugglc lor a allon' > Wml< Lt\u~ ... wtl\ be
presenred on April 2 by Robclt Kolesar, JCU IIUI-.r FJlfJ'-ef

history. Kolesar's lecture is titled, "Gilded Age America: lndu~trial
Barons, Worker Armies and Communities in hangc." Each
session will be held tn the D.J. Lomard Student Center onfcrence Room from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The fee for the entire series i
$75 per person or $125 for two. For more information, contact the
Institute of Humanities at 397-4780.
Cafeteria karaoke on Saturday
Karaoke night will be in the cafeteria this Saturday [March
23] from 4:30p.m. to 6 p.m. The event is sponsored by Student
Activities.
News Briefs were compiled by Cherie Slwczen, assistant
news editor.

COME JOIN

OPENING

TEAM

John (ranley
Brian Love

Jason McMinn
Sheila Sullivan

Seniors put in your vote

Now Hiring Team Players For All Positions,
including: Servers, Bartenders, Host Staff,
Cooks, Bussers and Dishwashers. We offer:
• Team Atmosphere Where YOU Matter
• Immediate Health Care Enrollment
• Paid Vacation for Full- Time Assodates
• Growth Opportunities
within Ot~r Company
• 50 Percent Dining Discount
• 401 (K) Plan • fle)(ible Scheduling
Apply in person at the construction site:
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday: Noon to 4 p.m.

33675 Solon Road
(Comer of Solon and SOM Center Roads)
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Sailing team represented in MCSA

VOTE
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President

Jamie Morris
Erik Martinez

Vice President

Kevin Bachman
Lynn Rutledge

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President

Aaron Marinelli

Vice President

Karen Kovacic
Ben Longo

SOPHMORE CLASS
OFFICERS
President

Tommy Bryan
Brian White

Vice President

Kevin Filiatraut
Sarah Marinelli

Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter
For the fi rst time ever, a mem ber of the j CU Sailing team has
been elected to an exec utive positi on on the Midwest Collegiate
SailingAssoc iatlon(MCSA) board.
Senior j ennifer Beam, com modore of thejCU Sai li ng team, was
elected tot he position of vice-commodore for th e MCSA at the m idwinter conference.
"This is the number two position in the midwest," sa id Beam. "I
was surprised to be nominated ,
and I'm very happy."
Noone f romJCU has ever been
elected fora position on the board,
said Beam.
Sophomore Br ian McCune ,
who is rank ed 7th in North
America in One Designl4and also
vice-commodore of thejCU sailmg team, said the election is a significant accomplishment forjCU.
"This is an excellent personal
accomplishment forJen as well as
a booster of moral for the jCU
team," he said . "This also helps to
putjCU on the map and lets our
competitor schools know that we
are serious contenders."
The po:ition of vice-commodore for the MCSA requires a lot of
adm iniscrativeworkwh ichentails
mak ingsuretha tallrnemberclubs
keep up with their dues and comply toallof the MCSA regulations,
said Beam.
"I pian to devote the rest of my
senior year to midwest sailing,"
said Beam. Beam said she hassev-

eral goals
as vicec omm odore of
MCSA.
I

wo u Id
like to
imp rove
t he nat ure of
t he club
in
the
midwest,"
s a i d
Beam .
Also, in
her ac ceptance
spee c h ,
Be a m
s p oke
aboutim provi ng
the sail ing program for
women .
"J find it a
problem
that women can participate on
sailing teams but most don't skipper the boat," said Beam .
This is the 50th anniversary of
MCSA. Thus, MCSA bargained to
hold the national sailing champi onships which will be held at the
University of Wisconsin.
"{JCU sailors! are going to do
our best to qualify for this event,"
said Beam.
To help better prepare the team

&<O~c;
lbo1s

for competitions. the team just
hired Damon Troyan as coach.
Troyan is currently a private
coach for Mike Kaim , freshman
jCU sailing team member, who
also sails separately from the
sc hool under the sponsorship of
Mentor Harbor Yacht Club.
"Damon is an excellent motivator who will give dedication to
the team, and is willing to practice and spend time with the team,"
he said. Previously the sailing
team has been self-taught, said
Beam.
who supported this year'sadminIn addition to a coach helping
istntton, •even durin the dark to improve the team , onations
days of!WD. Bookwa lter,assista nt from JCU alum/ founder of the
to the presiden tl."
JCU sailing team Eric Wulff will
After Bishoy Mikhail, vice also benefit the team, said
president, Sherrie Mikhail, secre- McCune.
tary, Ryan Daly, treasurer, and Liz
Wulff will donate to the team
Ghoubrial, director of internalaf- the use of a laser, a single-handed
fairs, were sworn in, Cranley racing boat, and a Thistle, a threeturned over the presidency to man sloop. "Letting the team use
Tavolario.
these boats will help them to
In her inaugural speech, qualify for regattas that race simiTavola r iosaid she hopes toexpa nd lar boars," said Wulff.
andcreatearangeof newSUsponThe sailing team is currently
sored events, revise the student talking with the athletic departhandbook, and work to bring an ment to check for qualifications to
on-campus bar toJCU.
become a varsitysport,said Beam.
"Though the voices may
"The first team to go varsity
change, never let the song of com- would be the women's team," said
munion die," Cranley concluded. McCune. Thus, the team is going
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - , to have to split into women's and
men's since the athletic department is only accepting women's
teams as new varsity sports, said
Beam.
Beam said the team would like
to be assured that the it will be a
permanent part of ]CU.
"We get some excellent sailors
atjCUwho have made some great
personal accomplishments," said
A ~ I:I.T:
A ~~ McCune. "Pe?ple just don't realize
'.,~' ~ ~
how competmve we really are."

Student Union welcomes new executive board
ersand recapped the past year The
After a Mass and recept ion ,
members a nd friends of the Student Umon gathered on Tuesday
in thejardineroom to swear in the
Tavolario administration.
"Out with the old and in with
the new," joked Dora lice Tavolario,
the new president of theSU,at the
inaugural dinner.
Each member of the Cranley
administrati on thanked s upport-

1.
~-~·

sba-ml5mt\ment\5thatthe\Jnton
has come a long way but is by no

mea ns finished with the tasks at
hand. Bill Glunz, former vice
president, said that opening up the
SU to the student bodywasoneof
the goals of the year.
"As I leave here tonight, I feel
good about what we've done," he
said. "I feel even better that those
who will be here tomorrow will
continue."

Pamela Mason, Student Union
sor and pol\t\cal science professor, said th ai she has watched
the Student Union increase efforts
to open up student government
and "force for reform ina veryconservative environment." She
added that this administration
handled the $21,000 deficit impressively with the aid of former
Treasurer jason Stevens.
John Cranley, former Student
Union president, thanked all those
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Chicago couple donates millions
continued from page 1
g1ft, Boler is SJXlnSOring the "Boler
Blank Check Cha llenge" that promotes new donors and increased
giv ing to the Alum ni Fu nd and
th e Reumon Giving Progra m. The
uni versit y has already received
$450,000 toward this challenge,
which will be matc hed by Boler.
"He's al so go in g to give a
$10,000 bonus to eac h reunion
class that matches its donor parti cipat ion goal ," Ka ntz added.
Boler's fi rst major in volvement
at Carroll was in 1981 wh en he
was celebra ting his 25th class reun io n, Ka ntz said.
"Ht> ca me to the reunion din ner, and the cl ass was goi ng to announce a very mvdest reuniongif t
ofW,OOOto tht> university," Kantz
said.
But Boler w P • ed to do more
than that. "He ca.me to the devel opment office, asked for a few
months time and said he wanted
to ra ise a respectable class gift ,"
Kantz sa id. Within about three
months , Boler had raised
$200,000. •Af terthat he real! y got
involved in giving to the sc hool,"
Kant z sa id.
The D .). Lorn ba rdo Stud en t
Ce nter was recently nam ed in
memory of Mary jo Boler's father,
following a $1.5 million contribution to the school.
The Bolersa realsothefounders

Mitsui Di tinguished Lecture tonight
Davi!l Plath. from the Univcrsi1y of Illinois at UrbanaChampagne, will look at how humamty ts drawn to cars and open
roads, modems an(] information hi ghways, a totem of personal
freedom. in a lecture tomght [March 21 J at 7: 30p.m. 'Totems of
Auto-Mobility: Car Culture in Japan and the United Stales" will be
presented in the D.J. Lomardo Student Center Conference Room.
The event is pon ored by John Carroll's East Asian Studies
program.
International dinner to be held March 29
The lntemati nal Student Association is selling tickets to the
International Dinner which will he held Friday. March 29 at6 p.m.
in tlte SAC Confercn e Room. The dinner will feature Arabic,
Chinese. roati an, Japanese, Thai and Ru s ian cui ine, as well as
Arabic and Irish !lances. Tickets are on sale in 1he Atrium through
1omorrow [March 22). Form rc inf nnarion. contact atasha a1
397-5142 or Doris or Lani al 397-5138 .

and cha rt er members of JCU's
leade rsh ip gi ft society, The
President's Forum .
"Mr. Boler has been a very loyal
alumnus," Navratil said . "One
thing that is of concern is whose
name is going to go on the School

of Busi ness, and I can't thin k of
anyone who's more deserving. He's
been a real model of guts and risktaking. He's been a real success,
and I'm very proud that we have
the Boler name on th e School of
Business."

is speechless. "I just didn 't know IHe, and cancer made Aile just reALLE
wha t to expect." An MRI !Mag- alize the importance of life.
continued from page 1
netic Resonance Im aging! was
"Pat set goals," Debeljak said.
called his tenms coach at Ca rroll sc heduled for laterthat week. For "He has dedicated himself to
and told him Aile would not be one wholeweekAlledid not know school, to tennis, to life in general."
returning to school as planned. what to think. "Finally they told
There area lot of analogies that
"t-ly first reaction was, 'What did me they were just cysts. Nothing would fit Aile's life. Roller coasthe do now?'" Greg Debeljak, men's to rea lly worry about. But it was ers, th e road less t rave led, life
tenms coac h, sa td. "When t h ey one great roller coaster ride," he zi m w en he wa
r ... no
told me he had cancer, I was said.
single one fits perfectly, but not
shocked."
Aile's second check up was one many people have had a life like
Bu t Alie fought with his doc- week ago. All clear. In fact after the j ohn Carroll junior from
tors and his fam ily and , with 15 this year he'll have routine checks Grosse Point.
staples in his side, he returned to eve ry six month s for another four
Perhaps in the fin al analysis,
]CU. "There was noth ing I wanted years. "They say I'm in remission Aile is the prodigal so n and j ob
more ," Aile said, "than to come now, and that it will be five years combined. Butthisjob triumphed.
back to school."
before they say I'm 'cancer free'. "I'm a real competitive person,"
Treatment
But there have been no signs of Alie said. "To know that I beat canBut his climb back to health cancer yet," he said. Aile has come cer, that means a lot to me."
didn 't end there. He would un- back to have his best semester so
Last Sunday night he practiced
dergo five weeks of intense radia- far; he has slowly come back on tennis at Racquet Club East. His Ttion therapy, and for some, that the tennis court, too. He is cur- shirt read, "Life is short, play hard."
can be the worst part of rhe fight. rently third on the team's singles Aile's doubles partner had JUSt let
Debeljak said he had seen this ladder, but head mits he isfar from a volley fall into the net, and
before. One of his good friends one hundred percent, "l'm just not slammed his racquet to the court
was diagnosed with testicular where I want to be in terms of indisgustswearingand stammercancer and committed suicide to- tennisquiteyet," Aile said. "Butl'll ing to the back court. "That was
ward the end of his post -surgical give it time."
Pat, two years ago," said Debeljak.
treatment. "I've seen what it can
This story isn't about a college
But now Alie watches the ball
do to you. My friend got so de- kid who had cancer and survived fall on his side of the net, shakes
pressed hej ustcouldn'tseethe big it. This is a story about a college his head and prepares for what life
picture," Debeljak said.
kid who carne to john Carroll, as could serve up next.
Alie had the same problems. Farrell puts it, "A spoiled rich kid"
For more information on tes"There were days that I would and has "matured in two doses." ticular cancer, its treatment and
wakeup and ljustdid not feel like Leaving school made Aile realize prevention call the American Canbeing alive," he said. "I would get the importance of education in cer Society at 1-800-ACS-2345.
so sick after my treatments, I just
didn't want to talk to anyone, 1
didn't want to see anyone. That's
hard to do on a college campus."
It was Ali e's good friends, hi s
fraternity brothers, his doubles
partner Andrew Perry, Farrell,and
hiscoach who helped him most of
the way. But with three treatments
left, Alie just wanted to quit. It
took a visit from his mother and
father to convince him to keep
going. "They just kept telling me it
was the only way I could get better," he said.
By November, Aile finally began feeling better. Late thai month,
he had the first of four checkups
he'll haveforanotheryear. Results
of initial tests showed three golf
ball ~ized tu mars on his liver.
"1was just, 1don't know, 1.. ." for
the first lime in his interview, Aile

John Cranley
Brian Love
Jason McMinn
Sheila Sullivan

Seniors put in your vote

Ma les s tud ents can jo in ch eerlea din g squ ad
The athletic dcpar1mcn1 is looking for ma le sill dents who ar.:
inLercsted in becoming part of the cheerleading squad. Practice>
will be held once or twice a week, and cheerleaders will travel with ,
the football and ba ketball teams... If they can only cheer for one
of the seaso ns, that's okay," said Bonnie DiCillo, checrleading
ad visor. Int erested males should colllact DiCillo at 461-6562 or
Linda Reirdon at 543-7975 .
Bands needed to play Carrollpalooza
The Student Union 's Special Events Committee is looking
for John Carroll bands interested in playing at Carrollpalooza,
which will be held on an undetemtined date near the end of the
semester. Anyone interested should all Kate Robinson at 3972817 or leave a message in 1he S U office aL 397-4230.
JCU offers series on knight and ba ron
The fi r'ol of fi ve lectures on " Kni11,ht' and B nrnn' of
Amcnca·~ Pa ~\.

The Su-uggh:. ' or a

au un·~

Wo tk k:.\hu.;," w LH be

presented on April 2 by Robert Kolesar, JCU auiant pro~ of

hi tory. Kolesar·~ lecture is tiUed, "Gilded Age America: lndu~tri al
Barons, Worker Annies "nd Communities in Change." Each
session wil l be held in the D.J . Lomardo S1udent Center onference Room from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The fee for the entire series is
$75 per person or $125 for two. For more information , comact the
Institute of HumaniLies at 397-4780.
Cafeteria karaoke on Saturday
Karaoke night will be in the cafeteria this Saturday (March
23J from 4:30p.m. to 6 p.m. The event is sponsored by Student
Activities.
News Briefs were compiled by Cherie Sknczen, assistanf
news editor.

COME JOIN

OPENING

TEAM

Now Hiring Team Players For All Positions,
including: Servers. Bartenders, Host Staff.
Cooks, Bussers and Dishwashers. We offer:
• Team Atmosphere Where YOU Matter
• Immediate Health Care Enrollment
• Paid Vacation for Full-Time Associates
• Growth Opportunities
within Our Company
• 50 Percerrt Dining Discount
• 401 (K) Plan • Flexible Scheduling
Apply in person at the construction site:
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday: Noon to 4 p.m.

33675 Solon Road
(Comer of Solon and SOM Center Roads)
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Candidates appealing to hope; exploiting fear
William F. Gav:.:.in.:..,__ _ __

The ftrst offi cer gave h1s troops
hope. the second re minded them
Now that Sen Bob Dole tsagain of the grim rea lities of th e situa
the absolutely cenam/ very prob- tion Eac h was cor rect
Some com bin at ion of th ese
able/ quite possible (choose one)
motivat ing forces must be at the
Republican presidential ca ndi
date, he may find it useful to rc- heart of any poli tical rhetor ic
vtse a vte w he espo used earlter m w htc h seeks to pe rs uade human
the campaign. In an attempt to bcmgs to take acuon Cam paign
showwhyht ca ndtdacy was dtf- rh etonc must ask us to 'look up"
but also w be ready to wht p out
fe re m from 1hat of Pat Bucha nan
Dole sat d that he will appeal to the old jum p knife
Dur ing th e 1960 campa1g n,
"hope" whtl e others a ppea l to
john F Kennedy spokeof the hopes
'fe ar."
of a "New Fron ucr," but he also
explOi ted fe ar of what he said was
Commentary
a "mi ssil e gap" (w hich, it turned
out, d1d not extst) be tween ou r
Dole. grand old soldie r tha t he nau on and th e Soviet Union.
Richard Nixon's 1968 acce pis,shou ld knnw better. Any batt le,
mtlitary or pnllllcal , IS won only tance speec h in Mi ami Beach, ofwhen leader' ,1 ppeal to hope and fered hope by claiming to "see a
day" m th e futu re when any num also ex pi on fear.
john Keegan 111 hts siUd y of ber of good things would take
men at war, :,, x Arm1es 1n place (If he were elected president),
Normand y," describes ta lks gi ven rangmg from restored pride in the
by two American officers to para- flag to better education for all .
But there were some othe r
troops about to JUmp bchmd enth tngs he saw as well. "We see citemy hnes on D-day.
T he first off icer sa id: "Al- ies enveloped in smoke and flame,"
thoug h I am not a rehgtous ma n, l he sa id. "We hear s irens in the
would lt kea ll of you to kneel with night. Wesee Americans dyi ng in
me 111 prayer,and do not look down distan t battl efi elds abroad .We see
with a bowed head ,butlook up,so Americans hat ing eac h other,
th at you ca n see God and ask Ills fighting eac h other; killi ng each
blessing and help in what weare other at home. As we see these
things, mil lions of Americans cry
about to do."
The second off tcer "concluded ou t m anguish."
In 1980 Ronald Reaga n, the
by whipping out his jump kni fe,
brand 1sh ing it above his head and master of big-hea rted rhetoric,
sc reammg,' l swear to you 1hat be- said in his acce ptance speec h tha t
fore tomor row n ight th is knife he wanted to "renew the Ameriwtll be buried in t he back of the can spirit and se nse of purpose"
blackest German in Normandy.'" and "build a new consensus with
IOThe Washingt on Post

all thoseac ross th e land whoshare
acommunuyof va lues embodied
111 these wo rds· fam il y, work,
neighborhood
peace and
freedom "He also sa1d that
Amenca is called upon to face
"th ree grave th reats" (economic,
mil nary and energy), "a ny one of
whic h could destroy us."
Fra nklin Delano Roosevelt 111
h1sf trst maugural addresssa1d we

have not h1ng to fear but fear itself
In ot her speec hes FOR was not
above exploiting fe ar of "t he
money changers,' "econom ic slavery" and "th e forces of selfishness
and of Iust for power."
In 1996 one thing is certain:
Pres1dent Cl inton wi ll offer hope,
but he will also ru n a campatgn
based on ex ploning three major
fears: (l)a takeover of govern ment

by the fo rces of the "rehg1ous
nght," (2) an attack on or end to
abortion-on-demand and (3) an
"extremist" Re pu blica n House, led
by Newt Gmgnch, that will savage the old, the poor and the ill
lf Repub licans face that onslaught with nothing more than
offe rs of hope, they will certai n I y
have plemy to fea r ll1 November,
and beyond.

Companies charged with Internet fraud
Greg Miller
os Angeles Times

In thegovcrnment 's first crackdown on fraudul ent ad vertising
on the In ternet, the Federal Trade
Comm ission has charged nine
businesses with making fa lse
clatms on the global computer
network, officials said Thursday.
Eight of the companies have
settled the FTC cha rges and
agreed to stop the alleged fraud or
facefi nesof up to$10,000 pe r violati on, FTC officials said.
Th e agency has filed su it
agai nst a nint h company in federal district court in lllinois.
Four co mpanies were charged
wit h mak ing fa lse claims about
lucrative earn ings tha t consum ers could collect by sett ing up
businesses at home.
In ad ve rtise ments on the
Internet, the companies said consumers could earn th ousands of
dollar s ea ch month afte r
buyi ngwork-at-hom e programs
priced between $9.95and $14 7. But
the com paniescould not substan-

tia te those rosy income projections, FTC officials said.
Four companies were acc used
of making fa lse claims about repairingconsumers' credit records,
including business tha t was also
ch arged with work-a t-home
fraud . The businesses urged consumers to send fees ra nging from
$19.95 to $750 fo r help in removing bankruptcy reports and other
adverse items fro m the ir credit
records.These claims were also unsubstant iated, officials said.
"Cyberspace is a new fro ntier
for advertising and marke ting,"
sa idjodie Bernstein,directorof the
FTC's Burea u of Consumer Protection. "The Inte rnet will not
ac hieve its commercial potential
1f this front ier becomes the 'Wild
West' of fraudul ent sc hemes "
Bernstein sa id the cases stem
from the agency's first efforts to
police th e rapidly expanding electronic marketplace known as the
Interne t. As part of a routine review of the agency's moni toring
efforts last May, FTC officials real-

ized the Internet was expa ndi ng
quick!y,a nd seemed ripe for fraud.
As a result, the agency establi shed
a new Interne t fraud deteCtiOn effort based at the FTC's offices in
Chicago, Bernstein said.
"We had to set them up JUSt so
they could get onto the Internet,"
Bernstein said."They had computers bu t didn't have the modems
and Interne t connec tion s. That's
how rudimentary it was"
The FTC sa id its on! y previous
Internet-rel ated ac tion was a 1994
case ta rgeting a Sacramento, Calif., man with making false credit
card repa ir claims on an online
computer service.
Offi cials said the Nat ional
Fraud Infor mation Cente r, an industry-fund ed, antifraud group,
recently bega n accepting co mpla ints f romco nsumerswho have
been victims of Internet-related
fraud . The center, which shares
the complaints it receives with the
FTC, can be reached at (800) 8767060, or on the Internet at http:/I
www.f raud.org.
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Rampage ends in suicide
Scots mourn tragic slaying of18 children, teachers
Joe Wholley

the head after shoot ing 28 chi ldren and three teachers.
Wh en he heard gun shots,
Ronald Taylor, Dunblane's principal, pho ned the police. He told
th em that "A madman with a gun
is running amok in th e sc hool."
Police arr ived at the sc hool
within eight minutes of the phone
ca ll ,and the first of IS ambula nces
arr ived two minutes later.
The injured were transported
to a local hospital , where one doc tor car ing for the wounded found

their fa milies m a statement to
the press last Friday.
"My heart goes out to them ,
each and everyone, especially to
the families of those who were
killed and injured," said the quee n.
"May thei r courage remain undi mmed."
Last Friday Dun blaners attended a memorial ser vice held at
the 13th-century Roman Catholic cathed ral wh ich the town of
10,000 was buil t around. A letter
from Pope j ohn Paull! was read at

violence." and that he "offe rs fervent prayers for the fa milies and
friends of the victims and for all
mourning their loss."
Man y local towns people conside red Hami lt on a strange man ,
obsessed with guns and young
boys_ Officials say that he held
grudges for being dismissed from
severald ifferemo rga n iza tions. He
had been fired as a Boy Scout leader
for questionable behavior, and he
was dismissed from th e local gun
club.
Hamilton had written to newspapers, local officials and even the
queen, stating that he was being
wrongly persecuted in these cases.
He also wrote that th e police had
wrong ly marked him as a "pervert"
In one letter, Hamil ton wrote
that rumors about him had grown
unbea rable. 'I ca nnot even walk
the streets for fea r of embarrassing ridicu le," Hamilton wrote. "As
well as my personal dis tress and
loss of public standing, this situatio n has also resulted in loss of
business and abilit y to earn a living.
For many of the townspeople,
sorrow quickly tur ned into anger
at what happened at the school,
and many questioned w hy offi cia ls allowed Hamil ton to possess
gun licenses. A Scottish judge organ ized an independent investiga ti on to di scover why police
granted Hamil ton multi ple gun
licenses after 20 yea rs of complaints to police over his behavior.
Offi cials
believe
th at

h er ow n c hild a mo ng 1he d e ad.

th e me m ori al h eld fo r th e v ictims

H am ilton's an ger and frustra tion

Four of the 12 wounded were released shortly af terad mission , but
th ree remained in cri tical condi -

of this tragedy.
The pope wrote that he was
deeply saddened by the "se nseless

toward the people of Dunblane
drove him to seek revenge at the
school last week.

Asst. In t. News & Bu smess s Edit or

Tragedy struck th e small Scotti sh town of Dunbla ne last
Wednesday when a town restdent
went on a shooti ng spree, killing
two tea che1~ and 16 fi rst grade rs.
Thomas Ham il ton, 4 3,entered
the gymnasium of the Dunbla ne
Pri mary Sc htKJl and began fir ing
at a group of first graders. He shot
and ki lled ~everal children in a
play circle '"'d chased those that
ran, shooti ng at th em at close
range. Aft er the ten-minute rampage, Hami lton shot himself in

tion.
Hu ndreds of mourners left
flowers in memory of the children at the school gates for severa l
days after the incident. Among
those who showed sympathy to
the victi ms' families were British
Prime Minister j ohn Major.
"I don't th in k it is possible to
put in to words w hat th e people of
Dunblane have had to deal with,"
Major told the med ia. "The way
th ey have coped wit h all of it is
remarkable in eve ry aspect."
Queen Elizabeth ll alsoshowed
het sor row for the victims and

The injured were transported to a local
hospital, where one doctor caring fo1
the wounded found he1 own child was
among the dead.

Abortion clinic terrorist convicted

II

trial that he had shouted, "This is ery Dec.30 they put you in solitary
what you get!You shou ld pray the confinement."
Sa Ivi's lead defense attorney,
j ohn C. Salvi III, the troubled rosary," as he fired 10 bulle ts into
youn g man who went on a shoot- Nichols. Salvi was arrested the J.W. Carney Jr., indicated he will
ing rampa ge at two suburban next day in Norfolk , Va., after he appeal the verdict, based in part
abortion climes, was found guilty began shooting at an abortion on the judge's refusal to all ow Sal vi
of murder Mondayandsen tenced clinic there.
to testify.
Just before sentencing, Salvi,
At trial,Carneyadm itted in his
to life in prison wi thout parole.
Despite his lawyers' attempts who several defense psychi atr ists opening stateme nt that Salvi had
to prove him insane,Salvi,24, was called a paranoid sch izophrenic, fired the fatal shots, and he deconvicted of all charges against got his long-sought chance to ad - clined to challenge any of the
him.
dress the court. He showed no re- prosecution's witnesses. Instead,
Th ese inc luded two counts of morse and continued to request the defense lawyer claimed that
fi rst-de gree murd er and five the cha nee to conduct interviews Salvi was a "sick, sick young man"
counts of armed assault with in- with the news media to discuss who used careful tactics and foretent to mu rder, all arising from his views about a purported anti- sight in pursuit of a delusional
his Dec. 20, 1994, attack on the Catholic conspiracy.
plan. Carney had sought a verdict
"As you know, I haven't pled of not guilty by reason of insanity,
two clinics. He was quickly taken
guilty though lam against abor- which would have placed Salvi in
to state prison.
Th e att ack was the worst vio- tion," Salvi sa id. "My position is a state mental hospital until a
lence against an abortion clinic in pro-welfare state, pro-Catholic Ia - judge ruled that he was no longer
U.S. hi tory and capped a decade bor union and, basically, pro-life." a threat.
Moments later, Judge Barbara
of assau lts on th eclinicsand their
Assistant District Attorney
Dort ch-Okara a uthorized the John Kivlan portrayed Salvi as a
staff across the country.
Th e verdicts agai ns t Sal vi clerk to read out the sentences. cunning anti-abortion zealot, a
brought an emotional climax to a Salvi was ordered to serve twocon- "terrorist" who plotted the murlengthy trial spanning more th an secutive life prison terms,followed ders, then fled through an elabo100 wn nesses over six weeks in by 18-20 yea rs for the assault con- rate police manhun t.
Norfolk Cou nty Supe rior Court. victions. Massach usetts does not
Kivla n showed that Salvi purSalvi , 24, remained charac ter isti- have a death penalt y.
chased a .22-caliber Sturm Ruger
Under state law, a fi rst-degree semiautomatic nfle and customca lly aloof , staring ahead and
murder conviction sparks an au- ized it with a folding stock and
rarely bli nking.
Cries of angu 1sh were heard tn tomatic appeal.
pistol grip. Near his home in
'justice was done," said Mark Hampton, N.H., Salvi purchased
court from the families of the vicums,Shannon Lowney,25,and Lee Nic hols, a brother of Lee Ann 1,000 hol low-up bullets, designed
Ann Nichols, 38. Their parents. Nichols. His mother, Ruth Ann to max1m ize injurie to human
bro thers. st sters, fiances and :--J'ichols, was allowed to deliver a VICt ims.
fnends wept , as they have many victim impact staiement to the
Although the prosecution preCOUrt.
ume dunng trial
sented evidence that Salvi had at"Without hesitation,! hope you tended meetmgsof pro-hfegro ups
:,a]vi shot the two women and
wounded five ot her people dur- have sheer misery every day of and had many anti-abort ion pa ming his attack on the twoclinics in your life, as you have brought all phlets, the trail never showed that
the Boston suburb of Brookli ne. the fam ihes," she said, addressing Salvi had any links to the orgaWitnesses testified during the Salvi. "1request and hope that ev- mzed anti-abortion movement.
Christopher B. Daly

© The Washington Post
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Before you cram your brain for exams, cram your mouth. It
hasn't been proven, but it could be true: Papa John's is real
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Chinese missile testing discontinued
Chinese officials announced on Friday that they will end
mi ssile testing in the Taiwan Strait, but added to tensions by
revealing tha t new ground,sea and airexercisesneartheTaiwan
mainland will continue through March 25. The testing will last
through Taiwan's first direct presidential election, and IS seen as
military intimidation by Taiwanese and American officials.
American Naval forces have been sent to the regiOn to prevent
further Chinese action.

Russia boycotts Bosnian conference
last Sarurday, U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher
urged Moscow officials to reconsidenhei r decision to boycott the
Bosnian conference scheduled in Geneva on Monday. US. officials insisted that the talks will be held regardless of Russia's
participation Russia announced last Friday that there was no
purpose to the Geneva meeting of mid -level representatives of
the five-nation Contact Group on Bosnia because the group's
foreign ministers are already scheduled to meet next Saturday m
Moscow. In add ition to the Unlted States and Russia, the group
includes Britai n, German y and France.

Colombians crack down on drug cartel
The two-day crackdown by Columbian pollee ai med to halt a
new ge neration of Cali drug lords has been ruled su cessful by
Colombian officials. Five-hundred law-enforcementofhcialsconducted 54 raids on 24 companies, ranches and houses operated
by the Ca li drug cartel. Authorities said that the confiscated
materials and evidence of cartel operations will be used as case
evidence in court against suspected drug dealers. No drugs or
weapons were found .

Final arguments presented in Rabin trial
The trial lawyers for Yigal Amir,theallegedassa in f former
Israeli Prime Mini terYitzhak Rabin, presented closingarguments
last Sunday. Struggling to save their client from a death sentence,
the lawyers argued that Amir only meant to dtsable Rabin, and
that a second gunman migh t have fired the fatal shots. The
lawyers added that under "the judgment or the pursuer," a tenet of
jewish law cited by Amiras h1 reason for killing Rabin,someone
posi n g a m o r al threa t sho uld !tr t be d l.

0

bled , and kill d o nly ,[

'

G.M. negotiations begin
Negotiators from the General Motors Corporation and the
United Automobile Workers made progress last weekend toward
settling a 12-day strike at a Dayton factory that shut down the
American car and truck operations of G.M. The strike is considered the biggest work stoppage in the auto industry since 1970.
The car manufacturer unions began striking March 5 in protest to
the company's decision to buy certain brakes from outside companies in addtion to demanding more safety training.
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Candidates appealing to hope; exploiting fear
William F. Gav::.
ln:....__ __
~The

Wash1 ngton Post

owtha t Sen. Bob Doleisagam
th e absolutely cenai n/ ver y probable / qune poss1 ble (choose o ne)
Republican president ial ca ndi
date, he may rin d it useful to revise a v1ew he espoused earlier in
the campaign In an auempt ro
show w hy hisca nd 1dacy wasdifferem from that of Pat Buchanan .
Dole sa id that he will appeal to
"hope" w h ile ot he rs ap pea l to
'fea r "

Commentary
Dole , gran d old sold ier tha t he
is, shou ld k nnw bencr.Any battle,
m1luary or rnh!teal, 1s won only
when l eader~ .t ppea l to hope a nd
also exploit I ar.
John Keegan . 1n h1s study of
men a t v,ar, ~tx Armies 1n
Norma ndy."descn bes ta lksgi vcn
by two America n officers to pa ratroops about to JUmp behind enemy lines on D-day.
The firs t officer said : "Al thoug h Ia m not a reli gious man , I
wo uld like all of yo u to kned with
mem prayer. a nd do nor look down
w1th a bowed head, bu t look up,so
th ar you can see God and ask His
bl essi ng a nd help m w hat we are
about tO do."
Th e second offi cer "co ncl uded
by w hippmg o ut his jump knife,
bra nd is hing it above h1s head and
sc reaming, 'Iswear to you that before tom orrow night this knife
will be buried in t he bac k of the
blackest German in Normandy.'"

The first officer gave his troops
hope; the second reminded them
of the gr im realities of the situauon. Each was correct.
Some combination of these
motivating forces must be at the
heart of any political rhetoric
which seeks to persuade human
bemgs to take ac1ion. Campa1gn
rhetonc must ask us to 'look up"
but also to be ready to whip out
the old jump knife
During the 1960 campaign,
john f'Kennedyspokeof the hopes
of a "New Frontier," but he also
ex ploHed fear of what he said was
a "missile gap" (wh ich, it turned
out, did not exist) between our
nation a nd 1he Soviet Umon .
Ric hard Nixon's 1968 acceptance speech in Miami Beach, offered hope by cla1ming to "see a
day" in the futu re whe n any number of good th ings wou ld take
place (if he we re elected pres ide nt),
ra ngmgfro m restored pride in the
flag to better education for a ll.
But there wer e some oth er
thm gs he saw as well. "We see cities enveloped in smoke and flame ,"
he said. " We hear s irens in the
night. We see Americans dying in
d istant ba LLle fields abroad. We see
Am e rica ns hating each o th e r,
fig hti ng each other; kill ing each
oth e r at home. As we see these
th mgs , m illio ns of America ns cry
out in angu is h."
In 1980 Ronald Reagan , the
mas ter of big-hearted rhe tor ic,
said in his acce ptance speec h that
he wanted to "renew the Ameri can spirit and sen se of purpose"
and "build a new consensus with

all those across the land who share
acommunnyof values embod ied
1n these word s family, work ,
neighborhood , peace
and
freedom "He also said that
Amenca IS called upon to face
"three grave threats" (economiC,
m1lnary and ene rgy), "any one of
which could destroy us."
Franklm Delano Roosevelt Ill
h1s f1rst maugural address sa1d we

have noth 1ng to fear but fear itself.
In other speeches FOR was not
above exploiting fear of "the
money changers,' "economic slavery" and "the forces of selfish ness
and of lust for power.·
In 1996 one thing is certain
President Clinton w1lloffer hope,
but he will also run a campaign
based on explouing three major
fears: (l)a takeover of government

by th e force s of the "religious
nght," (2) an attack on or end to
abortion-on-demand and (3) an
"extremist" Republican House, led
by Newt Gmgrich, that wi II savage the old , the poor a nd the ilL
1f Repub\Jcans face that onslaught with nothing more than
offers of hope, they will certainly
have plenty to fear 111 November,
and beyond.

Companies charged with Internet fraud
Greg Miller
rGLos Angeles Times

In the govern ment's first crackdown on fraudu lent advertising
on the Interne t, the Federal Trade
Commission has cha rged nine
businesses w ith ma km g fa lse
claims on the global computer
network, offic1als sai d Thursday
Eight of the compa nies have
setl led th e FTC charges an d
agreed to stop the all eged fraud or
face fin es of up to $10,000 per violatJon, FTC official s said .
The agency has filed suit
aga inst a ninth company in federal distr ict court in Illinois.
Four companies were charged
with ma king false cla im s about
lucrat ive ea rni ngs that consum ers cou ld col lect by se wng u p
businesses at home.
In adverti sem e nts o n the
Internet , the compan ies said consumers could earn thousands of
dollars eac h month after
buyingwork -at-home programs
priced between $9.95and $147. But
the com paniescould not substan-

ria te those rosy in come projectio ns, FTC offi cials sa1d.
Four compani es were acc used
of mak in g false claims about repairing consum ers' c redit record s,
including busin ess that was also
c h a rged w ith work -a t- home
fraud. T he businesses urged consu mers to send fees rangmg from
$l9.95 to $750 for he! p in removing ba nkru ptc y re ports a nd other
ad verse ite ms from their credit
reco rds. Th ese cl ai ms were also unsubstanti ated , offic ials said.
"Cyberspace is a new fro ntier
for advertising and marketing,"
said jodie Bernstein,director of th e
FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protec tio n. "The Intern et will not
achieve its commercia l potential
if this frontier becomes the 'Wild
West' off raudu lent schemes."
Bernstein sa id the cases stem
from the agency's first efforts to
police the rapidlyexpandingelectronic marketplace known as the
1nternet. As pan of a routin e review of the agency's monitoring
efforts last May, FTC officials real-

1zed th e Interne t was expanding
qu ickly, and seem ed ripe for fra ud.
As a result, the agencyestabl ished
a new In te rn et fra ud detectio n effort based at the FTC's offi ces in
Chicago, Bernstei n sa id.
"We had to set them up just so
they could get onto the Internet,"
Bernstein said."They had computers bu t didn 't have the modems
and Internet connec tions. That's
how r udime ntary it was."
The FTC said its on Iy prev ious
Internet-related action w as a 1994
case targeting a Sacramento, Cali f., man with making false credit
ca rd repair claims on an online
co mputer service.
Officials sa id th e Natio na l
Fraud Informa t ion Ce nter, an industry-funded , antifraud group,
recently began accept ing complaint s from consumers who have
been victims of Internet-related
fraud. The center, which shares
thecompla intsi t receives with the
FTC, can be reached at (800) 8767060, or on the Internet at http:/ I
www.fraud .org.
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Rampage ends in suicide
Scots mourn tragic slaying of18 children, teachers
Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. New ~ & Businesss Ed1tor

Traged y str uck th e small Scotti sh t own of Dunblan e las t
Wed nesday when a to wn residen t
wenr on a shooting spree, killing
two teac he1sa nd 16 firstgrad ers.
Thomas Ha mil ton , 4 3,entered
the gym nasium of the Dunblane
Primar y Sc h<>ol and bega n fi ri ng
at a group of first grad ers. He shot
and kill ed several chi ldren in a
play c ircle, ;1 nd chased those tha t
ra n, shoonng at th em at close
range. After the ten-minute rampage, Hamilton shot himsel f in

t10n.
Hu ndreds of mo urners left
flowers m memor y of the c hildrenat the school gates for seve ral
days aft er th e incid ent Among
those who showed sympath y to
the vic tims' famili es were Br itish
Prime Mini ster j ohn Major.
"I do n't think n is possible to
put into words what the people of
Dunblane have had to deal with ,"
Major told the media. "The way
they have coped with all of it is
rema rkable in eve ry aspec t."
Queen Elizabeth llal soshowed
het sorrow for the victims and

The injured were transported to a local
hospital, where one doctor caring for

vert."

their families in a statement to
the press last Friday.
"My heart goes out to them,
each and every one, especia ll y to
the families of those who were
killed and injured ," said the queen.
"May their courage remain un dimm ed."
La st Fnday Dunblaners at tended a memorial service held at
the 13t h-century Roman Catholic cathedral which the town of
10,000 was buil t around. A letter
from Pope j ohn Paul i I was read at

In one lette r, Ham ilton w rote
th at rumors about h im had grown
unbearable. "I ca nnot even walk
th e streets for fea r of embarrassingr idi cule," Hamilton wrote. "As
well as my personal d istress and
loss of public stand ing, th is situation has also resulted m loss of
business and abilit y tO earn a living.
For many of the townspeople,
sorrow quickly turned into anger
at what happened at the school ,
and many questioned why o ffi cials allowed Hamilton to possess
gun licenses. A Scottish judge organized an independent inves tigation to d iscover why pol ice
granted Hamilton multiple gun
licenses after 20 years of com plaints to police over his behavior.
believe
th at
O ff icia Is

the m e mor ial held for th e vi c tims

H am ilto n's ange r a nd [rusu a t ion

of this tragedy.
The pope wrote that he was
deeply saddened by the "se nseless

toward the people of Dunblane
drove him to seek revenge at the
school last week.

the wounded found her own child was
among the dead.
th e head a frer shooting 28 children and t hree teache rs.
When he heard gunshots ,
Ronald Taylor, Dunblane's principal, p honed the police. He told
th em that "A madman w ith a gun
is running amok in the school."
Police arrived at the school
within eight minutes of the p ho ne
call ,and th efirst of l8a mbulances
a r rived two minutes later.
The injured were transporred
to a local hospita l, where one doctor car ing for the wounded found
her own c hild a mong the dead .
Four of the 12 wounded were re leased short lyaf teradm ission, but
three remain ed in critical condi -

violence," and tha t he "offe rs fervent praye rs for the fa milies and
friends of the vicn ms and for a ll
mourning their loss.·
Many loca l townspeople considered Hamil ton a strange ma n,
obsessed wnh gun s and young
boys. Offi m ls say that he held
grudges for being d ismissed from
se vera ld ifferenr orga mzations He
had been fired as a Boy Scout Leader
for questionable be hav10r, and he
was dismissed from the local gun
club.
Hamilton had written to newspapers, Local officials and even the
queen , stating that he was being
wrongly persecuted in these cases.
He also wrote tha t the police had
wrongly marked him as a · per-

Abortion clinic terrorist convicted

II

Christopher B. Daly
© The Washington Post
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john C. Salvi Ill , the troubled
young rna n w ho went on a s hooting ra mpage at two suburban
abort1o n clinics, was found guilty
of murder Monday a nd sen tenced
to li fe in prison without parole.
Despite his lawyers' attempts
to prove him insane,Sa lvi,24, was
co nvic ted of all charges agai nst
him.
These included two counts of
first -degree murder and five
counts of armed assau lt wit h intent to murder, all ar ising from
his Dec. 20, 1994, attack on the
two cl inics. l-Ie was quickly taken
to state prison.
The attack was the worst violence aga inst an abortion clinic in
U.S. his tory and capped a decade
of assaultson the clinics and their
staff across the country.
The verdi c ts again s t Salv i
brought an emotional clim ax to a
lengthy trial spanning more th an
100 witnesses over six weeks in
orfolk Count y Superior Court.
Sa lv i, 24, re mained charac teristica ll y a loof, sta rin g ahead an d
rarely bli nking.
Cries of a ngu1s h were heard in
court from t he fami Iies of the VICtim s:Shannon Lowney,25,a nd Lee
Ann Nichols, 38. Their pa rents,
b rothe rs, SISters , fian ce s a n d
fnends wept, as they have many
u mesduri ngmal
Salv1 shot the two women and
wou nded fi ve other people during his attack o n the twoclinics in
the Boston suburb of Brookline.
Witnesses testified during the

tr ial that he had shouted, "This is
what youget!Youshould pray the
rosar y," as he fired 10 bullets into
ichols. Salv i was arrested the
next day in Norfolk, Va., after he
began shooting at an abortion
cl in ic there.
Just before sentenc ing, Salvi ,
who sever a1defense psychi atrists
called a paranoid schizophrenic,
got his long-sought chance to address the cour t. He showed no remorse and continued to request
the chance to conduct interviews
with the news media to discuss
h is views about a purported ant iCat holic conspiracy.
"As you know, I haven't pled
guilty tho ugh I am against abortion," Sal vi said. "My position is
pro-welfa re state, pro-Catholic Ia bor union and, basically, pro-life."
Moments later, Judge Barbara
Donch-Oka ra authorized the
clerk to read out the sentences.
Salvi was ordered toserverwoconsec utive life prison terms, followed
by 18-20 years for the assault convictions. Massach usetts does not
have a death penal ty.
Under state law, a first-degree
murder conviction sparks a n auto ma tic appeal.
jusnce was d one," said Mark
Nichols, a broth er of Lee Ann
Nichols. His mother, Ruth Ann
ich ols, was allowed to deliver a
vict im tmpact state ment to the
cour t.
"Without hesita tion , Ihope you
have sheer misery every day of
your life, as you have brought all
the families," she said, addressing
Sal vi. "I request and hope that ev-

ery Dec. 30 they put you in solitary
con finement."
Sa lvi 's lead defense attorney,
j.W. Carney Jr., indicated he will
appeal the verdict, based in pan
on the judge's refusal to allow Salvi
to testify.
At trial, Carney admitted in his
openi ng st ateme nt that Salvi had
fired the fatal shots, and he declined to challenge any of the
prosecution's witnesses. Instead,
the defense lawyer claimed that
Salvi was a "s ick, sick young man"
who used care£ ul tac tics and foresight in pursuit of a delusional
plan. Carney had sought a verdict
of not guilty by reason of insanity.
which would have placed Salvi in
a state mental hospital until a
judge ruled that he was no longer
a threat.
Assistant District Attorney
john Kivlan portrayed Salvi as a
cunning ami-abortion zealot, a
"terrorist" who plotted the murders, then fled through an elaborate police man hum.
Kivlan showed that Salv i purchased a .22-ca liber Sturm Ruger
semiau tom atic nfle and c uswmized it with a folding stoc k a nd
pistol gr ip. ea r h is home in
!-I am pron, N.H., Salvi purchased
1,000 hollow-n p bullets, designed
to maximi ze injuries to human
VICtimS.
Alt hough the prosec ution presented evidence that Salvi had a ttended meetings of pro-lifegroups
and had manyami-aboruon pamphlets, the trail never showed that
Salvi had any lmks to the organized ami-abortion movement.

Chinese missile testing discontinued
Chi nese officials announced on Friday that they will end
missile testing in the Taiwan Strait, but added to tensions by
revealmg that new ground ,sea and air exercises near the Taiwan
mainland will continue through March 25. The testing will last
through Taiwan's first direct presidential election, and is seen as
military intimidation by Taiwanese and American officials.
American Naval forces have been sent to the region to prevent
further Chinese action.

Russia boycotts Bosnian conference
Last Sa turday, U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher
urged Moscow officials to reconsider their decision to boycott the
Bosman conference scheduled in Geneva on Monday. U.S. officials insisted that the talks will be held regardless of Russia's
participation. Russia announced last Friday that there was no
purpose to the Geneva meeting of mid -level representatives of
the five-nation Contact Group on Bosnia because the group's
foreign ministers are already scheduled to meet next Saturday in
Moscow. In addition to the United Stat~ and Russia, the group
includes Bri tain, Germany and France.

Colombians crack down on drug cartel
The two-d ay crackdown by Columbian police aimed to halt a
new generation of Cali drug lords has been ruled successful by
Colombian officials. Five-hundred law-enforcementofficialsconducted 54 raids on 24 companies, ranches and houses opera1ed
by the Cali drug cartel. Authorities said that the confiscated
materials and evidence of carrel operations will be used as case
evidence m court againsr suspected drug dealers. No drugs or
weapons were found .

Final arguments presented in Rabin trial
The tria !lawyers for Yigal Amir, the alleged assassin of former
Israeli Prime MinisterYitzhak Rabin, presented cl();iingarguments
last Sunday. Struggling to save their client from a death sentence,
the lawyers argued thar Amir only meant to disable Rabin, and
that a second gunman might have fired the fatal shots. Th
lawyers added that under"thejudgmemof the pursuer," a tenet of
jewish law cited by Amiras htsreason for killingRabin ,someone
posinga moral threat sh ould I i r~t be di. ·'bled . and ki\ led only 1f
G.M. negotiations begin
Negotiators from the General Motors Corporation and the
United Automobile Workers made progress last weekend toward
settling a 12-day strike at a Dayton factory that shut down the
American car and truck operations of G.M. The strike is consid ered the biggest work stoppage in the auto industry since 1970.
The car manufacturer unions began striking March 5 in protest to
the company's decision to buy certain brakes from outside companies in add tion to demanding more safety training.
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Former 'odd girl' on her own
Anne E. DeChant performs at JCU tonight
Bri an Sparks
Staff Reporter

Comedy
1 he lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUjC offer john Carroll
students a spec1al $1 admission tom idnight shows every Saturday.
Students must be l9yearsold or over; however,onlyonestudent in
the party needs a Carrol liD. Sc hedu led to perform this Saturday,
March 23 is Michael Finney. Reservations are required. Call6964677.
1 he Cleveland Black Box Theatre, located within Cabaret lm·
provisational Theatre, presents 'The Legend o[Jokeboy' tomor·
row(Friday, March 22) through Aprill3. 'jokeboy' is a collection of
comedy sketches which sa unze and poke fun at a media-hungry
society. Written by Clevelanders Mike Martone and Chuck
Stephenson, the show features an ensemble of eight actors who call
them selves the 'Migrant Comedy Workers.' Performances are Fridaysat I 1:30 p.m., Saturdays at 7 p.m., and Sundays at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $10 Fridays ($2 off with college ID) and Saturdays, and $8
Sundays For more information call696·4242.

Film
The Sial' Make,. (MJramax Films), directed by Giuseppe
Tornatore (Cinema Paradiso),opens tomorrow (Friday, March 22).
The film tells the lively story of a talent scout played by Sergio
Castelhtto, whose mission il IS to sell screen tests and promise
movie stardom to poor village folk. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.

Music
Agora MaglC Promotions presents Pr iority recording artists
on of \v\ _ {who rformed at arrol\palooza last sprln at
rhc Grog !:>hop tomorrow (Friday, March 22)at 10 p.rn. The Cleve-

land-based band will test out new material here before heading
out to Los Angeles to record their second CD.Tickets are $7 and are
ava1lable night of show. Doors open at 9 p.m ,and only the first 250
people will be admiued.
Cleveland indusmal/Gmh1c band Queue Up will celebrate
the release of then debut CD ml~d Po~1ession wu h a party and
performance aturday, March 23 at the Symposium m Lakewood .
Frc h from their 'Torture Tour,· Queue Up have been selected to
perform at Undercurrents '96 in Cleveland this May. Also performIng at the release party will be Afraid to Ask , featuring Mark
Kaye. formerly of crewtractor. for admission and showtime call
the Symposium at 52l-9696.
Belkm Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Spacehog wnh special guests Ru th Ruth and Mr. Mirainga at
the Odeo1r Wednesday, March 27 at 8 p.m Spacehog are touring in
support oft hm Flektra debut , Resident A lien, which contains the
band's alternative radio hit "In the Meantime."
Amem:an Recordmg artist Ruth Ruth are out supporting their
debut Laugh 1ngGallrry. Tickets are now on sale for$9at theOdeon
ticket ol fice, all T1cketmaster locations, or charge at 241-5555.

Theatre
The lcvcland Play House present Henrik Ibsen's T he Lady
fmm tin Sea March 26 through April 21m the Drury Theatre. The
Lady from the Sea, written in 1888, IS the su rprisingly contemporary story wh1ch centers on the inner conflict of the leadmg
female character, Ellida Ellida feels trapped in an unhappy marnage to a country doctor, and she struggles between what is ex·
pected of her and what she desires. Tickets for the performance are
now on ale at the Play House ticket office. Regular prices are $27
for weeknights and matinees, $34 for Friday and aturday nights.
Preview shows on March 26, 27 and 28 are $24. Discounts are
available for students. For more mformation call795-7000.
The Good Worn an ofSetz ua n, by prolific playwright Benoit
Brecht. begins tomorrow (Friday, March 22) and continues March
23, 30 and 31 at 8 p.m. in jCU's Kulas Auditonum The play takes
pl.1ce in ( lHnatown, New York City Drrected by Karen Gygli,
assistant professor of commumcatrons at arroll, Good Woman
feature a cast of about25Carrollstudents. Tickets for Good Woman
are available day of how~ r $7 or in advance for $5 by calling the
box off1ce at 397-4428.

Com1 ng Att ractrons were compiled by Karen Obrzut, entertainment_ editor Dales a11d times art subject to change.

lf there's one thing that Anne E.
DeChant, former lead singer of
Odd Girl Out, has realized from
her experience as a performer, it's
that a mttSical background isn't
the only thing needed to be successful in the music industry. !t
also takes a good deal of commit·
ment and patience.
"It takes a commi tment to get
involved in music, and I'm lea rning patience a little bit more now,"
said DeChant in a recent interview.
Apparently the effort is paying off.
Aside from working on a new release,she performsat clubs around
Cleveland as well as on college
campuses. She stopsatJCU tonight
(T hursday, March2l) for a concert
in the Wolf and Pot at 7 p.m.
Although she may be considered relatively new to the music
scene, DeChant has an extensive
mttSical background. "I've always
enjoyed music, ever since l was
young. People notice that there is
something you can do with it," she
says, referring to how of ten people
told her she had a gift for music.
And people took notice early
on - kindergarten report cards
indicated that she liked to perform.
lngradeschool she joined the choir
and took guitar lessons.. After receiving a good response for singing at her eighth-grade graduation,
she went on to play at weddings
for friends and relatives.
In college she studied theatre
and communications, at first not
even thi nking about becoming a
singer.

Anne E. DeChant
infl uenced by t he music of her
parents' generation, such as Nat
KingCole. Nowadays,sheadmires
artists such as John Mellenca mp
and Diana Ross.
~~I've learned a lot
Much of DeChant's career was
spent with the band Odd Girl Out.
since being
my They were together almost five
years before splitting up. "We
didn't seem to be exploring
own.•. "
enough,"sheexplained."We knew
what we had was good, but we
Anne E. DeChant reached a point where wefelt stagnant and not real productive any"It wasn't until my senior year more."
that I decided I would do music,"
Si nee then, she has developed
said DeChant "1 said to myself , ·1 her solo career. "I've learned a lot
don't want to spin these records, I since being on my own," she said.
want to make them.'"
One thing she has learned is how
The response to her decision to to relax as a performer, "to rea lize
get involved in music was over- thateverynightwon't be your best
whelming. When she told her col· night, but every night you can exlege adviser, he said it was about pect a certain quality from yourtime, that she had been denying self, and you should rely on that."
her talents for a while. A typical
Most important, her solo career
family response was "finally!"
has helped her to learn about the
A great deal of influence for more practical things that need to
DeChant's music came from grow- be done, such as promoting her
ing up in a Catholic fa mily. She material and organizing a band.
recalled learning a lot of music "You learn how to get the most out
simply by singing m church. "A of everybody, with the most effilot of the songs done in church are ciency," she said.
classically based,so !learned a lot
DeChant maintains a sense of
from that ," she says She was also humor about her career. For in-

on
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stance, she used to get teased by
her dru mmer for sayi ng "thank
you" too much during shows. In
facr , he orice kept tracl<. of now
many times she said it during one
show, and he counted 42 times.
When asked to describe the
styles of music she plays, DeChant
said she focuses mainly on her lyrics; she takes them very seriously
and always makes sure they can
be understood by the audience.She
classified her music as "alternative rock with a folk twist in it."
The vocalist sa id that she has
noticed a shift in Cleveland's music scene today, recognizing that
people no longer want to see live
music all the time, but would
rather see a mix of concerts and
nightly specials at clubs. She said
she is happy with the choice she
made to develop her music in
Cleveland, even with the influx of
national and local acts.
What does the future look like
for DeChant? Af tersolidifyingher
band ,she plans to get into the studio and come out with a recording, possibly by the end of May.
"Once we get the band together,
we can start picking a part the
music, getting it at its peak," she
said.
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Grads to premiere film at JCU
Sam Subuy
Assistant Entertainment Edftor

It's the kfnd of thing that half
the world's · ·uth dream about but
only very kw have the guts to go
through with- making a movie.
Sure, ever}une has spoofed music
videos with air guitars usi ng dad's
camcorder But how many would
actually bet their livelihood on
their filming abilities?
That's just what three 1994JCU
graduates are doing- and doing
well, by the way. For them, "Califorma DreaminmfS more than just
a cool song. It 's a passion and a
dream that someday the phone
will ri ng: "Hollywood here. Let's
make a movie.·
This Saturd ay, March 23 at 8
p.m. is show time for Ed Douglas, JCU graduates Ed Douglas (center) and Mark Rakocy (right)
Mark Rakocy, and jeff Kasunic as present The Dead Matter in the Wolf and Pot tomorrow at 8 pm
their Cleveland-based film com- Also pictured is actor Paul St. James (left).
pany, Entity Produc tions, unveils
The Dead Matter to the world in minute culmination of years of November 1994, they received
JCU's Wolf and Pot.
hard work and determination.
much helpfromJCU'sCommuni·
In the movie , Kasunic plays
Douglas, a communications cations Department. They conMike, who joins in a seance wit h a major whi le at Carroll and direc- sulted with A!an R. Stephenson,
small group of friends at an old tor / writer for The Dead Matter, re- professor of communications,and
witching ground. What begins as members when it all began for made use of cameras and other
an innocent attempt by Mike'sgirl- him. "I always enjoyed making equipment to shoot and edit.
friend, Gretchen (Ken! y n Creech), movies with friends," he recalled
Now it's time for the movie -proto probe into the reasons for her during a recent interview. 'Film ducing threesome to hold their
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wasaway~rme b reaths and wait. "With this
bring all my movie we're hoping to get inves.,They are some of the most iton terests
to- torsa nd plan on LtSing this roshow
our capabilities for future
talented and creative people get~~~· h:~~~r projects," said Ra kocy. All showtwo partners, ingsatthe Wolf and Pot will be at
who have come through
Kasunic (com- 8 p.m. and continue March 28,29
puter an ima tor) and 30. Admission is $3.
here... "
Alan R. Stephenson a nd Rakocy(di"They are some of the most talrector of pho- ented and creative people who
brother's deat h, leads the group tog raphy / visua l effects), met have come through here," said
into a complex web of hideous wh ile attending Carroll as mar- Stephenson, in whose class the
subculturesand run-ins withgov- keti ng majors. The pair collabo- whole concept origmated
&HJ.mem for-ces .. Also eatured are r. 1
v4e
called
It's a ll about a drea m a nd a
JCU senior Ch ris Robichaud and CopswithGu ns, which showedfre- video camera. It's about lea ping
out and tak ing a chance that hard
quent ly in the Wolf and Pot.
'95 a I urn nus Joe Guay.
This first feature-length film
When they were ready to be- work and creativity will pay off
for the trio of producers is a 109- gin filming The Dead Matter in someday. Aaannndactio n!
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Good Woman debuts
in Kulas Auditorium
Lanl Assll
Assistant Entertainment Edttor

Three gods come to earth tn
search of a good human bemg.
Unless one good person can be
found, the world w1ll cease to
exist. Only one person puts an
end to their boundless search.
She lives in poverty and must
sell herself to make a living.
She's The Good Woman of
Setzuan.
The Good WomanojSetzuan ,
written by Benoit Brecht, begins tomorrow (Friday, March
22),andcontinuesMarch 23,30,
and 31 at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium . Directing the play is
Karen Gygli,assistaaant professor of communications, who
has directed sixJCU plays prior
to this one. "It's been quite challenging working with crowd
scenesand a cast of 25students,"
Gygli said.
The acuon takes place in
modern Ch inatown m New
York City.The skeletal stage and
Chinese architecture were de·
signed and bu ilt by James Beck ,
technical director, with assis·
tancefrom work-study studentS
and volunteer actors.
Thecontemporaryfeel of the
play can beattribured to Brecht.
According toGygh, Brecht 1san
important modern theatre art·
ist whose work is very influen-

nat
"Brecht as a playwnght
wanted the audience to be
forced to use tmagination , but
he also wanted them to rem em
r they ere lltJ
n th atre," sa id Gyg li. "Brec ht's rea·
son for this was to show that
there's a real world out there

with major problems, and that
aud1ence members need to go
out and change the world for
the beuer."
Changing the world for the
better is a challenge that The
Good Woman, better known as
Shen Te, must face. Shen Te,
played by Anne Seruch, tS the
on Iy one among the selfish
people of her town to offer the
godsshelterforthe mghr. When
Shen Te is rewarded by the gods
with a small business of her
own,shefi ndsshe has one problem. Her good fortune atrracts
an army of parasites, would-be
relativesanddebtor.;. How does
she protect herself and stay
good 1n a world where good does
not prcva il?
"Shen Te has a Dr.jekyll and
Mr. Hyde way of dealing with a
ruthless society," Gygli said. In
other word . Shen Te assumes
the per onahty of a ruthles~
male cousin, Sh ui Ta, who
dnves the spongers away. 1 he
mora~ "Good peopleareendangered in a ruthless society be
cause goodness fScompromised
in order to survive," said Gygli.
In addition to carrying that
message throughout the play
itself, there will be a Harvest
For Hunger food driveheldd uring performances Bring a
many nonperishable food items
to the theatre and get $2 (ma>o
mum) off the ucket price.
Checksmadeouttollarve tFor
Hun ger are also ac cptable
(Make ad<,nanonof $\Oor more
l

I
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Former 'odd girl' on her own
Anne E. DeChant performs at JCU tonight

Comedy
l he lmprov (1n the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer John Carroll
students a special $1 admission tom idnight shows every Saturday.
Students must be 19 years old or over: however,only one student in
the party needs a Carroll/D. Scheduled to perform this Saturday,
March 23 is Michael Finney. Reservations are requi red . Call6964677.
The Cleveland Black Box Theatre, located within Cabaret Improvisational Theatre, presents 'The Legend ofjokeboy' tomorrow(Frrday, March 22) through April/3. 'joke boy' is a collection of
comedy sketches which satirize and poke fun at a media-hungry
society. Written by Clevelanders Mike Martone and Chuck
Stephenson, the show features an ensem bleof eight actors whocall
themselves the 'Migrant Comedy Workers.' Performances are Fridays at 11:30 p.m.,Saturdaysat 7 p.m., and Sundays at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $10 Fridays ($2 off with college ID) and Saturdays, and $8
Sundays For more information call 696-4242.

Film
The Srar Maker (Miramax Films), directed by Giuseppe
TornatOre (Cin ema Paradiso),opens tomorrow(Friday,March 22).
The film tells the lively story of a talem scout played by Sergio
Castellitto, whose mission it is to sell screen tests and promise
movie stardom to poor village folk. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.

Music
Agora Magic Promotions presents Priority recording artists
rformed at arroHpalooza last sprln at
n of v' (wh
rile Grog Shop wmorrow (Frrday, March 22) at lO p.m. The Cleveland -based band wi II te t out new materia I here before head mg
om to Los Angeles ro record their second CD. Tickets are $7 and are
available mght of show. Doors open at 9 p.m ., and only thefirst250
people will be admiued.
level and mdust rral/Got h 1c band Queue Up will celebrare
the release of thctr debut CD titled Pom:ssion with a party and
performance aturday, March 23 at rhe Symposium m Lakewood.
Fresh from their 'Torrure Tour,' Queue Up have been selec ted to
perform at Undercurrents '96 rn Cleveland th ISMay. Also performmg at the re lease party will be Afraid to Ask , featuring Mark
Kaye, formerly of Screw tractor. For admission and showtime call
the Symposium at521-9696
Belkm Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Space hog w1th special guests Ruth Ruth and Mr. Mirainga at
the deo11 Wednesday, March 27 at 8 p.m Spacehog are touring in
support of thetr Elektra debut, ReSident AI ie n, whtch contains the
band's alternative radio hn "In the Meantime.'
Amerrcan Recording artists Ruth Ruth are out supporting their
debut Laughing Gallery. Tickets are now on sale for$9at theOdeon
ucket ol I1ce, all Ticketma ter locattons, or charge at24l-5555.

Theatre
I he Cleveland Play House presents llenrik Ibsen's The Lady
from the Sea March 26through Apnl21m the Drury Theatre. The
Lady from the ea, written in 1888, is the surprisingly contemporary stOT)' which cemers on the inner conflict of the leading
female character, Ell ida Ell ida feels tra pped in an unhappy marnagc to a country doctor, and she snuggles between what is expected of her and what she desires.Tickets for the performance are
now on sale at the Play House ticket office. Regular prices are $27
for weekmghts and matmees, $34 for Friday and Saturday mghts.
Prcvtew show on March 26, 27 and 28 are $24. Discounts are
available for students. For more 1nformauon call 795 7000.

The Good Woman ofSetzuan, by prolific playwright Benoit
Brecht, begins tomorrow (Friday, March 22) and contmues March
23,30 and 31 at B p m. inJCU's Kulas Audnorium. The play takes
phtce in China town , New York C11y. Dtrccted b)' Karen Gygli,
assistant profcs~or of communlGlttons at Carroll, Good Woman
featuresa ca tof about 25Carroll students. T1ckcts for Good Woman
are available day of show for $7 or in advance for $5 by callmg the
box offt eat 397-4428.
Comi rtg At I rawons were compiled by Karen Obrzut, entertainment.edzto~

Datesandtimesaresubjecl to change

Brian S rks
Staff Reporter
If there's one thing that Anne E.
DeChant, former lead singer of
Odd Girl Out, has realized from
her experience as a performer, it's
that a musical background isn't
the only thing needed to be successful in the music industry. It
also takes a good deal of commitment and patience.
"It takes a commitment to get
involved in music, and I'm learning patience a little bit more now,"
said DeChant ina recent interview.
Apparent! y theeffon is paying off.
Aside from working on a new release,sheperformsatclubs around
Cleveland as well as on college
campuses.ShestopsatJCUtonight
(Thursday, March21) for a concert
in the Wolf and Pot at 7 p.m.
Although she may be consid ered relatively new to the music
scene, DeChant has an extensive
musical background. "I've always
enjoyed music, ever since l was
young. People notice that there is
something you can do with it," she
says, referring to how often people
told her she had a gift for music.
And people took notice early
on - kindergarten repon cards
indicated that she liked to perform.
In grade school she joined thee hoir
and took guitar lessons .. After receiving a good response for singing at her eighth -grade graduation,
she went on to play at weddi ngs
for friends and relatives.
In college she studied theatre
and communications, at firs t not
even thinking about becoming a
singer.

Anne E. DeChant

influenced by the music of her
parents' generation, such as Nat
King Cole.Nowadays, she admires
art iSts such as john Mellencamp
and Diana Ross.
·~I've learned a lot
Much of DeChant's career was
spent with the band Odd Girl Out.
since being on my They were together almost five
years before splitting up. "We
,
didn 't seem to be exploring
0 wn...
enough," she explained "We knew
what we had was good, but we
Anne E. DeChant reached a point where we felt stagnant and not real productive any"It wasn't until my senior year more."
that l decided 1 would do music ,"
Since then, she has developed
said DeChant. "I said to myself, '1 her solo career. "I've learned a lot
don't want to spin these records, 1 since being on my own," she satd.
want to make them .'"
One thing she has learned is how
The response to her decision to to relax as a performer, "to realize
get involved in music was over- that every night won't be your best
whelming. When she told her col- night, but every night you can exlege adviser, he said tt was about pect a certain quality from yourtime, that she had been denying self, and you should rely on that."
her talents for a while. A typical
Most important, her solo career
family response was "finally!"
has helped her to learn about the
A great deal of influence for more practical things that need to
DeChant's music came from grow- be done, such as promoting her
ing up in a Catholic family. She material and organizing a band.
recalled learning a lot of music "You learn how to get the most out
simply by singing in church. "A of everybody, with the most efrilot of the songs done in church are ciency," she said.
classtcally based,so !learned a lot
DeChant maintains a sense of
from that," she says. She was also humor about her career. For in-
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stance, she used to get teased by
her dr ummer for saying "thank
you" too much during shows. ln
fa ct, he once kept track of how
many times she said it during one
show, and he counted 42 times.
When asked to describe the
styles of musics he plays, DeChant
said she focuses main lyon her lyrics; she takes them very seriously
and always makes sure they can
be understood by the audience. She
classified her music as "alternative rock with a folk twist in it."
The vocalist sa id that she has
noticed a shift in Cleveland's music scene today, recognizing that
people no longer want to see live
music all the time, but would
rather see a mix of concerts and
night! y specials at dubs. She said
she is happy with the choice she
made to develop her music in
Cleveland,even with theinfluxof
national and local acts.
What does the future look like
for DeChant? Aftersolidifying her
band, she plans to get into the studio and come out with a recording, possibly by the end of May.
"Once we get the band together,
we can start picking apart the
music, getting it at its peak," she
said.
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Grads to premiere film at JCU Good Woman debuts
Sam Subtty
Assistant Entertainment Editor
It's the k1nd of thing that half
the world's' ·uth dream about but
only very lew have the guts to go
through with -making a mov1e.
Sure, ever}vne has spoofed music
videos with air g,uitars using dad's
camcorder. But how many would
actually bet their livelihood on
their filming abil itiesl
That 's just whatthree 1994JCU
graduates are doing - and doing
well , by the way. For them, "California Dreaminm is more than just
a cool song. It 's a passion and a
dream that someday the phone
will ring: "Hollywood here. Let's
make a movie."
This Saturday, March 23 at 8
p.m. is show time for Ed Douglas, JCU graduates Ed Douglas (center) and Mark Rakocy (right)
Mark Rakocy, and jeff Kasunic as present The Dead Matter in the Wolf and Pot tomorrow at 8 pm.
their Cleveland-based film com- Also pictured is actor Paul St. James (left).
pany, Entity Productions, unveils
The Dead Matter to the world in minute culmi nation of years of November 1994, they received
JCU's Wolf and Pot.
much helpfromJCU'sCommunihard work and determina tion.
In the movie, Kasun ic plays
Douglas, a communications cations Department They conMike, who joins in a seance with a major while at Carroll and direc- sulted with Alan R. Stephenson,
small group of friends at an old tor /writer for The Dead Matter, re- professor of communications, and
witching ground. What begins as members when it all began for made use of cameras and other
an innocemattempt byMike'sgi rl- him. "\ always enjoyed making equipment to shoot and edit.
friend,Gretchen (Ken Iyn Creech), movies with friends," he recalled
Now it's time for the movie-proto probe intu the reasons for her during a recent interview. 'Film ducing threesome to hold their
................................... wasaway~rme breaths and wait. "With this
to bring all my movie we're hoping to get inves~~They are some of the most
inte rests to- tors and plan on using this to show
gether,· he said. o ur capab ilities for future
talented and creative people The other projects," said Rakocy: All showtwo partners, ings at the Wolf and Pot will be at
who have come through
Kasunic (com- 8 p.m. and continue March 28,29
puter animator) and 30. Admission is $3.
,
h ere...
Alan R. Stephenson and Rakocy(di"Theyaresomeof the most ralrecto r of pho- ented and creative people who
brother's death, leads the group tograp hy/visual effects), met have come through here," said
into a complex web of hideous while attending Carroll as mar- Stephenson, in whose class the
subculturesand run -ins with gov- keting majors. The pair collabo- whole concept originated.
ernment forces. A lcso f at ured are
It's all about a d ream and a
r<~t -on
p mov-ie-spoof ca lled
JCU senior Chris Robic haud and Cops wit h Guns, which showedfre- video ca mera. Irs about leaping
out and taking a chance that hard
'95 alumnusjoe Guay.
que ntly in the Wolf and Pot.
This first feature-length film
When they were ready to be- work and creativity will pay off
for the trio of producers is a 109- gin filming The Dead Matter in someday. Aaann nd action!

in Kulas Auditorium
Lanl Asslly
Assistant Entertainment Edttor
Three gods come to earth in
search of a good human bemg.
Unless one good person can be
found , the world will cease to
exist. Only one person puts an
end to their boundless search .
She lives m poverty and must
sell herself to make a living.
She's Tlte Good Woman of
Setzuan.
The Good WomanofSetzuan ,
written by Bcrtolt Brecht, be gins tomorrow (Friday, March
22),andcontinues March 23,30,
and 31 at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium Directing the play is
Karen Gygli,assistaaant professor of communications, who
has directed sixJCU plays prior
to this one. "It's been quite challenging working with crowd
scenes and acastof 25students,"
Gygli said.
The actwn takes place in
modern Chmatown in New
York City. The skeletal stage and
Chmese architecture were designed and built by james Seck,
technical director, with assista nee rrom work-stud ystuden ts
and volunteer actors.
Thecomemporary feel of the
play can be attributed to Brecht.
According toGygli, Brecht is an
important modern theatre artist whose work is very influential.
"Brecht as a playwright
wanted the audience to be
forced to use imaginat ion, but
he also wanted them to remc m
ber the
ere nun 111 a th atre," said Gygli. "Brech t's reason for this was to show tha t
there's a real world out there

wtth maJOr problems, and that
audience members need to go
out and change the world for
the better."
Changing the world for the
better is a challenge that The
Good Woman , better known as
Shen Te, must face. Shen Te,
played by Anne Sertich, is the
only one among the selfish
people of her town to offer the
godsshelterfonhe night. When
Shen Te ts rewarded by 1he gods
with a small busmess of her
own, she findsshe hasone problem. Her good fortune auracts
an army of parasttes, would -be
relativesand debtors I! ow does
she protect herself and stay
good ina world where good does
not prevail?
"Shen Te has a Dr.jekyll and
Mr. Hyde way of dealmg wHh a
ruth less soctet y," , ygli said. In
other words, Shen Te assumes
the personality of a ruthless
male cousin, Shui Ta, who
drives the spongers away. The
moral: "Good peoplcareendangered rna ruthless society bccausegoodnessiscompromlsed
in order t survive," said Gygli.
In addition tocarrymg that
message throughout the play
itself, there wi II be a Harve t
For Hunger food drive helddurtng performances. Brzng as
many nonperishablefood items
to the theatre and get $2 (maximum) off the t i. ket pri e.
Checks madcoutto Harvest F r
J-1 unger are a \so acceptable
(Make adt.n.\llono{ ~\Oor mon·
I
II [ ll
I
Tickers for Good l*1ma n are
$7 day of showor$5in advance
by callmg 197 4428.
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Oscar highs and lows
, deserve this.·
(Shirley Mad.aine, Best Supporting Actress, 1984)

,.d like to win more Oscars than Walt Disney and I'd like to win
them in every category."
[Jack Nicholson in Rolling Stone magazine, 1984)
*From 'The WO<OSwo<ttl Dletlon1Wyof Am ~rations."

Penn awaits verdict
Hollywood's bad boy goes for the gold
Christopher M.
Green
Staff Reporter

Jim Rutman
Staff Reporter

An affirmative-action agenda
snakes through all of the major
categories, for this, the 68th annual presentation of the Academy
Awards(airingMarch 25onABC).
And regardless of your position
on this issue as social policy, it has
yielded some worthy results in
thIS years edIt ion -sometimes.
For mstance, many deserving
first-time nominees were recogmzed. The Best Actor category
acknowledged two of the most
puzzling and daring young actors
in fllm : NicolasCage(LeavingLas
Vegas), the likelywinner,andSean
Penn (Dead Man Walking).
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences correctly
nominated
Adventures 1n
Babysitting veteran, Elisabeth
Shue for an unexpected, wrenching performance in Leaving Las

the smaller, more personal films
(or at least their directors) merited
recognition. Mike Figgis received
a nod for h1s soulful, unflinching
rendering of Leaving Las Vegas.
Meanwhile actors Tim Robbins
and Mel Gibson garnered norninationsfort heir impressi vesophomore directorial efforts.
Robbins' Dead Man Walking is
a brilliantly nuanced, humane
drama which features the two best
(and flawless) lead performances
(by Susan Sarandon and Sean
Penn) of the year. Gibson's
Brave heart, by contrast, is memorable for its visual splendor and
epic scale. But enough kudos; there
are several glaring omissions and
ludicrous inclusions.
Richard Dreyfuss is a solid veteran actor and already an Oscar
winner. But Mr. Holland'sOpusisa
schmaltzy piece of kitsch, and his
efforts cannot redeem it. Emma
Thompson on the other hand
shows that kitsch can be a joy in
her screenplay adaptation and reliably brilliant star turn in jane
Austen's Sense and Sensibility.
Brad Pitt's twitchy,overly mannered, characterization of a schizophrenic in 12 Monkeys is an exercise in how not to do the "disabled"
role of which the Academy voters
are so habitually fond, yet theselection committee saw fit to bestow him with a Best Supporting
Actor nomination. My humble
suggestion for righting these
wrongs would be to replace
Dreyfuss with jonathan Pryce
(Carrington) and give either Will-

In a rare interview,
seen on MTV last De cember, Oscar nomi nee Sean Penn (Dead
Man Walking) said
Vegas.
that he 1s not really inThe Best Supporting Actor slot
terested in acung anyfeatures two of the finest and most
more.ltdoesn'tdoanyconsistent character actors on the
thing for him . He
screen: Kevin Spacey (The Usual
would rather concenSuspects) and Ed Harris (Apollo
trate on his directonal
CII005Gramtrcy Pectures
13). The Best Supporting Actress
future , he said
category is comprised entirely of
Penn is one of f1ve Sean Pem in Dead Man Walking.
nominees in the Best Actor cat- Moon (with fellow Best Actor- deserving first-time nominees.
egory for hisastomshmg portrayal nominee Ni colas Cage), and the joan Allen (Nixon) delivered the
of Man hew Pon elet , a convicted critically acclaimed The Falcon best performance, but don't be surmurdererawaitingexecution who and the Snowman - to name a few. prised to see Mira Sorvino(Mighty
learns to believe in Sr. Helen
Penn was nominated fora Best Aphrodite) walk away with the
Prejean , h., :.f.1imua1 adviser
Supporting Actor Golden Globe cup, for Woody A lien has directed
Penn began his acting career for his role opposite A I Paci no in countless actors to Oscar glory.
The Academy a lsodecided that
studying ,,,,d working at the Los Car/ito's Way (1993). A perforAngelesGrou p Repertory Theatre. mance that deserved but was deHe made ht:. Broadway debut in nied Oscar consideration was his
l<.tv\n 1-\edan Hecan.lond., which ro\e · iloAU of~c . -«a~mnoa
~~-~~-~ ~ ~ 4~
led di rectl y 10 his first screen role, Gary Oldma n a nd Ed Ha rris. Penn
Rickman Sen se and Sensi b1 IiCy)
stamng opposite Tom Cruise and waselectrifyinga nd quite intriguhis due in Pitt's stead.
Timothy Huuon 1n TAPS (1980). ing as a cop struggling to find his
The voters' snubbings were not
Penn became enormously popu- true identity.
relegated to the big-name categolar two year later with his porPenn has most recently turned
ries; the oversights seeped into the
trayal of amiable airhead jef( his attention to directing, making
technical nominations too. Three
Specoli tn Fast Ti mesat Ridgemont his debut with The Indian Runof the five most masterfully and
High
artfully constructed films of the
ner. He also co-wrote, produced
year - Martin Scorsese's Casino
Other scr en roles include Bad and directed The Crossing Guard,
(best director alive and annualBoys, Colors, At Close Range, the prior to givmg his Oscar-caliber
oversight victim), Brian Singer's
romantic drama Racing with the performance in Walhing.

Oliver Stone's
Nixon -fa1led
to get nominated for either
Best Editing or
Best Cinematography.
Don't think
the voters were
above a few
make - up
calls either.
T o m
Hanks, Best
Actor winner
two
KDdl<
years running, was passed over for
the most sensitive, restrained performance he has yet given in
Apollo 13. The Oscar folks also
looked past two perennially successful, big budget directors, who
this year created large-scale,
quintessential studio pictures.
Neither Oliver Stone (Nixon) nor
Ron Howard (Apollo 13) was
nominated for Best Director.
This wasapparently part of the
'message' the voters wanted to deliver in their recognition of small
(Babe) and even foreign (II Posti no)
films and oversight of studio
projects (Nixon, The American
President). Now, I did not see Babe,
so I will not employ the Bob Dole
technique of vicarious criticism.
That said, it seems highly improbable that either Babe or ll
Postinoisoneof the five best films
of 1995. In fact, neither of the two
best movies is included: Leaving
~1&\'QI i
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Staff Reporter
lf youlookatthenamesofthose
running for Best Actress at this
year's Oscars, one name should
stand out.
Why is Sharon Stone's name
listed among such proven stars as
SusanSarandon(DeadMan Walking), Meryl Streep (The Bridges of
Madison County) and Emma Thompson (Sense and Sensibility)?
Does she actually have a chance
against these screen veterans?
Actually, as Ginger McKenna
in Martin Scorsese's Casino, Stone
delivers one of the best performances of the year and by far the
best of her career. Aside from earning her an Oscar nomination, the
role has also helped Stone earn respect from her peers.
Stone's previous roles may have
helped their respective films earn
money at the box office, but none
were exactly brilliant performances. She starred in quite a few
awon flicks such as Total Recall,
The Spwalist and KingSolomon's
M1nes. Her breakthrough role
came in Basic Instinct, in which
she played aseductivea uthor who
may or may not be a killer: These
films gave her name recognition,
butdidn'tdomuch toshowoff her
acting talent .

Cl~

Unlvtru.l Cuy Studl05 1DC

Sharon Stone in Casino.
With her performance in Casino, in which she stars with RobertDeNiroandjoePesci,Stone has
finally shown that she can compete with her co-stars. In the
movie, she plays DeNiro's wife, a
former high-priced call girl. Familiar with the Las Vegas scene,
she is able to manipulate DeNiro,
who owns a casino, into constantly giving her money.
But her downward spiral begins when she starts to get mvolved mdrugsand gambling.She
also cheats on her husband with
her old boyfriend and with Pesci,
DeNiro's best friend . Eventually,

Lisa Marie Stlckan
Staff Reporter

~c:="------

Ever wondered what it would
be like to switch places with a
teacher? Or wondered what it
would be like to return to the
hometown high school as one of
the faculty?
Studt>nts in John Carroll
University's education department aren't wondering anymore.
'>tudent teaching is a necessary
step toward earning teacher certification. The education department offers a comprehensive program that imntediately places students in school settings for observingand learning.
The reason why many students
stan in the education program is
simply because they love children.
"I guess I've always enjoyed being
around kids and helping them,"
said Matt Watts, a junior elementary education major.
Senior Dave Ehrbar originally
intended to be a pre-med major,
but changed his major to education after working with children
at a day camp. "I wanted to spend
more time with the children, not
just see them when they are sick,"
Ehrbar said.
Other students have gained interest m teaching from past teachers they have had. According to
senior Sean Carmichael, "Dr.
Duncan [of the h istory department! turned me on to teaching.

teaching for many of these students is spending time with the
children.
"The best part is when you are
helping a student or teaching a
class, and they understand what
you are saying," said Watts.
Things do not always go so
smoothly in the classroom, however. "Over Christmas break ,1was
working with first-graders and
grading their math papers,' said
Crego. "I marked 10
problems wrong on a
·:11i;ok~-t·::~~'~l-,ii£A&:tt.~
student's paper. She
started crying and
continued to cry
throughout the day,"
hesa1d.
Most of Lhe 11 me 1t
is not so tense in the
j)(6:::-C9
·.
classroom. According
to Daube, there are
many humorous days
in the classroom. "Everything the kids say
is funny because it is
unpredictable,' she
said.
Rosati experienced
teaching at the place
where she used to be a
student. She returned
to her alma mater,
are all teachers." Emily Daube, a Charles F. Brush High School to
junior, is also in the same situa- observe students in the classroom
tion. "My mother and sister a re setting.
"Going back to Brush was so
teachers," she said.
The most worthwhile part of weird because I was back with my

He has been my best teacher."
Sophomore Brian Crego echoed these semimems, "Growmg
up, I had a tremendous amount of
respect form y teachers."
For some Carroll students,
teaching is in their blood. "I think
it is something I wanted to do all
my life," said sophomore Kristie
Kontak . Sophomore Joanna
Rosati added, "Teaching runs in
my family; my sister and parents
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Yes, both films' directors an ac tors were nominated, but apparently the thematically "difficult,"
gritty nature of both pictures interfered with the"feelgood"theme
embedded inthenominatedfilms.
Butdespitesomesurprisesand
short-sightedness (and in large
measure due to them) this extravaganza promises to be the most contentious banquet in years.

Academy takes notice of rolling Stone
Brian Sparks

JCU students experience firsthand ups and
downs of teaching profession

The Usual
Suspects, and

W'il~
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Those who can._ teach

A rundown of the 'best' in film
'The first time I hardly felt it becruse it was all so new_ But now I
feel it_ You like me! You like mel"
(Sally Reid collecting her second Oscar in 1985)
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she ends up destroying her life because of drugs.
Stone gives a very powerful
performance in the movie. Her
character has almost no good in
her, and she plays her very well.
She is also very good at interacting with the other characters, especially DeNiro.
The scene in which she goes
back to her old house to pick up
her things is played very intensely
by both stars. DeNiro acts calm
and tells her to leave, and she goes
crazy, yelling at him that she has
the righttobe there. Of course, she
is on drugs at the time. It is in this
scene that Stone shows she can
match up to DeNiro in intensity.
One striking aspect of her role
and subsequent nomination is
how it contrasts with the other
nominees.Sheplaysa bad girl, and
she is going against those who are
playing more passionate roles,
such as Susan Sarandon's nun in

Dead Man Walking.
Whether she wins, Stone's performance in Casino is still good
enough to be considered one of
the best of the year. Hopefully, she
will be able to maintain this kind
of success in future movies, which
include Last Dance, about a
woman facing death row, and
thriller Diaoolique.
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old teachers.• Rosauexplamed, "It
was like reversmg roles, and I
learned what they went through."
While Kontak, Crego and
Rosati have technically been just
observing,thetrwork has gone beyond just siumg and watching
Kontak has been a readtng tutor."! actually follow a lesson plan.
As a tutor I teach alone and everything is up to me," she sa1d.
CregoisveryactiveinthefirstgradeclassatGearity Elementary
School. "I record grades on a chart,
grade papers, bring books in to
read," said Crego. 'I am an extra
pair of hands," he said.
Cregowasalsoplacedincharge
of his class' Black History Month
project and taught the difference
between fairy tales and legends.
Rosati has kept active while at
Brush by running errands for the
teacher. She has also examined
he uizzes of students to h~l a quain t herself with the grading
policy.
Daube has been pre-student
teaching to prepare for her student teaching next year. Daube
has been teaching lessons in the

fourth-grade at Gesu school.
'People may think that teaching is easy, but it is very difficult
and there IS always something to
do," Daube said. "Prepanng to
teach 1s time con ummg and can
be frustraung"
Carmichae:\1s student teach ing history at Mayfield M1ddle
School. He teaches lOth-grade history and lith-grade U.S h1story.
Carmi hae\ is responsible for all
aspects of the class.
"Swdent teach inggives mefree
reign,"saidCarm1chael "I have to
meet objectives, but how I wantto
do that is up tom •
Ehrbar students teaches at
Mayfield "The biggest adjustment
is that the grades comefrom me,"
Ehrbarsaid. Headded,"Thcrewere
many things that I was not ready
for, like kids with learningdisabili ties.•
l-or the most part, th
reaching certification has
a
difficult but pleasant exptrience
forthesejCU tudents. "It is really
exciting,"saidl<onrak,"Tohavethe
opportunity to assume the role as
the teacher is good practice."

Sky-watchers ant icipate comet's
appearance this week
Naval Observatory.
Hyakutake's visibility results
A comet discovered last janu- from a combination of factors: its
ary was expected to become vis- ·activity" (the release of dust and
ible with the naked eye on gas, which are illuminated by the
Wednesday night, and may put on sun) and its unusual proximity.
On Sunday and Monday, the
an impressiveshowforsky-watchcomet will pass within 9.3 million
ers over the next week or so.
Astronomers are optimistic miles of Earth.lts brightness then
that the new cornet, named Comet should be 0.7 magnitude (about
Hyakutake for its discoverer, will the same as Saturn), making at
provide especially good viewing. least thecoma easilyvisiblefrom
Its coma or head will appear mosturbanlocationsintheNonhmuch larger than a full moon, and ern Hemisphere. (The lower the
in dark skies, its two tails could be number that describes a star's
dramatic, especially as it bright- magnitude, the greater its }>rightness.
ens over the next several days.
The cornet will change posi"Fort he Northern Hemisphere
tion
every night for the next sevthis comet is dynamite. This is as
good as it gets,· said Geoff Chester, eral weeks. Naked-eye viewers in
an astronomer with the National areas with little background light
Air & Space Museum's Einstein were expected to see it sometime
Planetarium. Comet Hyakutake after 10 p.m. Wednesday night,
will be the brightest comet in 20 low in the eastern sky, according
years- since Comet West in l976. to the Einstein Planetarium. It
Location is critical to comet- should appear a little earher
spotting. Findadarkskyandstay Thursday night and a little farput From the city, Chester pre- ther north.
On Friday and Saturday, the
dicts thatsky-gazerscan expect to
comet
wilt be visible almost all
see the comet's coma. From the
suburbs, the coma and a short tail night and will be noticeably
will likely be seen. From darker brighter than Wednesday night at
areas beyond the suburbs, he said, about L4 magnitude --a dramatic
cornet trackers could see a fuzzy increase in glow -just east of the
glow of light perhaps five umes Big Dipper.
On Sunday and Monday, as the
the size of the full moon .
'There 15 not a lot of experience comet makes its closest approach
m predicting what this kind of to the Earth, it should be at its
comet -coming so close to Earth brightest(magnitude0.7)and will
-will look like," said Brent bevisibleall night, undertheladle
Archinal,an astronomer at the US. of the little Dipper.

Blaine P. Friedlander Jr•
Special to The Washington Post
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Oscar highs and lows
A rundown of the 'best' in film
"The first time I hardly felt it because it was all so new_ But now I
feel it_ You like me! You like mel"
·
(Sally Reid collecting her secooo Oscar in 1985)

, deserve this."
(Shirley Maclaine, Best Supporting Actress, 1984)
,.d like to win more Oscars than Walt Disney and I'd like to win
them in every category."
(Jack Nicholson in Rolling Stone magazine, 1984)
*From 'The W01dswort!1 Dictionary or Flt"n Quotations."

Penn awaits verdict
Hollywood's bad boy goes for the gold
Christopher M.
Green
Staff Reporter

In a rare interview,
seen on MTV last December, Oscar nominee Sean Penn (Dead
Man Walking) said
that he 1s not really interested in acting anymore.ltdoesn'r doanything for him . He
would rather concen·
trate on his directorial
rut ure, he sa ld
Penn is one of five Sean Pem in Dead Man Walking.
nominees m the Best Actor cat· Moon (with fellow Best Actoregory for h1sastomshmg portrayal nominee N1colas Cage), and the
of Matthew Poncelet, a convicted crttically acclaimed The Falcon
murderer awaaingexecution who and the Snowman - to name a few.
learns to believe in Sr. Helen
Penn was nominated for a &st
Prejean, h·~!>plritual adviser.
Supporting Actor Golden Globe
Penn began h1s acting career for his role opposite AI Pacino in
studying ~•·d working at the Los Carliw's Way (1993). A perforAngelesGroupRepertoryTheatre. mance that deserved but was de·
He made hi!> Broadway debut in nied Oscar consideration was his
l<.&or\n
n'5 Hcar\IQM. which role· ~eojGMu.~ ·
led directly ro hi!. first screen role, GaryOidmanand Ed Harris. Penn
Starn ng opposite Tom Cruise and was electrifyi nga nd quite intrigu·
Timo1hy Hutton m TAPS(l980). ing as a cop struggling to find his
Penn became enormously popu- true 1dentity.
lar two year later with his porPenn has most recently turned
trayal of amiable airhead Jeff his attention to directing, making
Specoli m Fast TimesatRidgemont his debut with The Indian Run High.
ner He also co-wrote, produced
Other screen roles include Bad and directed The Crossing Guard,
&ys, Colors, AI Close Range. the prior to giving his Oscar-caliber
romantic drama Racing with the performance in Walking.

CI~Gnun(:rcy Pk:ru~

Jim Rutman
Stall Reporter

An affirmative-action agenda
snakes through all of the major
categories, for this, the 68th annual presentation of the Academy
Awards(airingMarch 25on ABC).
And regardless of your position
on this issue as social policy, it has
yielded some worthy results in
this years edition- sometimes
For instance, many deserving
first·time nominees were recognized. The Best Actor category
acknowledged two of the most
puzzling and daring young actors
in film: Nicolas Cage (Lea vi ngLas
Vegas),the likelywinner,and Sean
Penn (Dead Man Walking).
The Academy of Motion Pic·
ture Arts and Sciences correctly
nominated
Adventures in
Babysitting veteran , Elisabeth
Shue for an unexpected, wrench·
ing performance in Leaving Las
Vegas.
The Best Supporting Actor slot
featurestwoof the finest and most
consistent character actors on the
screen: Kevin Spacey (The Usual
Suspects) and Ed Harris (Apollo
13). The Best Supporting Actress
category is comprised entirely of
deservmg first-time nominees.
Joan Allen (Nixo n) delivered the
best performance, but don't be surprised to see Mira Sorvino(Mighty
Aphrodite) walk away with the
cup, for Woody A!len has directed
countless actors to Oscar glory.
TheAcademyalsodecided that

the smaller, more personal fit ms
(or at least theird1rectors) merited
recognition. Mike Figgis received
a nod for his soulful, unflinching
rendering of Leaving Las Vegas.
Meanwhile actors Tim Robbms
and Mel Gibson garnered nomi·
nations for their impressive sophomore directorial efforts
Robbins' DeadMan Walhingis
a bnlliantly nuanced, humane
drama which features the two best
(and flawless) lead performances
(by Susan Sarandon and Sean
Penn) of the year. Gibson's
Brave heart, by contrast, is memorable for its visual splendor and
epic scale. But enough kudos; there
are several glaring omissions and
ludicrous inclusions.
Richard Dreyfuss is a solid vet·
eran actor and already an Oscar
winner. But Mr:Holland'sOpusisa
schmaltzy piece of kitsch, and his
efforts cannot redeem it. Emma
Thompson on the other hand
shows that kitsch can be a joy m
her screenplay adaptation andreliably brilliant star turn in Jane
Austen's Sense and Sensibility.
Brad Pin's twitchy,overly man·
nered,characterization of a schizophrenic in 12 Monkeys is an exercise in how not to do the "disabled"
role of which the Academy voters
are so habitually fond , yet these·
lection committee saw fit to be·
stow him with a Best Supporting
Actor nomination. My humble
suggestion for righting these
wrongs would be to replace
Dreyfuss with Jonathan Pryce
(Carrington) and give either Will·

........~-"~~ . ..LSnwlrJ
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Rickman CSense and Sensibility)
his due in Pitt's stead.
The voters'snubbings were not
relegated to the big-name catego·
ries; the oversights seeped into the
technical nominations too. Three
of the five most masterfully and
artfully constructed fil ms of the
year - Martin Scorsese's Casino
(best director alive and annual·
oversight victim), Brian Singer's

The Usual
Suspects, and
Oliver Stone's
Nixon -failed
to get nomi·
nated for either
Best Editing or
Best Cinematography.
Don't think
the voters were
above a few
make - up
calls either.
T o
m
Hanks, Best
Actor win·
ner
two
years running, was passed over for
the most sensitive, restrained performance he has yet given in
Apollo 13. The Oscar folks also
looked past two perennially successful, big budget directors, who
this year created large-sca le.
quintessential studio pictures
Neither Oliver Stone (Nixon) nor
Ron Howard (Apollo 13) was
nominated for Best Director.
Thiswasapparentlypartof the
'message' the voters wanted to de·
liver in their recognition of small
(Babe) and even foreign (II Posti no)
films and oversight of studio
projects (Nixon, The American
President). Now, !did not see Babe,
so I wilt not employ the Bob Dole
technique of vicarious criticism.
That said, it seems highly im·
probable that either Babe or II
Posti noisoneof the five best films
of 1995. In fact, neither of the two
best movies is included: Leaving
W'c1g,aj
~lM i&i .
Yes, both films' directors and ac·
tors were nominated, but appar·
entl y the thematically "difficult,"
gritty nature of both pictures in·
terfered with the "feelgood"theme
embedded in the nominated films.
Butdespitesomesurprisesand
short-sightedness (and in large
measure due to them) this extrava·
ganza promises to be the most con·
tentious banquet in years.

Academy takes notice of rolling Stone
Brl~m Sparks
Staff Reporter
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If you lookatthe names of those
running for Best Actress at this
year's Oscars, one name should
stand out.
Why is Sharon Stone's name
listed among such proven stars as
Susan Sarandon (DeadMan Wa 1hing), Meryl Streep (The Bridges of
Madison County) and Emma Thompson (Sense and Sensibility)1
Does she actually have a chance
against these screen veterans?
Actually, as Ginger McKenna
in Martin Scorsese's Casino, Stone
delivers one of the best perfor·
mances of the year and by far the
best of her career: Aside£ rom earn·
ing her an Oscar nomination, the
role has also helped Stone earn re·
spect from her peers.
Swne's previous roles may have
helped their respective films earn
money at the box office, but none
were exactly brilliant performances. She starred in quite a few
action flicks such as Total Recall.
The Specralist and King Solomon's
Mines. Her breakthrough role
came in Bas1c Instinct, in which
she played aseductiveauthorwho
may or may not be a k1ller. These
films gave her name recognition,
but didn't do much to show off her
acting talent

Sharon Stone in Casino.
With her performance in Ca·
sino, in which she stars with Rob·
ert DeNiroandJoe Pesci,Stone has
finalt y shown that she can com·
pete with her co-stars. In the
movie, she plays DeNiro's wife, a
former high-priced call girl Fa·
miliar with the Las Vegas scene,
she is able to manipulate DeNiro,
who owns a casino. into con·
stantly giving her money.
But her downward spiral be·
gins when she starts to get in·
volved in drugs and gambling.She
also cheats on her husband with
her old boyfriend and wlth Pesci ,
DeNiro's best friend . Eventually,

she ends up destroying her life because of drugs.
Stone give.s a very powerful
performance in the movie. Her
character has almost no good in
her, and she plays her very well.
She is also very good at interacting with the other characters, es·
pecially DeNiro.
The scene in which she goes
back to her old house to pick up
her things is played veryintensely
by both stars. DeNiro acts calm
and tells her to leave, and she goes
crazy, yelling at him that she has
the right to be there. Of course,she
is on drugs at the time. It is in this
scene that Stone shows she can
match up to DeNiro in intensity.
One striking aspect of her role
and subsequent nomination is
how it contrasts with the other
nominees.She plays a bad girl,and
she is going against those who are
playing more passionate roles,
such as Susan Sarandon's nun in
Dead Man Walking
Whether she wins, Stone's per·
formance in Casino is still good
enough to be considered one of
the best of the year. Hopefulty,she
will be able to mainta in this kind
of success in future movies, which
include Last Dance, about a
woman facing death row, and
thriller Diaoolique.
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Those who can... teach
JCU students experience firsthand ups and
downs of teaching profession
Lisa Marie Stlckan
Staff Reporter

------

Ever wondered what it would
be like to switch places with a
teacher? Or wondered what it
would be like to return to the
hometown high school as one o[
the faculty?
Stud!'nts in John Carroll
University's education department aren't wondering anymore.
Student teachingisa necessary
step toward earning teacher certi·
fication. The education depart·
ment offers a comprehensive program that imnu~diatelyplacesstu·
dents in school settings forobserv·
ing and learning.
The reason why manystudenrs
start in the education program is
simply because they lovechildren.
"1guess l've a !ways enjoyed being
around kids and helping them ,"
said Matt Watts, a junior elemen·
tary education major.
Senior Dave Ehrbar originally
intended to be a pre-med major,
but changed his major to education after working with children
at a day camp. "I wanted to spend
more time with the children, not
just see them when they are sick,"
Ehrbar said.
Other students have gained in·
tere.st in teaching from pastteachers they have had. According to
senior Sean Carmichael, "Dr.
Duncan [of the history depart·
mentl turned me on to teaching.

He has been my best teacher."
Sophomore Brian Crego echoed these sentiments, "Growing
up, I had a tremendous amount of
respect for my teachers."
For some Carroll students,
teaching is in their blood. "I think
it is something I wanted to do all
my life," said sophomore Kristie
Kontak. Sophomore Joanna
Rosati added, "Teaching runs in
my family; my sister and parents

are all teachers." Emily Daube, a
junior, is also in the same situation. "My mother and sister are
teachers," she said.
The most worthwhile part of

teaching for many of these stu·
dents is spending ume with the
children.
"The best part is when you are
helping a student or teaching a
class, and they understand what
you are saying," said Watts.
Things do not always go so
smoothly in the classroom, how·
ever. "Over Christmas break, I was
working with first -graders and
grading their math papers,' said
Crego. 'I marked 10
problems wrong on a
student's paper. She
started crying and
continued to cry
throughout the day,"
he said.
Most of the time it
is not so tense in the
classroom. According
to Daube, there are
many humorous days
in the classroom. "Ev·
erything the kids say
is funny because it is
unpredictable,' she
said.
Rosati experienced
teaching at the place
where she used to be a
student. She returned
to her alma mater,
Charle.s F. Brush High School to
observe students in the classroom
setting.
"Going back to Brush was so
weird because I was back with my
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old teachers.· Rosati explained, "h fourth -grade at Gesu school.
was like reversmg roles, and 1
"People may thmk that teachlearned what they went through." ing is easy, but It is very difficult
While Kontak, Crego and and there is always something to
Rosati have techmcally been JUSt do," Daube satd. "Preparing to
observing,thetrwork has gone be- teach is time con ummg and can
be frustrating"
yond just sitting and watching.
Carm1chael1s student teach·
Kontak has been a readmg tUtor."lactuallyfoltowa lesson plan. ing history at Mayf1eld Middle
As a tutor! teachaloneandevery
School. He tea heslOth·gradehis·
thing is up to rne,"shesa1d
tory and lith-grade U .. h1story.
Cregoisverya tiveinthefirst- Carmichael is responsible for all
grade class at Gear it y Elementary aspects of the class.
School. "I record grades on a chart,
"Studentleachinggives mefree
grade papers, bring books in to reign," said Carm1chael. "I have to
read," said Crego. •t am an extra meet objectives, but howl want to
pair of hands," he said.
do that i up to me."
Cregowasal.soplacedincharge
Ehrbar students teaches at
of his class' Black History Month Mayfield. "The b1ggestadjustmem
project and taught the difference is that the grades come from me,"
between fairy tales and legends.
Ehrbarsaid. Headded,"Therewere
Rosati has kept active while at many things that l was not ready
Brush by running errands for the for,like kids with learmngdisabiliteacher. She has also examined ties·
the uizzes of students to h l a ·
Fort he mO!>t n, 1he th to
quaint herself with the grading reaching certification has
a
policy.
difficult but pleasant experience
Daube has been pre-student fonhesejCUstudents. "It is realty
teaching to prepare for her stu· exciting,"saidKontak,"Tohavethe
dent teaching next year. Daube opportunity to assume the role as
has been teaching lessons in the the teacher is good practice."

Sky-watchers anticipate comet's
appearance this week
Blaine P. Friedlander Jr•
to The Washington Post
A comet discovered. last Janu·
ary was expected to become visible with the naked eye on
Wednesday night, and may put on
animpressiveshowforsky·watch·
ers over the next week or so.
Astronomers are optimistic
thatthenewcomet,namedComet
Hyakutake for its discoverer, will
provide e.specially good viewing.
Its coma or head will appear
much larger thana full moon, and
in dark skies, its two tails could be
dramatic, especially as it bright·
ens over the ne;oct several days.
"For the Northern Hemisphere
this comet is dynamite. This is as
good as it gets," said Geoff Chester.
an astronomer with the National
Air & Space Museum 's Einstein
Planetarium. Comet Hyakutake
will be the brightest comet in 20
years-sinceComet West in 1976.
Location is critical to comet·
spotting. Fmd a dark sky and stay
put. From the city, Chester predicts that sk y-gazersca n expect to
see the comet's coma. From the
suburbs, the coma and a short tail
will likely be seen. From darker
areas beyond the suburbs, he said,
comet trackers could see a fuzzy
glow of light perhaps five times
the size of the full moon.
!here is not a lot of experience
in predicting what this kind of
comet -coming so close to Earth
-will look like," said Brent
Archinal,an astronomer at the US

Special

Naval Obser vatory.
Hyakutake's visibility results
from a combination of factors: its
"activity' (the release of dust and
gas, which are illuminated by the
sun) and its unusual proximity.
On Sunday and Monday, the
comet will pass within 9.3 million
miles of Earth. Its brightness then
should be 0.7 magnitude (about
the same as Saturn), making at
least the coma easily visible from
most urban locations in the Northern Hemisphere. (The lower the
number that describes a star's
magnitude, the greater its pright·
ness .
The comet will change position every night for the next sev·
era! weeks. Naked-eye viewers in
areas with little background light
were expected to see it sometime
after 10 p.m. Wednesday night,
low in the eastern sky, according
to the Einstein Planetarium. It
should appear a little earlier
Thursday night and a little far·
ther north.
On Friday and Saturday, the
comet will be visible almost all
night and will be noticeably
brighter than Wednesday night at
about 1.4 magnitude -a dramatic
increase in glow - just east of the
Big Dipper
On Sunday and Monday, as the
comet makes its closest approach
to the Earth, it should be at its
brightest (magnitude 0.7) and will
be visible all night, unde rthe ladle
of the Little Dipper.
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It's the most honorable thing to do
Honors Student Association takes part in social and charitable activities
Marla Trlvlsonno

Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Canton, Ohio
Major: Accounting
What is the best concert
you've been to?: The Beach Boys
What would your ideal road
trip include?: Good friends and a
trip to Nashvillle
What is the #I quality you look
for in a woman?: Great personalIty to go w1th a pretty smile
What is your favorite thing to
do on a Saturday night? Hang
out with friends and watch a good
mov1e or play Euchre. I have no life;
I'm an accounting major.
What activities are you involved in?: Football and Phi Beta
Phi
Who would you like to win the
election q~
Ross Perol because the country
should be run like a business.
What is your pet peeve?: I have
so many but probably when my
house mates use all the hot water.
What do you want to accomplish in life?: To have a good job
and a good family
What is your worst habit?:
Wast1ng t1me do1ng nothing
What do you want to be your
greatest accomplishment at
JCU?: To have a great G.PA and
make it to one of the top six
account1ng firms
What Is the most embarrassing
thing you have ever done?: 1
pulled my car out and drove on the
wrong s1de of the street
If you could be a cartoon
character, which one would you
be?: Superman, because he has x-ray
\IISIOn.
Do you believe in UFO's?: Yes,
because this is a huge world and it IS
hard to believe that we are the only

,..••,.new
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Assistant Features Editor
Discounted theater tr ips to Playhouse
Squareand the Cleveland Playhouse, movie
nights with friends and a popular Chris tmas party sound more like a fraternity or
social club ratherthan an academic organ ization. Yet socializing is an important part
of the Honors Student Association (HSA),
according to President Sandra Lucas.
iHSA]provides social act ivities for Honors s tudents," Lucas said. "It's a way for
Honors students to get to know other Hon ors students better and get to know the
Honors fac ulty outside of class"
The HSA was formed in 1992 and received its charter from the Student Union
in 1993, according to john Spencer, director
of the Honors program. Thegroupis independent of the Honors program and is
largely run by the students, Spencer said.
All studentsenrolled in the Honors program are considered members of the HSA,
though there are active and inactive mem bers.
The Honors program supplies all mem bers with $25 a semester, which they may
spend on cultural activities.
"We do get a discount through the Honors program on [theater] tickets,so[the HSAI
is justa waytomakeuseof that,"Lucassaid.
"We provide transportation to people who
don't have transportation to go to different
cultural activities."
She added that further discounts can be
obtained when group rates are available.
Lucas stressed that all john Carroll Universit ystudentsare welcome to attend these
events and receive the group discount. Only
the Honors program discount is solely for
Honors students.
"We don't want to be seen as an elite
group on campus," Lucas said. "We'd like to
include all students in our activities. Evryon I l'i
to the Honors students, but they're welcome
to bring someone from outside the Honors
program."
Activities this year included a trip to see
DeadMan Walking with Spencer, Rev.ThomasSchubeck,SJ.and about !Ostudems. A
discussion occurred af ter the movie at
Arabica. lucas said that this activity tied
nicely into a class she had two years ago.
"When I was a freshman, I took the Honors Moral Decision Making class and Sr.

Helen Prejean, who wrote the book 'Dead
Man Walkmg,' came to speak," she said. "1
eventually read her book and th en here
comes the movie. It was nice to be able to
watch the movie and then talk with Fr.
Schubeck about it."
Besides social outings, the HSA is involved in service projects as well. Even the
annual Christmas party helps the poor.
"We do ask people to bring toys and we
dona te them to needy children," Lucas said.
A team for the MS Walk on April 14 is
being formed by the HSA th is year.
The HSA is also coordinating the
Roulston Lecture Series this semester,which
is funded by the Roulston Fam1ly Fund of
The Cleveland Foundation. RobertGussin,
vice president for Science and Technology
at johnson and johnson, will speak at Carroll on Aprilll at 5:30 p.m. in the Jardine
Room. His topic will be "The Future of
Technology," and the lectureisfreeandopen
to the public.

The Honors program itself, rather than
the HSA, also sponsors activities such as
lecturesand trips. In February,Gerald Graff
of the University of Chicago gave a lecture
on the nature of a learning community.
"He talked about the necessity of conflict within the co'Ilmunity and how you
incorporate conflict in thecommunity and
don't ignore it," Spencer said.
Th e Honors program also subsidized a
class trip last semester.
"We traveled to the Stratford !Theater]
Festival m Canada with Ueanne Colleran]
and the EN 203 World Drama Class," Lucas
said.
The HSA meets once a month . The time
and date of the meetings are announced
through e-mail and flyers delivered to the
Honors students.
Students who want information about
the Honors program can visit the Honors
House located near the tennis courts on
Belvoir Road.

and information about the Honors Student Association
"I read a lot of books as an English
major, so I do a book report on one of
them," Watson said, adding that "Each
issue l ask a faculty mem bet to recommend some books for honors students."
Even though he now has experience
in writing newsletters, Watson does not
intend to go into the field. However, he
truly enjoys writing in general and writingfor The Herald in particular.
"It's quite a challenge, but it's such a
pleasing thing to see the finished product
and to be able to create something," he
said. "For me, writing is a chance to ereate something totally new, something
10 infonn stuthat's never existed before.·
--·-·ngra uatest isspr ngandhas
The Herald is delivered to all honors been accepted into the English doctoral
students both on and off campus. It is program of Loyola University of Chicago
published threetimeseachsemesterand for further studies.
a smaller summer issue is sent to incomThe Honors program is currently looklngstudents. Extraissuesareavailableat ing for an honors student to take over
the Honors House.
Watson's position o[ Honors Student AsEach issue of Tht Herald contains sistant. It is a paid position under work
book reviews, an article from john Spen- study.
cer, director of the Honors program, a
"It's a good job," he said smiling. "You
column from a guest faculty member get a big desk"

Area restaurants to donate for AIDS benefit

Manager Brendan Ring assures that 30
son Jaffrey o[ the AIDS Housing Council,
Sara Kalman
said that many restaurants were honored percent of a restaurant's receipts is a good
Staff Reporter
amount. The profits after expenses for
As ci tizens look to get involved in the to be asked to participate in the event.
"Workingth isevent has been especiall y Nighttown usually is around 30 percent
fight against AIDS, they support educational programs or get sponsors for charity gratifying. People are giving so much of per night Thischarity benefit is the equivawalks. Maybe they didn't think about eat- themselves," jaffrey said. "There has been a lent of working a night totally for the benefit of AIDS patients.
terrific response from
ing out as cont ributing to the fight.
Chuck Preisch,
On March 28, restaurants all across the the people in Cleveowner of Chuck's
Greater Cleveland Area will participate in land."
Diner at 2214 Lee
Dining Out for Life,acharity benefit to help
The first Dining Out
Road, is putting more
for Life was held in
fight AIDS.
workers on for the
The AIDS Housing Council of Greater Philadelphia in 1991,
shifts during Dining
Cleveland, the AIDS Task Force, Stopping and has since grown to
Out for Life. "AIDS is
AIDS is My Mission(SAMM)and The Open 22 cities across the nathe whole country's
House are the sponso~ and the beneficia- tion , including Cleveproblem, let's do
land. This is the first
ries of the event.
something about it,"
All that is year that Cleveland will
Preisch said.
necessary to participate.
The
hon ora ry
The Cleveland verparticipate is
chairs
of
the
evening
sion
of
Dining
Out
for
anappetiteand
FOR LIFE
are television station
the means to Life is being Corpos..
WEWS'sFredGriffith
help. Thirty- rately sponsored by the
and
his
wife,
Linda.
The couple will be
two East and Free Times, WNWV-FM/107.3, The CleveWest side res- land Film Society and American Greetings. Dining Out For Life at johnny's Downtown
In addition to the 30 percent that each at 1406 West 6th St.
taurants will
"l hope people will eat up," Linda said.
donate 30 per- restaurant donates, there will also be an
SPE~IAL
There
are no tickets to buy or checks to
opportunity
to
make
a
free-will
offering
for
cent of their
write. Participating in this event is as easy
March 28 pro- the cause.
At some participating restaurants, such as making reservationsata favor ite particiceeds to these
organizations as Nighttown at 12383 Cedar Road, the patingresta urant. Donations will automatiwhich offer waitstaff swill volunteer 30 percent of their cally be made w benefit the AIDS cause.
Other participating restaurants include:
support
ser - tips from the night for the cause.
wit~ Pn-Pai~
linda Pavlovitch, a waitress at Firehouse Cafe, Arabica's (Coventry and
vices to people
Nighttown, said that the staff will donate Shaker Square), Porcelli's, Inn on Coventry,
with AIDS.
Coordina - their wages so that, "every person working The Stone Oven Bakery/Cafe, Anem is, Red
NEW COC/11:90N
tor of Dining is involved." She added, "It's nice to be part Star Cafe, It's It Deli,CaxtonCafe,Player'son
4485 M/lij'j9fCD 1€0//D. SOU1:H EUCC9D
Madison and Club Isabella.
Out for Life,] a- of the effort."

Sun- frASt- ic
'Lanning Salon
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Baseball sweeps home-opening doubleheader
Kevin Bachman
Thibeault credited the Blue
- - - -- Streak
Stall Reporter
defense and senior catcher
If the Blue Stre.tk pitchingstaff john Bartels as he upped htsrecord
holds to form , tlle baseball team to2-0 with a 2.33 earned run averwi 11 be tough to
age.
beat come Oh10
"The key to the
Athleti c Confa·
whole thing is john
ence pl ay
Ba nels,· Thibeault
The
john
said. "I just jump on
Carroll University
his back and do
baseball team took
what he says. There
advantage
of
is no doubt he is a
strong pitch ing
big factortooursucand excellent decess behind the plate
(
fensive play as they
and with the stick."
swept Malone ColCoach
Brian
John Bartels
lege at Schweikert
Brewer also cited
Field on Saturday.
Bartels' play on and off the field.
junior Marc Thibeault was
"We knew he'd be a good leader,
sharp in the nightcap of the and he's been vocal," said Brewer,
doubleheader allowing on ly three 'but the play he has given us so far
hits and striking out seven as he has been a pleasant surprise."
blanked Ma lone 4-0.
Bartels is hitting .379 and has a

.47lonbasepercentage. Heisalso
throwing out fourty percent of
baserunners attempting to steal.
Senior first basemen Kevin
Fisc her and freshman designated
hitter Chris Dahlmeier each
picked up two hits to lead the
Streaks attack.
ln the first game, the Streaks
pulled out a squeaker 1o-8behind
the strong relief pitching of sophomore Tom TodaroandjuniorBrian
Emmerling.
Malone threatened in the 7th
with two out and a man on with
the Streaks clinging to a two run
lead. Sophomore Michael Babinec
struck out Malone's Rob Roberts
to preserve the victory Emmerling
picked up the win.
Pitching coach Jamie Floyd
said the flexibility among the
pitchers in the bullpen is the main

ingredient in john Carroll's success..
"There are no definite roles for
the players, • Floyd said. "We just
have people down there that we
call on to get the pb done."
Freshman Brian O'Rourke
started the first game but
struggled with his control,Brewer
said. Although he walked four in
two and one-third innings before
giving way to Todaro, the Streaks
were still up 4-0.
"He started but never got into
any kind of rhythm," Brewer said.
Senior cenrer fielder Brian
Mocnywentfourforfourwith two
doubles and three runs batted in.
Senior second baseman Tommy
Kennedy was one for three with a
double, two runs scored and three
RBl's.
Although hestrugglcdovenhe

weekend, O'Rourke ts still the
Streaks leading pitcher with a 2-0
record and a 1.86 E.R.A. He has 22
strikeouts in 19.1 innings pitched
and has limited opponentstoa .l52
bani ng average.
O'Rourke said that h1s succe5s
on the mound has been unex pected, but he wants to focus on
the team goa Is.
"We have a really good chemistry, and coach and all of the players have been real supportive,"
O'Rourkesaid."Ourteamgoalsare
co dowell in the OACand make it
to regionals"
The Blue Streaks next face Ohio
Valley College on Saturday at
Schweikert Field. Emmerling and
freshman Ben Myers will pitch
against Ohio Valley,and O'Rourke
andThibeaultwill take the mound
for Sunday's game at Kenyon.

Track teams shift from indoor to outdoor season

Watson keeps honors students informed
Marla Trlvlsonno
Assistant Features Editor
Matt Watson leaned back comfortably in his cbair and took a sip from his
mug. "1 drink a lot of tea here in the
office," he said. "Coffee too."
Watson, a senior English major, does
much more than relax in the honors office and drink caffeinated beverages.
As the Honors Student Assistant, he
is responsible for The Honors Herald, a
newslettercontaininginformationabout
john Carroll University's Honors program.
"[TheHeraldlbasicallykeepsthelhonors]studentsinformedabouttheprogram
and courses offered by the program,"

SPORTS
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Shannon Sullivan
the long jump landing 18-1 from
Staff Reporter
the take-off board . She also placed
Among the peaks of the Appa - second in the triple jump and the
lac hian mountains m Virginia, 100-meter dash with a leap of 35john Carroll University's track 9 and a time of lJ.ll.
teams competed m th e 16 team
Sprinting along with Cansler's
field at the annual Washington lead, junior Minette jackson blew
and Lee Invitational.
by the competition in the 400The women finished fourth but meter dash setting a meet -record
on ly lOpoimsbehindsecond place time of 59.28. She also contribThiel College. Meanwhile, the men uted to a first place finish in the
garnered a sixth place finish trail- 4x400 relay. The team of jackson,
ing second place Susque hanna sophomore Lori Hammer, junior
Coll ege by 24 points.
jill Muldoon and freshman Yvette
Sweeping th e meet and crush- Panigutti finish ed ahead of the
ingthecompetition was Williams field in a time of 59.28.
COllege ,which was in front of sec"The meet went well for us,"
ond plac e Thiel by46points in the jackso n sa id. "We have a talented
women 's evenrs and seeond place cam with posiriveattitudewlttdt
Susquehanna by 67 points in the has created a comfortable atmoen's competition.
sphere for everyone. Virginia was
ta
outdoor season a learni ng experience for us as a
where she left of in t
tea m. We stepped off the track
know1
id..ouJ best."

EARLY SESSION

Six weeks beginning May 17 (6 pm)
LATE SESSION

Six weeks beginning June 28 (6 pm)
• Day, evening or weekend classes.
• Courses in business, arts and sciences,
edt1cation, nursing.
• All courses applicable to Loyola
University Chicago degrees.
• Classes held at Loyola's Lnke Shore
(Chicago), Water Tower (Chicago),
Medica/ Center (Maywood), and
Ma//inckrodt (Wilmette) campuses.
• Convenient Touch- Tone registration
(ITR) system.
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Also turning in medalist performances were the 4xl00 relay
team of Cansler, Hammer,
Mu ldoon and Panigutti , whi ch
finished third, and freshman
jenny Miller who leapt her way
into a second place tie in the high
jump by dearing 5-0.
For the men's squad, sophomore Matt Lemieux and senior
Mike Olsen led the way. Lemieux
led the field of pole vaulters by
clearing the bar at 15-0, while
Olsen grabbed first in the 40ometer dash in 50.38 and third in
the 200-meter dash in 22.76.
Olsen rounded out a busy day

by joining with fellow senior tan
Johnstone in helping a pair of relay team s to top four fimshes.
They team ed with senior Lyle
Biggs and sophomore Don
Spenthoff to finish fourth in the
4xl00 with a time of 4350, and
they also joined Spenthoff and
freshman Eric Ba lish to take third
in the 4x400 with a time of
3:28.43.
"We were excited to run, and it
was nice to be in warm weather
for a change." said Spenthoff. "We
worked hard and ran well. The
freshmen especially had good performances."

"We didn 't know what to expect, so we kept an open mind,·
said freshman high hurdler Tom
Cassidy. "We were prettycompetitive across the board."
With theoutdoorseasonoff and
running,Carroll'st rackteamsnow
antlciparethestartof competition
in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
They tipoff the season this Saturday at 11:00 am in New Concord,
Ohio in th e Muskingum College
Invitational.
"The attitude we will have this
weekend w11l be the same as for
Virginia, to do well ," said freshman james Van Dress.
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It's the most honorable thing to d.o
Honors Student Association takes part in social and charitable activities

Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Canton, Ohio
Major: Account1ng
What is the best concert
you've been to?: The Beach Boys
What would your ideal road
trip Include?: Good friends and a
tnp to Nashvillle
What is the #I quality you look
for in a woman?: Great personality to go wrth a pretty smile
What is your favorite thing to
do on a Saturday night? Hang
out wrth friends and watch a good
mov1e or play Euchre. I have no life;
I'm an accounting major.
What activities are you involved in?: Football and Phi Beta

Pht
Who would you like to win the
.....~ .... "'-1 alaction of 1996?:
Ross Perot, because the country
should be run ftke a bustness.
What is your pet peeve?: I have
so many but probably when my
house mates use all the hot water.
What do you want to accomplish in life?: To have a good job
and a good family
What is your worst habltr:
Wasttng time doing nothtng
What do you want to be your
greatest accomplishment at
JCU?: To have a great G.P.A. and
make tl to one of the top six
account1ng finms
What is the most embarrassing
thing you have ever done?: I
pulled my car out and drove on the
wrong stde of the street.
If you could be a cartoon
character, which one would you
be?: Supenman, because he has x-ray
VISion.
Do you believe in UFO's?: Yes,
because thts is a huge world and it is
hard to believe that we are the only

Marla Trlvlsonno
Asststant Features Editor
Discounted theater trips to Playhouse
Squa reand the Cleveland Playhouse, movie
ntghrs with friends and a popular Christmas party sound more like a fraternity or
social club rather than an academic organization. Yet socializing is an important part
of the Honors Student Association CfiSA),
according to President Sandra Lucas
iHSA] provides social activities for Honors students: Lucas said "It's a way for
Honors students to get to know other Honors students better and get to know the
Honors facu lty outside of class."
The HSA was formed in 1992 and received its charter from the Student Union
in 1993, according to john Spencer,director
of the Honors program. The group is independent of the Honors program and is
largely run by the students, Spencer said.
All students enrolled in the Honors program are considered members of the HSA ,
though there are active and inactive members.
The Honors program supplies all members with $25 a semester, which they may
spend on cultural activities.
'We do get a discount through the Honors program on [theater]tickets,solthe HSAI
is justa way to make use of that," Lucas said.
"We provide transportation to people who
don't have transportation to go to different
cultural activities."
She added that furtberdiscountscan be
obtained when group rates are available.
Lucas stressed that all John Carroll Universitystudentsare welcome to attend these
evemsand receive thegroupdiscount. Only
the Honors program discount is solely for
Honors st udents.
' We don't want to be seen as an elite
group on campus," Lucas said. "We'd like to
include all students in our activities. Evryon i 11'1
d.
to the Honorsstudents,but they'rewelcome
to bring someone from outside the Honors
program."
Activities this year included a trip to see
DeadMan Wal hi ng with Spencer, Rev.ThomasSchubeck,SJ.andabout lOstudents. A
discussion occurred after the movie at
A rabica. Lucas said that this activity tied
nicely into a class she had two years ago.
"W hen I wasafreshman,l took the Honors Moral Decision Making class and Sr.

Sara Kalman
Staff Reporter
As citizens look to get involved in the
fight against AIDS, they support educationa1 programs or get sponsors for charity
walks. Maybe they didn't think about eating out as contributing to the fight.
On March 28, restaurants all across the
Greater Cleveland Area will participate in
Dining Out for Life,a charity benefit to help
fight AIDS.
The AIDS Housing Council of Greater
Cleveland, the AIDS Task Force, Stopping
AIDS is My Mission(SAMM)andTheOpen
House are the sponso~ and the beneficiaries of the event.
All that is
necessary to
participate is
anappetiteand
the means to
help. Thirtytwo East and
West side restaurants will
donate 30 percen t of their
March 28 proceeds to these
organizations
which offer
support services to people
with AIDS.
Coordina tor of Dining
Out for Life,ja-

'Tanning Salon

SPECIAL

Jill Tu

The Honors program itself, rather than
the HSA, also sponsors activities such as
lectures and trips. In February,Gerald Graff
of the University of Chicago gave a lecture
on the nature of a learning community.
"He talked about the necessity of conflict within the co'Timunity and how you
incorporate conflict in thecommun ity and
don't ignore it," Spencer said .
The Honors program also subsidized a
class trip last semester.
"We traveled to the Stratford [Theater]
Festival in Canada with Ueanne Colleran]
and the EN 203 World Drama Class," Lucas
said.
The HSA meets once a month . The time
and date of the meetings are announced
through e-mail and flyers delivered to the
Honors students.
Students who want information about
the Honors program can visit the Honors
House located near the tennis courts on
Bel voir Road.

Watson keeps honors students informed
Marla Trlvlsonno
Assistant Features Editor
Matt Watson leaned back comfortably in his chair and took a sip from his
mug. 1 drink a 1ot of tea here in the
office," he said. "Coffee too."
Watson, a senior English major, does
much more than relax in the honors office and drink caffeinated beverages.
As the Honors Student Assistant, he
is responsible for The Honors Herald, a
newslettercontaininginformationabout
john Carroll University's Honors pro-

and in formation about the Honors Student Association.
"1 read a lot of books as an English
major, so I do a book report on one of
them," Watson said, adding that •Each
issue 1 ask a faculty member to recommend some books for honors students."
Even though he now has experience
in writing newsletters, Watson does not
intend to go into the field. However, he
truly enjoys writing in general and writing for The Herald in particular.
"It's quite a challenge, but it's such a
gram.
pleasing thing to see thefinished product
"{TIIeHtraldlbasicallykeepsthe!hon- and to be able to create something," he
ors]studentsinforrnedabouttheprogram said. "For me, writing is a chance to ereand courses offered by the program," ate something totally new, something
to inform stu- that's never existed before."
lji[IJ..,_,_......,......... ~··-ngra uatest isspringandhas
The Herald is delivered lO all honors been accepted into the English doctoral
students both on and off campus. 1t is program of Loyola University of Chicago
published threetimeseachsemesterand for further studies.
asmallersummerissue is sent toincomThe Honors program is currently lookIng students. Extraissuesareavailableat ing for an honors student to take over
Watson's position of Honors Student Asthe Honors House.
Each issue of The Herald contains sistant. It is a paid position under work
bookrcviews,anarticldrornjohnSpen- study.
cer, director of the Honors program, a
"It's a good job," he said smiling. "You
column from a guest faculty member get a big desk."

Area restaurants to donate for AIDS benefit

Sun-fast- jc
STll DE~T

Helen Prejean, who wrote the book 'Dead
Man Walking,' came to speak," she said. "l
eventually read her book and then here
comes the movie. It was nice to be able to
watch the movie and then talk wnh Fr.
Schubeck about it."
Besides social outings, the HSA is involved in service projects as well. Even the
annual Christmas party helps the poor.
"We do ask people to bring toys and we
donate th em to needy children," Lucas said.
A team for the MS Walk on April 14 is
being formed by the HSA this year.
The HSA is also coordinating the
Rou lsron Lecture Series this semester,which
is funded by the Roulston Family Fund of
The Cleveland Foundation. RobertGussin,
vice president for Science and Technology
atjohnson and johnson, will speak at Carroll on April II at 5:30p.m. in thejardine
Room . His topic will be "The Future of
Technology," and the lectureisfreeandopen
to the public.

Manager Brendan Ring assures that 30
son jaffrey of the AIDS Housing Council,
said that many restaurants were honored percent of a restaurant's receipts is a good
amount. The profits after expenses for
to be asked to participate in the event.
"Working this event has been especially Nighttown usually is arou nd 30 percent
gratifying. People are giving so much of per night. Thischarity benefit is theequivathemselves," Jaffrey said. "There has been a lent of working a night totally forthe benefit of AIDS patients
terrific response from
Chuck Preisch,
the people in Cleveowner of Chuck 's
land."
Diner at 2214 Lee
The first Dining Out
Road, is puning more
for Life was held in
workers on for the
Philadelphia in 1991,
shifts during Dining
and has si nee grown to
Out for Life. "AIDS is
22 cities across the nathe whole country's
tion, including Cleveproblem, let's do
land. This is the first
something about it,"
yearthatCleveland will
Preisch said.
participate.
The
honorary
The Cleveland verchairs
of
the
evening
sion of Dining Out for
FOR LIFE
are television sta tion
Life is being CorpoSM
WEWS'sFredGriffith
rate! y sponsored by the
and
his
wife,
Linda.
The couple will be
Free Times, WNWV-FM/107.3, The Cleveland Film Society and American Greetings. Dining Out For Life atjohnny's Downtown
In addition to the 30 percent that each at 1406 West 6th St.
"1 hope people will eat up," Linda said.
restaurant donates, there will also be an
There
are no tickets to buy or checks to
opportunity to make a free-willo£feringfor
write. Participating in this event is as easy
the cause.
At some participating restaurants, such as making reservations at a favorite particias NightLOwn at 12383 Cedar Road, the pating restaurant Donations will automatiwaitstaf fswill volunteer 30 percent of their cally be made to benefit the AIDS cause.
Other participating restaurants include:
tips from the night for the cause.
Linda Pavlovitch , a waitress at Firehouse Cafe, Arabica's (Coventry and
Nighttown, said that the staff will donate Shaker Square), Porcelli's, Inn on Coventry,
their wages so that, "every person working The Stone Oven Bakery/Cafe, Artemis, Red
is involved.· She added, "1t's nice to be part Star Cafe, Ir's It Deli, Caxton Cafe, Player's on
Madison and Club Isabella.
of the effort."
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Baseball sweeps home-opening doubleheader
Kevin Bachman

Thibeault credited the Blue
Streak defense and senior catcher
If the Blue Stre..tk pi tchingstaff john Bartels as he upped his record
holds to form, tlte baseball team to2-0 with a 2.33 earned run averwill be tough to
age.
beat come Oh to
"The key to the
Ath letic Confawhole thing is john
ence play.
Bartels," Thibeault
The
John
said. "I just jump on
Carroll University
his back and do
baseball team took
what he says. There
advantage
of
is no doubt he is a
strong pitching
big factortoour sucand excellent decess behind the plate
fensive play as they
and with the stick."
swept Malone ColCoach
Brian
John Bartels
lege at Schweikert
Brewer also cited
Field on Saturday.
Bartels' play on and off the field.
junior Marc Thibeault was
"We knew he'd be a good leader,
sha rp in the nightcap of the and he's been vocal." said Brewer,
doubleheader allowing only three "but the play he has given us so far
hits and striki ng out seven as be has been a pleasant surprise."
blanked Malone 4-0.
Bartels is hitting .379 and has a
Staff Reporter

--------

.47lonbasepercentage. Heisalso
throwing out fourty percent of
baserunners attempting to steaL
Senior first basemen Kevin
Fischer and freshman designated
hitter Chris Dahlmeier each
picked up two hits to lead the
Streaks attack
In the first game, the Streaks
pulled out a squeaker 10-8 behind
thestrongrelief pitching of sophomore Tom Toda roa nd junior Brian
Emmerling.
Malone threatened in the 7th
with two out and a man on with
the Streaks clinging to a two run
lead Sophomore Michael Babinec
struck out Malone's Rob Roberts
to preserve the victory. Emmerling
picked up the win.
Pitching coach Jamie Floyd
said the flexibility among the
pitchers in the bull pen is the rna in

ingredient in John Carroll's success..
"There are no definite roles for
the players," Floyd said. "We just
have people down there that we
call on to get the job done."
Freshman Brian O'Rourke
sta rted the first game but
struggled with his control, Brewer
said . Although he walked four in
two and one-thi rd innings before
giving way to Todaro, the Streaks
were still up 4-0.
'He started but never got into
any kind of rhythm," Brewer sa1d.
Senior center fielder Bnan
Mocnywemfourforfourwith two
doubles and three runs batted in.
Senior second ba eman Tommy
Kennedy was one for three with a
double, two runs scored and three
RBI's.
A1t hough he struggled over the

weekend, O'Rourke is still the
Streaks leading pitcher with a 2-0
record and a 1.86 E.R.A. He has 22
strikeouts in 19.lmnings pitched
and has limitedopponentstoa .152
batting average.
O'Rourke said that hts success
on the mound has been unex pected, but he wants to focus on
the team goals.
·we have a really good chemistry, and coach and all of the players have been real supportive,"
O'Rourke said."Our team goals are
to dowell in theOACand make it
to regionals."
The Blue Streaks next face Ohio
Valley College on Saturday at
Schweikert Field. Emmerling and
freshman Ben Myers will pit h
agamstOhio Valley,andO'Rourke
and Thibeault will take the mound
for Sunday's game at Kenyon.

Track teams shift from indoor to outdoor season
Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter

Among the peaks of the Appalachian mount ains in Virginia,
john Carroll University's track
teams competed 1n the 16 team
field at the annual Washington
and Lee Inv itational.
The women finished fourth but
only lOpointsbehindsecond place
Thiel College. Meanwhile, the men
garnered a sixth place fin ish trailing second place Susquehanna
College by 24 points.
Sweeping the meet and crushing the competition was Williams
COllege,which was in front of second place Thiel by46pointsi n the
wotfien 's events-and set'Ond place
Susquehanna by 67 points in the
en 's competition.
ta ttn
outdoor season
where she left off in ttre--ifl
season, senior Thea Consler won

SUMMER

the long jump landing 18-1 from
the take-off board. She also placed
second in the triple jump and the
lOG-meter dash with a leap of 359 and a time of l3.ll.
Sprinting along with Cansler's
lead, junior Minette jackson blew
by the competition in the 400meter dash setting a meet-record
time of 59.28. She also contributed to a first place finish in the
4x400 relay. The team of jackson,
sophomore Lori Hammer, junior
jill Muldoon and freshman Yvette
Panigutti finished ahead of the
field in a time of 59.28.
"The meet went well for us,"
jackson said. "We have a talented
te'inn with posiriveattitudewhtch
has created a comfortable atmosphere for everyone. Virginia was
a learning experience for us as a
team. We stepped off the track
knowt
id_our best."

AT

LOYOLA

EARLY SESSION

Six weeks beginning May 17 (6 pm)
LATE SESSION
Six weeks beginning June 28 (6 pm)
• Day, evening or weekend classes.
• Cottrses in business, arrs and sciences,
education, nursing.
• All courses applicable to Loyola
University Chicago degrees.
• Classes held at Loyola's Lake Slwre
(Chicago), Warer Tower (Chicago),
Medical Center (Maywood), and
Mallinckrodt (Wilmette) campuses.
• Convenient Touch- Tone registration
(ITR) system.

r-------------------------------------------------,
THE
To receive your free copy of the 1996 :
SUMMER SESSIONS

Loyola University Chicago
820 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago,IL 60611-2196

The Summer Sessions bulletin, 1
return coupon or call (312) 915-6501. :
1
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Also turning in medalist performances were the 4xl00 relay
team of Ca nsl er, Hammer,
Muldoon and Panigutti, which
finished third , and freshma n
jenny Miller who leapt her way
into a second place tie in the high
jump by clearing 5-0.
For the men's squad, sophomore Matt Lemieux and senior
Mike Olsen led the way. Lemieux
led the field of pole vaulters by
clearing the bar at 15-0, while
Olsen grabbed first in the 400meter dash in 50.38 and third in
the 200-meter dash in 22.76.
Olsen rounded out a busy day

by joining with fellow senior lan
Johnstone in helping a pair of relay teams 10 top four finishes.
They teamed with senior Lyle
Biggs and sophomore Don
Spemhoff to finish fourth in the
4xl00 with a time of 4350, and
they also joined Spenthoff and
freshman Eric Salish to take third
in the 4x400 with a time of
3:28.43.
'We were excited to run, and it
was nice to be in warm weather
forachange,"saidSpenthoff_ "We
worked hard and ran well. The
f reshmenespecia lly had good performances.·

"We dtdn't know what to expect, so we kept an open mind,·
said freshman htgh hurdler Tom
asstdy. "We were prettycompetiti ve across the board."
Withtheoutdoorseasonoff and
running,Carroll'strack teams now
anticlpate thestan of com petition
in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
They tipoff the season this Saturday at 11:00 am m New Concord,
Ohio in the Muskmgum College
Invitational.
"The attitude we will have this
weekend will be the same as for
Virginia, to do well," said fresh manjames Van Dress
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Sports Flashes

Senior P~~y f)empsey captured honorable mention honors for
the first time tn her career when she fmtshed 15th in th e 500-yard
freestyle at the !996 NCAA Divtsion Ill Women's Sw tmm ing and
Diving Champtonships.
Dempsey is the first femaleswtmmer from the Car roll program
to earn All-American honors. All previous women's All-Amencans have been dtvers, the last of whom was Christte Palumbo in
l99l.

D'Angelo,juergens to compete in
Division III Nationals
BlueSireaksjuniors Frank D'Angeloandjeffjuergens will
represent john Carroll a t the 1996 NCAA Division Lll Men's
Swimmingand DivingChampionshipsat Emory University
in Atlanta, Georgia.
This will be D'Angelo's third trip to the National meet,
with his best performance in 1995 when he placed ninth on
the !-meter board.
Juergens will be making his first appearance at the national championships. He wil l be competing in the 500-yard
freestyle and the 1650-ya rd freestyle.
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And another thing

Questionable calls

Dempsey earns All-American Honors in
500-yard freestyle
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Neither here nor there:
If the recent $10 mill ion
challenge£ rom a Chicago businessman is met,its time for the
state of the athletic facilities to
be addressed. We'll start with
Wasmer Field.
By siumg on the bleachers,
you're raking you're life into
you're own hands. Remember
those large boards of brown
wood that stood out from the
rest of the bleachers last year?
That resulted from cracked
bleachers that were deemed
unsafe to sit on and had to be
replaced. However, that was
like putting a Band-Aid on a
gun shot wound. The entire
sea ting area needs replacing,
or at th e very least a paint job.
just put in some aluminum
bleachers and get it over with.
At the top of the decrepit
bleachers sits a true house of
horrors, otherwise known as
the football press box. It leaks
more than an outhouse, even
when its not raining, and
smells like a highway rest area_
Most people don't care where
the media sits, but its a Legitimate concern.
Take this year's game
against Baldwin-Wallace. A
driving rain pelted members
of the exposed press box, even
asS pons Informa tion Director
Chris Wenzler heroically tried
to keep things dry Bur to no
avail. A member of The Plain

press box is an embarrassment,
the worst in theOhioA rhleticCon ference, and reflects poorly on the
school. Keep in m ind thar
Baldwin-Wallace has a modern,
glass enclosed press box. lf the
twoschoolsbothhavehomegames
on the same day, where do you
think the media will choose to go?
BW isroughenoughrobeatonthe
field, chalk up a loss to them off it
as well.
More lockerroom space is
needed and the current
locker rooms must be upgraded. Ln
most of the lockerrooms, unknown lifeforms lurk in dark corners. Coaches have been known
not to make the locker rooms part
of tours to prospective recruits,
unlessrheyask. Coaches hope they
don't.
When a recrUit is choosing between two or three schools that
are close in the running, facilities
can be a tie-breaker Advantage
Mount Union or Baldwin-Wallace.
Its also a sad state when our indoor track team holds practices
on the gym's balcony. We can do
better.
Other ponderables from the
sports world:
Have you noticed those gold
Nike swooshes on rhe jackets of
some of the coaches during rhe
NCAA Tournament? Its interesting that the kids they coach can't
get weekend jobs to pay fora pizza,
but these coaches pick up a cool
million for wearing a Swoosh pin.
CBS, bytheway,paid the NCAA
over a billion dollars to broadcast
lheTonrgament~ the nextseven

per,grumbled about the conditions throughout the game.
Maybe next time, they'll decide
not to cover a JCU game.
The same could be said of
the other newspapers who
were represented that day. The

years. Don't fee l sorry for CBS,
though. They're making plenty
on the deal Commercial breaks
have reached the three minute
mark during games and advertisers are eage rto pay uP-Once again,
everyone profits but the ones who

make the NCAA Tournament
the cash cow that it is; the athletes.
Speaking of the CBS and the
Tournament, whenever Quinn
Buckner or George Raveling
talks, could that constitute audio harassment?
Why did most of the pool
sheers on campus also contain
the Women's bracket? Quick
quiz: Who were the number
one seeds in the Women's tournament? Time's up.
While we're on the topic of
agendizing, now that the Kent
State women's basketball ream
has Lost, what will the Plain
Dealer puronrhefrontpageof
the Sports Section?
Is it me or does every NBA
game have the same look and
feel to it? Starting lineups are
all accompanied by a darkened
arena and a goofy mascot running around in circles.
The Chicago Bulls were the
first to turn outthe lights. They
did it first, and they do it best.
Note to NBA marketers: How
about some fresh ideas?
That reminds me: IftheCavs
new mascot Whammer got
shot in the woods, would anyone hearit?Orcare?
Why do the Cavs have a polar bear as a mascot in the first
place? Think about it.
How come An Modell
doesn 'r just dow hat he's always
wanted and name the Baltimore team after himself? 1thad
to gall him to own a ream for
thirty.:{iw opears, named after a
coach he despised and eventually fired. Modell always
thought of himself as being
bigger than r he tea m , he might
as well indulge his ego a bit
more and name the ream the
Baltimore Mod ells.

Softball sweeps twin-bill
Streaks defeat Notre Dame College 4-2 & 10-1
Steven R. Cola~la=n.::n:.:.l_ __
Staff Reporter

Spring is here and every
man's fancy turns to •••
baseball.

"I thought ou r enti re team are batting .302 on 51 hits, while
needed to step up agai nst Notre holding their opponents to a .248
Surpassi ng the .500 mark for Dame, especial! y defensively," average on 39 hits. The Streaks
the first tim e this season, the john Me Vicker said. "Winning the sec- also have outscored their opposiCarroll University softball team ondgameagainst Notre Dame was tion 42 to 31 , gathering 31 rbi to
swept a double- header from Notre a big confidence booster for jan ine thierfoes'15 rbi.johnCarroll pitchers have walked 24 and struck out
IRadicel."
Dame College Monday
Other team members a!so com- 17, whereas their srick-we!lding
The Streaks too
me-one, 4mended Radice for her clutch per- teammates have gotten 19 free
2
1 pitching perforpasses and K'd 20 times.
man ce by sopho more Kristen formance .
"l wasveryimpressedwithhow
Uno ffi cial t ta l s for john
Brigee A llowingjust tWO runs orr
six hits through seven innings, Radice stepped up to the pressure," Carroll individu als show Rak
Brigee picked up her second win sa id junior secon d ba sema n leads the hitters with a .364 batseason despite three errors LeA nne Antronica. "T he offensive ting average, and Me Vicker is secCarroll de- support took a lot of pressure off ond, hitting .300. j umor Angela
com mine
fense .
dice, and our defense also gave Rochowiak leads in runs scored
ot of sup- with eight, and McVicker again
Center
port in er =----.umKS second totalling seven ..
fielder Megan
Ont emound,Brigeehasa2-2
startoftheyear."
and
Ca ne ll
The
Streaks
record,
while her counterparts.
sophomorefirst "/ was excited to
may
need Koss (l-1) and Rad1ee (l-0), have
baseman Mel Radice to con- fared similar] y.
issa Lash each see that we
tinue her solid . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---,
had two hits to
pitc hingasKoss
pace a balanced stepped up our
could be out for
offensive attack
the rest of the
for the Blue play in the field
week
Streaks.
Weather perGame two
and at the plate
mitting, the
saw the Streaks
Streaks would
explode
for
have
played
their high est [fast Saturday]."
Wednesday at
offens 1ve out·
Gretchen Weitbrecht Case Western
-¢> Sc. Thomas is committed to developing the
put of the seaintellecruaJ, spirituaJ, and ethical values of its future
Reserve
U
ni
verson as th ey
sity and the
trounced the
lawyers
team will take its 4-3 record on
Falcons 10-L
{>- St. Thomas' low stlldent-to-faculty ratio aJiows for
Sophomore catcher Carrie the road Friday and Saturday to
personaJized guidance from the faculty
Me Vicker was the leader as she the Indian apolis Collegiate Softwent three for three with four RBls. ball Classic.
-<> St. Thomas is the only Catholic law school in the
JCU will take on Marian (IN),
junior shortstOp Amy Rak also
Southeastern United States.
had a productivegame atthe plate College of St. Francis and Indiana
as she picked up three hits and Wesleyan Friday and will finish
off the round- robin compet ition
drove in two runs.
fhe Carroll offe nsive output wit h games agatnst Oli vet and
could not have come at a better Marian (WI) on Satu rday.
Radice definitely has the suptime wHh ace hurler junior Angel
Koss out of the lineup due to a port of her team mates if she takes
back injury.juniorthird baseman the mound in Indianapolis.
"If Koss ca nnot make the Indiand back up pitcher j anine Radice
~=- f:om;u JniYenaty ~c:"IOCI Or UW '""'U ~ted :\.!JI J.Opr"''Y.li ;:IV :;r.e -cue or· :eleg;lte5 <:i :ne .lmenQil
got the ca ll when Koss pulled up ana trip,janine will definitely be
3.a.r -'ssoc;a'Con on N!cruary 14. I '99S
lame and responded by allowing able to step up to the challenge,"
just three hits and one unearned Amronica said.
I Please send information about St. Thomas rniverslt::l School ot' Law I
"Angel (Koss] may or may not
run over five innings of work.
I Entrance Date: Fall 199_
JCUOH I
"I'm very pleased with how we make the Ind ianapolis trip,"
responded without Koss in the Weitbrechtsaid. "Nomatterwhat
I Name
I
lineup," Coach
Gretchen happe ns though, l am confident
Weirbrecht said. "I was excited to that our team will respond posi1 Address
1
see that we stepped up our play in tively to wha rever we face in lni City
Slate
Zip
I
the field and at the plate. The over- diana polis."
Unoficiallyon the season after
a II effort we put forth was ourI Davtime Phone No.
I
standing."
after seven games, the Blue Streaks

Interested in
Sports?

Write for die
Carroll News.

Call Mike or Jon at 397-4398

We·specialize in

lawyers who care about
helping others...

Gutness on
Tap Special
also lloz.
BOTTLES
$1.50

Happy Hourf
free pizza and dollar drafts
from 6 to 9
liftlnmiOtll

M.P.G

Senior
Thibeault followed-up his two-hit
one unearned run outing against
Savannah State in Florida with a
three-hit shutout to help the Blue
Streaks sweep Ma lone 4-0 .
Thibeault has only allowed five hits
in last 14 innings.

Cansler at the Washington & Lee
Invitational won the long jump 181, placed second in both the triple
jump (35-9) and the I 00-meter
dash ( 13.1 I). Her long jump made
provisional standard for national

,-----------------------]
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Sports Flashes
Dempsey earns All-American Honors in
500-yard freestyle
Senior Pq1,gy nempsey captured honorable mention honors for
the first 11me In her career when she f1mshed 15th in the 500-yard
freestyle at the 1996 NCAA DlViSIOn Ill Women's Swimming and
Diving Champ ionships.
Dempsey is the first female swimmer from the Carroll program
to earn All-American honors. All previous women's All-Amencans have been divers, the last of whom was Christie Palumbo in
1991

D'Angelo,Juergens to compete in
Division III Nationals
Blue Streaks juniors Frank D'Angeloandjeffjuergens will
represent john Carroll at the 1996 NCAA Division Ill Men's
Swimmingand DivingChampionshipsat Emory University
in Atlanta, Georgia.
This will be D'Angelo's third trip to the National meet,
with his best performance in 1995 when he placed nimh on
the l-meter board.
Juergens will be making his first appearance at the national championships. He wi 11 be competing in the 500-yard
freestyle and the 1650-yard freestyle.

Questionable calls
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Neither here nor there:
If the recent $10 million
challenge from a Chicago businessman is met, its timefor the
state of the athletic facilities to
be addressed. We'll start with
Wasmer field.
By sitting on the bleachers,
you're raking you're life into
you're own hands. Remember
those large boards of brown
wood that stood our from the
rest of the bleachers last year?
That resulted from cracked
bleachers that were deemed
unsafe to sit on and had to be
replaced. However, that was
like putting a Band-Aid on a
gun shot wound. The entire
seating area needs replacing,
or at the very least a paint job.
just put in some aluminum
bleachers and get it over with.
At the top of the decrepit
bleachers sits a true house of
horrors. otherwise known as
the football press box. It leaks
more than an outhouse, even
when its not raining, and
smells like a highway rest area.
Most people don 't care where
the media sits, but its a legitimate concern.
Take this year's game
against Baldwin-Wallace. A
driving rain pelted members
of the exposed press box, even
asSports Information Director
Chris Wenzler heroically tried
to keep things dry. But to no
avail. A member of The Plain

l-'...111.1.l~·a'51a:qp$JICWiilll!.per,grum bled about the concfitions throughout the game.
Maybe next time, they'll decide
not to cover a JCU game.
The same could be said of
the other newspapers who
were represented that day. The

press box is an embarrassment, make the CAA Tournament
the worst in theOhioAthleticCon- the cash cow that it is; the athference , and reflects poorly on the letes.
school. Keep in mind that
Speaking of the CBS and the
Baldwin-Wallace has a modern, Tournament, whenever Quinn
glass enclosed press box. lf the Buckner or George Raveling
two schools both have home games talks, could that constitute auon the same day, where do you dio harassment1
think the media will choose to go?
Why did most of the pool
BW is tough enougluo beat on the sheets on campus also contain
field, chalk up a loss to them off it the Women's bracket? Quick
as well.
quiz: Who were the number
More lockerroom space is one seeds in the Women's tourneeded and the current nament? Time's up.
lockerrooms must be upgraded. In
While we're on the topic of
most of the lockerrooms, un- agendizing, now that the Kent
known life forms lurk in dark cor- State women's basketball team
ners. Coaches have been known has lost, what will the P1ain
not to make the lockerrooms part Dealer put on the front page of
of tours to prospective recruits, the Sports Section?
unless they ask Coaches hope they
Is it me or does every NBA
don't.
game have the same look and
When a recruit is choosing be- feel to it7 Starting lineups are
tween two or three schools that all accompanied by a darkened
are close in the running, facilities arena and a goofy mascot runcan be a tie-breaker. Advantage ning around in circles.
MountUmonorBaldwin-Wallace.
The Chicago Bulls were the
Its also a sad state when our in- first to turn out the lights. They
door track team holds practices did it first, and they do it best.
on the gym's balcony. We can do Note to NBA marketers: How
better.
about some fresh ideas?
Other ponderables from the
Thatremindsme: IftheCavs
sports world:
new mascot Whammer got
Have you noticed those gold shot in the woods, would anyNike swooshes on the jackets of one hear it? Or care?
some of the coaches during the
WhydotheCavshavea poNCAA Tournament? Its interest- lar bear as a mascot in the first
ing that the kids they coach can't place? Think about it.
get weekend jobs to pay fora pizza,
How come Art Modell
but these coaches pick up a cool doesn'rjust do what he's always
million for wearing a Swoosh pin. wanted and name the BaltiCBS,byrbeway,paidtheNCAA more team after himself? It had
over a billion dollars to broadcast to gall him to own a ream for
Tournamcnrfor~~
thir.cy-{lve years, named after a
years. Don't feel sorry for CBS, coach he despised and eventuthough. They're making plenty ally fired. Modell always
on the deaL Commercial breaks thought of himself as being
have reached the three minute bigger than the team, he might
mark during games and advertis- as well indulge his ego a bit
ersareeagerropay up. Once again, more and name the team the
everyone profits but the ones who Baltimore Modells.

Softball sweeps twin-bill
Streaks defeat Notre Dame College 4-2 & 10-1
Steven R. Cola:.::la:::n.::.n:.:.l_ __
Staff Reporte-r-

-

'I thought our entire team
needed to step up against Notre
Dame, especially defensively,"
McVicker said. "Winning the secondgameagainstNotreDamewas
a big confidence booster forjanine
LRadicel."
Otherteam membersalsocom mended Radicdor her clutch performance.

are batting .302 on 51 hits, while
holding their opponents to a .248
average on 39 hits. The Streaks
also have outscored their opposition 42 to 31, gathering 31 rbi to
thierfoes'l5rbiJohnCarroll pirchers have walked 24 and struck out
17, whereas their stick-weilding
teammates have gotten 19 free
passes and K'd 20 times.

Spring is here and every
man's fancy turns to •••
baseball.

Surpassing the .500 mark for
the first time this season, the john
Carroll University softba ll team
sweptadouble-headerf rom Notre
Dame College Monday.
The Streaks t~mcone,'f
~!Tapitching perforrna nee by sophomore Kristen
"lwasvery i mpressedw ithhow
Unoffici al torah for John
Brigee. Allowin gjusr two runs off
six hits through seven innings, Radicesteppeduptothepressure," Carroll individuals show Rak
Brigee picked up her second win said junior second baseman leads the hitters with a .364 batseason despite three errors LeA nne Antronica. "Theoffensive ting average. and Me Vicker is seccom mitte
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fense.
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baseman Mel ·
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tinue her solid .------------------------------------~
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could be out for
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the rest of the
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week.
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mitting,
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saw the Streaks
Streaks would
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explode
have
played
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Wedne sday at
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..:> St. Thomas is committed to developing the
Gretchen Weitbrecht Case Western
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Reserve
Universon as they
sity and the
trounced the
lawyers
team will take its 4-3 record on
Falcons 10·1.
..:> St. Thomas' low student-to-faculty ratio aJJows for
Sophomore catcher Carrie the road Friday and Saturday to
personaJized guidance from the faculty
McVicker was the leader as she the Indianapolis Collegiate Softwent three for three with four RBls. ball Classic.
<>- Sc. Thomas is the only Catholic law school in the
JCU will take on Marian (IN),
junior shortstop Amy Rak also
Southeastern United States.
had a productivegame at the plate College of St. Francis and Indiana
as she picked up three hits and Wesleyan Friday and will finish
off the round-robin competition
drove in two runs.
The Carroll offensive output with games against Olivet and
cou ld not have come at a better Marian (WI) on Saturday.
,
SCHCX)l OF lAW
Radice definitely has the suprime with ace hurler junior Angel
.6400 N.W. 32nd Avenue, Miami, Florida 3305-1
Koss out of the lineup due to a port of her ream mates if she takes
1-;800-245-4569
back injury.juniorthird baseman the mound in Indianapolis.
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responded without Koss in the Weitbrecht said. "No matter what
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Senior
Thibeault followed-up his two-hit
one unearned run outing against
Savannah State in Florida with a
three-hit shutout to help the Blue
Streaks sweep Malone 4-0.
Thibeault has only allowed five hits
in last 14 innings.

Cansler at the Washington & Lee
Invitational won the long jump 181, placed second in both the triple
jump (35-9) and the I 00-meter
dash ( 13.1 I). Her long jump made
provisional standard for national
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Men's Basketball success a
team effort

The X-wings of
Generation X
There are many important things to consider here in the
thick of the presidential race. For many of us, voting for a
president will be a first, after all. According to the media
and opinion polls, we members of Generation X are only
influenced by glitz and shine. Hold on, maybe th is had
beuer be in terms we can all understand.
Okay, you know that scene in Star Wars where the little
ship getscaught in the tractor beam of the Imperialstarship?
You're supposedly just helpless or something. And now
Darth Vader is really a politician 'cause he wants you to
come over ro his side. Little does he know that you're Luke
Skywalker, and you're under the tutorage of Obi-wan
Kenobi. (You know- that old dude that died at the end? I
almost cried.) Anyway, he's teaching you this thing called
"The Force" which is the ability to tell when that bad old
Vader is just pulling your leg. But Vader has lots of help
because instead of Storm Troopers, he's got all these Media
and Popular Opinion Troopers running around trying to
bushwhack you. Plus you've got all this homework making you feel like you're getting squashed like the time
where Luke and Han Solo fall into that trash pit and the
walls start squeezing in. So, you're so busy with all that
stuff that you don't have time to think about who's going to
be, like, the next president. At this point, turning to the dark
side startssoundinga lot better'cause Vader is promising to
cut taxes. And you know that trip ro ja bba, er, l mean Pizza
Hut last night leaves you short on gas money for the Xwing. Sow nat to do- be a hero without any wheels or join
the dark side?
But then you remember you've got to save Princess Leia,
rescue the universe and take two killer midterms before
the end of the week, too. Yeah, and then they tell you the
only way to destroy the Death Star is to swoop in at about
a bajilboo miles an hour and shoot this little thin the size
of a peanut. That can be like the little circle you have to fill
in on the voting ballot because it's a really long and grueling process to figure out who's gonna be the best at leading
the country. Plus, it's always hard rostay in the little circle.
But finally that day comes and just like Luke in your Xwing, you maneuver through all theotherpeoplejuststanding around in line, swipe a pen as you go by, sweep through
the curtain into your little private booth ... steady,now! You
cruise back out the door and ignore those people staring at
you. Haven't theyeverseena nero before? Pshaaww! Once
again the galaxy is safe from the dark side!
Okay, got all that? Now that we understand each other,
let's get out there and make sure it's really our vote that goes
on the presidential ballot. We can't afford to let the media
and popular opinion and all those other things make our
decision for us. But we don't need to go out and research the
history of each candidate since he was born. We don't
necessarily even have to spend late hours up with the
coffee machine trying to analyze each guy's views, either.
All we really have todois be a ware of precisely why weare
voting for a candidate. Is it because he's the right man for
the job or because somebody told us to? Weare in charge of
what happens here and now, not in some galaxy far, far
away or something.

HITS & misses
HIT: The raffle tickets being sold to benefit Project H.O.P.E. --they are for a good
cause, and the winner gets to go to opening
day at Jacobs Field. m I s s: The noise from
the construction in the AD building. It gets
worse each day. We appreciate the work,
but it's getting awfully hard for even the
professors to concentrate. HIT: Eric, one of
JCU's very own students, performing in the
Wolf and Pot last Saturday night. m I s s:
The textbook return policy in the bookstore.
If it takes us until the end of the semester
to realize we're never going to need to use
a certain book, we should be able to return
it at ANY point, with our receipt.
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THE TALE OF TOO MANY MEN

IN SEARCH OF A PRESIDENCY

IN A FAR, FAR GALAXY KNOWN AS EARTH
JG96

To be (on-campus), or not to be?
As !sat in the cafeteria the other night, a ftyerthat
was lying on the table happened to catch my eye. At
the bottom of the flyer it said "Stay on campus, stay
involved."
This made me laugh because I felt the situation
was quite ironic. I wondered if the administration
knows the reason most upperclassmen opt to move
elsewhere. I guess that some might like the responsi-

quality itself. I feel as though I am being taken advantage of, and leaving campus is my personal protest. I have enjoyed my two years on campus. living
in the dorms isf un. You aref reef rom responsibility,
you are able to interact with a lot more people and it
is more convenient. l only wish that I could justify
doing it forrwo more years.
There are undoubtedly advantages to living on

bilityofbeingontheirown, ·-----~~~~~~~~ campus:Leavingforclasstwominothersmightlikebeingable
utes before it starts, being exposed
toescapetheshelterofRA's,
Nathan J.
to many different types of people
yet still greater numbers
Lambert
and the convenience of having evfind that it is more ecoSopnomore
erybuildingoncampusthreewalknomicallyviable to live off.
ing minutes away. I wish I could say
The fact is that if you fithat these advantages outweighed
nance living off-campus
the disadvantage, but !cannot. !see
properly, you can save
Guest
one answer that might diffuse the
yourself about half the
Commentary
cost of living on campus: Restrucmoney that it would cost to
turing the meal plans.
live on campus.
The solution lies with Marriott. I
"The
f Itself~ tobe-ju tift ble,atleast proposeaplanthatwouldputallofourmealmoney
in my eyes. But, the fee that we pay for the food onthepointssystem.Thiswouldallowthestudents
service at Carroll is reprehensible. There is a gap topayonlyforthefood theywanttoeatandreceive
between the price of thefood that I pay for and the money back for food they do not buy. !feel rhanhis
cost of the food that I consume. For dinner, I am would also curb the wasred fooJ problem that we
paying around $8 to eat at Marriott, which for me have at this school which is ridiculous. This prousually means a bowl of cereal, french fries and a posed program currently works at Miami Univerglass of pop. I understand that rhere are costs exter- sity in Oxford , Ohio.
nal to the cost of the food itself which might influWhatever the solution may be, there is a problem
ence the price of the meal. However, if you were to atJCU. If the school feels it can keep people active,
ask me if I want to pay these costs, I would respond maintaining a high-level of school spirit even when
by laughing. Then I would simply say that, "I am students are not living on campus, then unfortumoving off campus."
nately it will do nothing. But if the school truly feels
The price of the food is not the sole factor in my that the problem needs attention, (as 1 believe it
flight from campus. It also has to do with the food does) then action is going to have to be taken soon.

A future of post-homicidal maniacs?

ThejCU men's basketball team posted a
record of I9-8 thisseason,capt ured theOh io
Athletic Conference regular season title,
and won the first NCAA playoff game in
sc hool history. But our success is measured
by much more than what appears in a box
score. Just as import ant as a three-pointer
by Richardson or Bigler, or a rebound by
Sesplankis or Taylor, are the contributions
of those who do thecheers,make the music,
dance the routines, decorate the gym, keep
the statistics, and tape the ankles.
The JCU men's basketball team would
like to thank the following people for generously contributing their time to support
us throughout thisseason;thestudent body,
faculty, and staff, Chuck Beilstein and the
Pep Band, thejCU Cheerleaders and Dance
Team, Chris w~nzler and the Sports Information DeJJ.trtment, Don McPhillips and
all the athletic trainers,Jim Pancher, Tim
Gallo and the entire facilities crew, Erik
Boland and the WUJC Sports Department,
game announcerChrisGreen , NancyCoyne
and Michelle Duncan, our secretarial support crew,spi rit ua !leaders Mark Bandsuch,
Rev.Joseph Schell,S.J., Br. Raymond Freisen,
S.J, and vocalist Ann Hricwko.
Mike Moran
Head Coach,jCU Men's Basketball

David A Patch,jr.
Class of 1995

Students react to tenure
process debate
I would like to commend Erik Boland
onhiscommentaryintheMarchl4thCN.
His commentary reflects what I feel are the
blem&with the tenure process. I would
-~;;.r;:;--q:u-::,estion his proposed solution of abolishment. While 1 know that Boland's
commenatary was one that questioned
what I and most people have talked about
in recent past weeks, there are a few problems with his statements about possible
solutions to this situation.
Let me begin by saying that my experience with professors here ai]CU has been

JCU.

benefit to tenured professors, I disagree.
While some appear to think that their jobs
are secure and see no reason "to improve"
(Boland, March 14th CN), tenured professorsalso help keepsomesenseof stability in
the university. Constantly rotating faculty
and staff h unsrhe students. If the professor
has to adjust and re-adjust to different uni versities and different student bodies and
different criteria then the students may suf fer in the long run.
Boland adds that professors are protected
fromsayinganythingtheywant in the classrooms by tenure, and can fight that incoun.
But what about in private institutions such
as ours? Are they protected in court? What
are the ramifications of that?
These are small problems with Boland's
analysis. The importance lies in the students' concern. Boland addresses the problem of education from classes that curve
grades with a huge curve to make at least
half of the class pass. It also hurts the
integrity of students, the departments and
the professors themselves.
1 am not sure that any student hould be
onthe"board". lamnot sureofasolunon. In
Marian M. Extejt's letter (March 14th CNl, it
was stated that students' evaluations are
read. If it is true, I would be happy. Most
professors I know read them and take them
into consideration immediately. l have had
professors where you can see student suggestions actual! y come into practice. However, there was no suggestion in Exejt~ letter
that this practice is enforced. Do professors
have to turn in the evaluations? Is there a

mechanism to ensure that all the evaluations are read? We, as students, are left to
hope and assume that they are read . How
can we be sure we are being heard when we
do complain? I have heard in the four years
that I have been here thauhere are ways for
ignoring or not turning in evaluations. U
so, what can be done about that? If we lived
in an ideal world, I wouldn't have to write
this letter But it's not an ideal world. and
problems that Boland and the SU have addressed are legitimate at worst. I am glad
the SU and the students are attempting to
rectify this concern. Perhaps there should
be some information released about how
those evaluations are read .

...

Elizabeth Dudash
Class of 1997
The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. i1S it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the CN. the campus or life in
general. We require !hilt letters be
submitted by noon Monda~ . in the
C/11 office . to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
vi a
e-mail
to
CNLETTERS joa~a.jcu . edu.
Letters will be ilccepted after noon
on Mondily only if there is additional
space av<1i li1ble . We reserve the
right to edit letters for c l arit~ or
space con s id e r<J ti ons . Le tt e r-. must
he ~1g n e d an cl
ph one numiH·r

t l ccomp~•nir-d tH}

our

From around the nation_

Throughout my four yearsatJCLU~,~~:::~~~~~~>~~=~~;w~hether ternplayed a key role in my development as a
have been
student, a professional, and a person. He very
nding and have tak'tn-~~.J
was instrumental in many of my decisions gestions about their classes not as
regarding my field of discipline, future criticism but as ways of helping the stugoals, and life aspirations. DeZolt went dents attain their desired level of educaabove and beyond his responsibilities as a tion. However, that is not true of all profesprofessor. Every time I had class with him, sorshere. I have had thesameexperienceas
met in his office, or even ran into him in the Boland and something definitely needs to
halls, DeZolt always portrayed the profes- be done about that.
siona I he preached about but neverlostsight
When Boland suggests that there is no

The Carroll News
Mella. . A. Tllk

problem soon enough. You are not guaranteed a
1 was in my friend's car and all of a sudden
job no matter how long you work at a place of
something hit me. 1 knew what to write for my
commentary. We have a fine University that we
employment. That is life and just because you
work some place for five years doesn't mean that
attend and I think that some people have lost
you are guaranteed a new job. Things change,
touch with how wonder£ ul it is to attend this
that's life.
school. We all made the decision to attend john
People complain so much that it makes me
Carroll. lf it didn't turn out as you expect, you
wonder if we will be living in a world 20 years
have your own right to choose another school
from now filled with post-homicidal maniacs
which may satisfy your needs more appropriately.
The only problem is that every school has the same running around. We need to have a more positive
outlook. This better outlook is
problems whether they are
not going to come through
more serious or not. Week
constant complaints.
after week it seems that
Jim Grant
Not everyone complains, but
everyone has another
Graphics Editor
it seems that those who do stir up
problem with something at
more dust than needs to be. We
John Carroll University.
are students and yes we have the
It seems that you have
right to voice our opinion, but
heard these phrases once or
let's try to praise the fine
twice in you career at]CU.
Commentary
administration, f acuity, and
"Thefood is gross, the mail
every other key pan of this
room is slow or house
university which goes into our
cleaning doesn't do their
fabrication of the mature adult we will become.
j:lb." You may have heard: "TheRA's don't do their
So the next time you think, "Boy is this school
j:lb, Security is a waste and this school is a j:lke."
pathetic," think about how lucky you are just to
Why do we feel this way? If it is that bad; oh
get to attendJCU. just think about how you could
boy are you wasting a lot of money. I feel that
Carroll is a fine institution and we need to sit down be working at a fast food restaurant or at a lumber
yard, and be extremely overworked and underand think of how fortunate we really are.
paid.
This university stands for our futures, so why
So enjoy the next four years, and get involved
do we complain so much? The tenure decision is a
with all the activities you can, so you can make a
problem but a problem that the administration
change to keep improving this wonder£ ul schooL
needs to solve. We, the student body, will face this

of the individuals we all are.
One of the lessons DeZolt instilled in
me I will always appreciate. DeZolt challenged his students to learn to their fullest
potentiaL He taught about utilizing different perspectives, much more than a book
or theoretical viewpoint, and encouraged
all of his students to think critically of
everything they were told tn the search for
truth, better understanding, and complete
knowledge. He challenged me and this
much of the reason 1 am currently pursuing a master's degree in community counseling and working towards being a licensed Professional Clinical Counselor, and
a Ph.D. in counseling psychology.
This lenerissimply my reaction to hearing the news of the denial of DeZolt's tenure. l hope that whoever may read this,
especially anyone who may have the power
to overturn this devastating decision, may
see what an asset DeZolt is to thejCU community. If this decision does stand and
DeZolt is no longer a part of jCU's faculty,
what I have learned and taken with me
from DeZolt'steachingsand from the institution as a whole will feel like the rug has
been taken out from under my feet. The
type of professor Deloit was during my
four years atjCU has made the university
as great as it is and it will now suffer a loss
greater than anyone will know.

Elilor·hOlief
James Q. Aurlcchlo
Manaj;ng Editor
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Special to The Washington Post
Now that Sen. Bob Dole is once again the
absolutely certain/very probable/quite
possible (choose one) Republican presidential candidate, he might find it useful to
revise a view he espoused earlier in the
campaign. In an attempt to show why his
candidacy was different from that of Pat
Buchanan, Dole said that he will appeal to
"hope" while others appeal to "fear." Dole,
grand old soldier that he is, should know
bener. Any battle, military or political, is
wononlywhen leadersappealto hope and
also exploit fear.
john Keegan, in his study of men at war,
"Six Armies in Normandy," describes talks
given by two American officers to paratroops about to JUmp behind enemy lines
on D-day.
Thefirstofficersaid:"Although lam not
a religious man, I would like all of you to
kneel with me in prayer, and do not look
down with a bowed head, but look up, so
that you can see God and ask His blessing
and help in what we are about to do."
Thesecondofficer"concluded by whipping out his jump knife, brandishing it
above his head and screaming, '1 swear to
you that before tomorrow night this knife
will be buried in the back of the blackest

German in Normandy.'"
The first officer gave his troops hope; the
second reminded them of the grim realities
of the situation. Each was correct.
Some combination of these motivating
forces must be at the heart of any political
rhetoric which seeks to persuade human
beings to take action. Campaign rhetoric
must ask us to "look up• but also to be ready
to whip out the old jump knife.
During the 1960 campaign, John F.
Kennedy spoke eloquently of the hopes of a
"New Frontier," but he also exploited fear of
what he said was a "missile gap" (which, it
turned out, did not exist) between our nation and the Soviet Union.
In 1968 Richard Nixon in his acceptance
speech in Miami Beach. offered hope by
claiming to "see a day" in the future when
any num berof good things would take place
(if he were elected president), ranging from
restored pride in the flag to better education
for all.
But there were some other things he saw
as well. ·we see cities enveloped in smoke
and flame," he said. "We hear sirens in the
night. We see Americans dying in distant
battlefields abroad. We see Americans hating each other, fighting each other; killing
each other at home. As we see these things,
millions of Americans cry out in anguish."

In 1980, Ronald Reagan, the master of
big-hearted rhetoric, said in his acceptance
speech that he wanted to "renew the American spirit and sense of purpose" and "build
a new consensus with all those across the
land who share a community of values
embodied in these words: family, work,
neighborhood, peace and freedom." He also
said that America is called upon to face
"three grave threats" (economic, military
and energy), "any one of which could destroy us."
Franklin Delano Roosevelt in his first
inaugural address told us we have nothing
to fear but fear itseU. But in other speeches
FDR was not above exploiting fear of "the
money-changers, • "the royalists of the economic order," "economic slavery" and "the
forces of selfishness and of lust for power.·
In 1996, one thing is certain: President
Clinton will offer hope, but he will also run
a campaign based on exploiting three maj:>r fears: (1) a takeover of government by the
forces of the "religious right; (2) an attack
on or end to abortion-on-demand and (3)
an "extremist" Republican House, led by
Newt Gingrich, that will savage the old , the
poor and the ill If Republican? face that
onslaught with nothingmorethanofferso[
hope, they will certainly have plenty to fear
in November, and beyond.
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Men's Basketball success a
team effort

The X-wings of
Generation X

HITS & misses
HIT: The raffle tickets being sold to benefit Project H.O.P.E. --they are for a good
cause, and the winner gets to go to opening
day at Jacobs Field. m I s s: The noise from
the construction in the AD building. It gets
worse each day. We appreciate the work,
but it's getting awfully hard for even the
professors to concentrate. HIT: Eric, one of
JCU's very own students, performing in the
Wolf and Pot last Saturday night. m I s s:
The textbook return policy in the bookstore.
If it takes us until the end of the semester
to realize we're never going to need to use
a certain book, we should be able to return
it at ANY point, with our receipt.
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There are many important things to consider here in the
thick of the presidential race. For many of us, voting for a
president will be a first, after alL According to the media
and opinion polls, we members of Generation X are only
influenced by glitz and shine. Hold on, maybe this had
better be in terms we can all understand.
Okay, you know that scene in Star Wars where the little
ship getscaught in the tractor beam of the Imperialstarship?
You're supposed ly just helpless or something. And now
Danh Vader is really a politician 'cause he wants you to
come over to his side. Little does he know that you're Luke
Skywalker, and you're under the tutorage of Obi-wan
Kenobi. (You know- that old dude that died at the end? I
almost cried.) Anyway, he's teaching you this thing called
"The Force" which is the ability to tell when that bad old
Vader is just pulling your leg. But Vader has lots of help
because instead of Storm Troopers, he's got all these Media
and Popular Opinion Troopers running around trying to
bushwhack you. Plus you've got all this homework making you feel hke you're getting squashed like the time
where Luke and Han Solo fall into that trash pit and the
walls start squeezing in. So, you're so busy with all that
stuff that you don't have time to think about who's going to
be, like, the next president. At this point, turning to the dark
side starts sounding a lot better 'cause Vader is promising to
cut taxes. And you know that trip tojabba,er,l mean Pizza
Hur lasr night leaves you short on gas money for the Xwing. So wnat to do- be a hero without any wheels or join
the dark side?
But then you remember you've got to save Princess Leia,
rescue the universe and take two killer midterms before
the end of the week, roo. Yeah, and then they tell you the
only way to destroy the Death Star is to swoop in at about
a bajillion miles an hour and shoot this little thin the size
of a peanut. That can be like the little circle you have to fill
in on the voting ballot because it's a really long and grueling process to figure out who's gonna be the best at leading
the country. Plus, it's always hard to stay in the little circle.
But finally that day comes and just like Luke in your Xwing,you maneuver through all theotherpeoplejuststandingaround in line, swipe a pen as yougoby,sweepthrough
the curtain into your little private booth ... steady,now! You
cruise back out the door and ignore those people staring at
you. Haven't they ever seen a hero before? Pshaaww! Once
again the galaxy is safe from the dark side!
Okay, got all that? Now that we understand each other,
let's get out there and make sure it's really our vote that goes
on the presidential ballot. We can't afford to let the media
and popular opinion and all those other things make our
decision for us. But we don't need to go out and research the
history o[ each candidate since he was born. We don't
necessarily even have to spend late hours up with the
coffee machine trying to analyze each guy's views, either.
All we really have todois be a ware of precisely why weare
voting for a candidate. Is it because he's the right man for
the job or because somebody told us to? We are in charge of
what happens here and now, not in some galaxy far, far
away or something.

OPINION
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THE TALE OF TOO MANY MEN

IN SEARCH OF A PRESIDENCY

IN A FAR, FAR GALAXY KNOWN AS EARTH
JG96

To be (on-campus), or not to be?
Aslsatinthecafeteriatheothernight,aflyerrhat quality itself. I feel as though lam being taken adwas lying on the table happened to catch my eye. At vantage of, and leaving campus is my personal prothe bottom o[ the flyer it said "Stay on campus, stay test I have enjoyed my twoyearson campus. Living
involved."
in the dorms isf un. You are freef rom responsibility,
This made me laugh because I felt the situation youareabletointeract with a lot more people and it
was quite ironic. I wondered if the administration is more convenient. l only wish that 1 could JUStify
knows the reason most upperclassmen opt to move doing it for two more years.
elsewhere.! guess that some might like the responsiThere are undoubtedly advantages ro living on
bilityofbeingontheirown, ·-----~~~~~~~~ campus:Leavingforclasstwominothersmightlikebeingable
utes before it starts, being exposed
toescapethesheherofRA's,
Nathan J.
to many different types of people
yet still greater numbers
Lambert
and the convenience of hav ing evhnd that it is more ecoSol>'lomore
erybuildingoncampusthreewalkingminuresaway.l wish I could say
nomicallyviableto live off.
The fact is that if you fithat these advantages outweighed
nance living off-campus
the disadvantage, but !cannot. !see
properly, you can save
Guest
one answer that might diffuse the
yourself about half the
Commentary
cost of living on campus: Restrucmoney that it would cost to
turing the meal plans.
Live on campus.
The solution lies with Marriott.!
~
f I lf S«m tobe-justifi ble,at least propose a plan that would putallof ourmealmoney
in my eyes. But, the fee that we pay for the food on the poimssystem. This would allow the students
service at Carroll is reprehensible. There is a gap topayonlyforthefood theywanttoeatandreceive
between the price of the food that I pay for and the money back for food they do not buy. I feel that this
cost of the food that I consume. For dinner, I am would also curb the wasred fooJ problem that we
paying around $8 to eat at Marriott, which for me have ar this school which is ridiculous. This prousually means a bowl of cereal, french fries and a posed program currently works at Miami Univerglass of pop. I understand that there are costs exter- sity in Oxford, Ohio.
nal to the cost of the food itself which might influWhatever the solution may be, there is a problem
ence the price of the meal. However, if you were to atjCU.If the school feels it can keep people active,
ask me if l want to pay these costs,! would respond maintaining a high-Level of school spirit even when
by laughing. Then l would simply say that, "I am students are not living on campus, then unfortumoving off campus."
natelyit will do nothing. But if the school truly feels
The price of the food is not the sole factor in my that the problem needs attention, (as 1 believe it
flight from campus. It also has to do with the food does) then action is going to have to be taken soon.

ThejCU men's basketball team posted a
record of 19-8 thisseason,captured the Ohio
Athletic Conference regular season title.
and won the first NCAA playof£ game in
school history. But our success is measured
by much more than what appears in a box
score. Just as important as a three-pointer
by Richardson or Bigler, or a rebound by
Sesplankis or Taylor, are the contributions
of those who do the cheers, make the music,
dance the routines. decorate the gym, keep
the statistics, and tape the ankles.
The JCU men's basket ball team would
like to thank the following people for generously contributing their time to support
us throughout this season; thestudent body,
faculty, and staff, Chuck Beilstein and the
Pep Band , thejCU Cheerleaders and Dance
Team, Chris Wenzler and the Sports Information Dep.lflment, Don McPhillips and
all the athletic trainers, jim Pancher, Tim
Gallo and the entire factlities crew, Erik
Boland and the WUJC Sports Department,
game announcer Chris Green, Nancy Coyne
and Michelle Duncan, our secretarial support crew,spiritualleaders Mark Bandsuch,
Rev. jose ph Schell, S.j., Br. Raymond Freisen,
S.J, and vocalist Ann Hricwko.
Mike Moran
Head Coach,JCU Men's Basketball

commentary. We have a fine University that we
attend and I think that some people have lost
touch with how wonderful it is to attend this
school. We all made the decision to attend john
Carroll. If it didn't turn out as you expect, you
have your own right to choose another school
which may satisfy your needs more appropriately.
The only problem is that every school has the same
problems whether they are
more serious or not. Week
after week it seems that
everyone has another
problem with something at
john Carroll University.
It seems that you have
heard these phrases once or
twice in you career atjCU.
"The food is gross, the mail
room is slow or house
cleaning doesn't do their
job." You may have heard: "TheRA's don't do their
job, Security is a waste and this school is a joke."
Why do we feel this way? If it is that bad; oh
boy are you wasting a lot of money. I feel that
Carroll is a fine institution and we need to sit down
and think of how fortunate we really are.
This university stands for our futures, so why
do we complain so much? The tenure decision is a
problem but a problem that the administration
needs to solve. We, the student body, will face this

problem soon enough. You are not guaranteed a
job no matter how long you work at a place of
employment. That is life and just because you
work some place for five years doesn't mean that
you are guaranteed a new job. Things change,
that's life.
People complain so much that it makes me
wonder if we will be living in a world 20 years
from now filled with post-homicidal maniacs
running around. We need to have a more positive
outlook This better outlook is
not going to come through
constant complaints.
Jim Grant
Not everyone complains, but
Glalflcs Editor
it seems that those who do stir up
more dust than needs to be. We
are students and yes we have the
right to voice our opinion, but
let's try to praise the fine
Commentary
administration, faculty, and
every other key part of this
university which goes into our
fabrication of the mature adult we will become.
So the next time you think, "Boy is this school
pathetic: think about how lucky you are just to
get to attendjCU. Just think about how you could
be working at a fast food restaurant or at a lumber
yard, and be extremely overworked and underpaid.
So enjoy the next four years, and get involved
with all the activities you can, so you can make a
change to keep improving this wonder£ ul school.

David A. Patch,jr.
Class of 1995

Students react to tenure
process debate
l would like to commend Erik Boland
onhiscommentaryintheMarchl4thCN.
His commentary reflects what I feel are the
,~~~;reifTn-~:;~~s-with the tenure process.! would
~
question his proposed solution of abolishment. While I know that Boland's
commenatary was one that questioned
what 1and most people have talked about
in recent past weeks, there are a few problems with his statements about possible
solutions to this situation.
Let me begin by saying that my experiwor a
jCU.
ence with professors here atJCU has been
e professors, whether tem·
ThroughoutmyfouryearsatjCU,De o
ed, have been
played a key role in my development as a porary, part-time,
student, a professional, and a person. He very understanding and have tailkf~n.uz::
was instrumental in many of my decisions gestions about their classes not as hostile
regarding my field of discipline, future criticism but as ways of helping the stugoals, and life aspirations. Deloit went dents attain their desired level of educaabove and beyond his responsibilities as a tion. However, that is not uue of all profesprofessor. Every time l had class with him, sors here. l have had the same experience as
met in hisoffice,oreven ran into him in the Boland and something definitely needs to
halls, DeZolt always portrayed the profes- be done about that.
When Boland suggests that there is no
sional he preached about but never lost sight

A future of post-homicidal maniacs?
I was in my friend's car and all of a sudden
something hit me. I knew what to write for my

of the individuals we all are.
One o[ the lessons Deloit instilled in
me I will always appreciate. DeZolt challenged his students to learn totheir£ullest
potential. He taught about utilizing different perspectives, much more than a book
or theoretical viewpoint, and encouraged
all of his students to think critically of
everything they were told m the search for
truth , better understanding, and complete
knowledge. He challenged me and this
much of the reason l am currently pursuing a master's degree in community counseling and working towards being a Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor,and
a PhD. in counseling psychology.
This letter issimplymyreaction to hearing the news of the denial of DeZolt's tenure. l hope that whoever may read this,
especially anyone who may havethepower
to overturn this devastating decision, may
see what an asset DeZolt is to theJCU community. If this decision does stand and
DeZolt is no longer a part of JCU's faculty,
what I have learned and taken with me
from DeZolt'steachingsand from the institution as a whole will feel like the rug has
been taken out from under my feet . The
type of professor Deloit was during my
four years atjCU has made the university
as great as it is and it will now suffer a loss
greater than anyone will know.
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mechanism to ensure ttun all the evaluations are read? We, as students, are left to
hope and assume that they are read. How
can we be sure we are being heard when we
do complain? 1have heard in thefour years
that I have been here that there are ways for
ignoring or not turning in evaluations. lf
so, what can be done about that? If we lived
in an ideal world.! wouldn't have to wnte
this letter But it's not an tdeal world , and
problems that Boland and the SU have addressed are legitimate at worst. I am glad
the SU and the students are attempting to
rectify this concern. Perhaps there should
be some information released about how
those evaluations are read.
Elizabeth Dudash
Class of 1997
The C.1rroll /1/ews welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the CN. the campus or life in
general. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monda~ . in the
CN office. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
via
e-mail
to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after noon
on Monda~ on I~ if there is additional
space available We reserve the
right to edit letters for c i<Hit~ or
space considerations . Letter; must
be Signed .ltHI .tCCUillll;tlliUIIH lOlii
phone IHJI111wr

From around the nation_

Hopes and fears: Time-tested campaign weaponry
William F. Gavin

JonKue

benefit to tenured professors, I disagree.
While some appear to think that their jobs
are secure and see no reason "to improve"
(Boland, March 14th CN), tenured professorsalso help keepsomesenseof stability in
the university. Constantly rotating faculty
and staff hurts the students. U the professor
has to adjust and re-adjust to different uni versities and different student bodies and
differentcritena then the tudents may suffer in the long run .
Boland adds that professors are protected
fromsayinganything they want in the classrooms bytenure,andcan fight that in courL
But what about in private institutions such
as ours? Are they protected in court? What
are the ramifications of that?
These are small problems with Boland's
analysis. The importance lies in the students' concern. Boland addresses the problem of education from classes that curve
grades with a huge curve to make at least
half of the class pass. It also hurts the
integrity of students, the departments and
the professors themselves.
I am not sure that any student should be
on the"board". 1am not sure of a solution. In
Marian M. Extejt's letter(March I 4th CN), it
was stated that students' evaluations are
read. If it is true, I would be happy. Most
professors I know read them and take them
into consideration immediately. I have had
professors where you can see student suggestions actually come imo practice. However, there was no suggestion in Exejt's letter
that this practice is enforced. Do professors
have to turn in the evaluations? Is there a

Special to The Washington Post
Now that Sen. Bob Dole is once again the
absolutely certain/very probable/quite
possible(chooseone)Republicanpresidential candidate, he might find it useful to
revise a view he espoused earlier in the
campaign. In an attempt to show why his
candidacy was di£ferent from that o[ Pat
Buchanan, Dole said that he w11l appeal to
"hope" while others appeal to "fear." Dole,
grand old soldier that he is, should know
beuer. Any battle, military or political, is
won only when leaders appeal to hope and
also exploit fear.
John Keegan, in hisstudyof men at war,
"Six Armies in Normandy." describes talks
given by two American officers to paratroops about to jump behind enemy lines
on D-day.
Thefirstofficersaid:"Although lam not
a religious man, I would like all of you to
kneel with me in prayer, and do not look
down with a bowed head, but look up, so
that you can see God and ask His blessing
and help in what we are about to do."
The second officer "concluded by whipping out his jump knife, brandishing it
above his head and screaming, 'l swear to
you that before tomorrow night this knife
will be buried in the back of the blackest

German in Normandy.'"
The firstofricer gave his troops hope; the
second reminded them of the grim realities
of the situation. Each was correct.
Some combination of these motivating
forces must be at the heart of any political
rhetoric which seeks to persuade human
beings to take action. Campaign rhetoric
must ask us to "look up" but also to be ready
to whip out the old jump kni£e.
During the 1960 campaign, John F.
Kennedy spoke eloquently of the hopeso[ a
"New Frontier." but he also exploited fear of
what he said was a "missile gap• (which, it
turned out, did not exist) between our nation and the Soviet Union.
In 1968 Richard Nixon in his acceptance
speech in Miami Beach, offered hope by
claiming to "see a day· in the future when
any number of good thingswouldtakeplace
(if he were elected president), ranging from
restored pride in the flag to better education
for all.
But there were some other things he saw
as welL 'We see cities enveloped in smoke
and flame," he said. "We hear sirens in the
night. We see Americans dymg in distant
battlefields abroad. We see Americans hating each other, fighting each other; killing
each other at home. As we see these things,
millions of Americans cry out in anguish."

In 1980, Ronald Reagan, the master of
big-hearted rhetoric, said in his acceptance
speech that he wanted to "renew the American spirit and sense of purpose" and "build
a new consensus with all those across the
land who share a community of values
embodied in these words: family, work,
neighborhood, peace and freed om." He also
said that America is called upon to face
"three grave threats" (economic, military
and energy), "any one of which could destroy us."
Franklin Delano Roosevelt in his first
inaugural address told us we have nothing
to fear but fear itself. But in other speeches
FDR was not above exploiting fear of "the
money-changers." "the royalists of the economic order,• "economic slavery" and "the
forces of selfishness and of lust for power."
In 1996, one thing is certain: President
Clinton will offer hope, but he will also run
a campaign based on exploiting three majorfears:(l)a takeover of government by the
forces of the "religious right: (2) an attack
on or end to abortion-on-demand and (3)
an •extremist" Republican House, led by
Newt Gingrich , that will savage the old, the
poor and the ill. If Republican? face that
onslaught with nothing more than offers of
hope, they will certainly have plenty to fear
in November, and be,.und.
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Part Time: Drive woman
to doctor appointments
and help with errands.
Flexible hours. Call 2958774
Tutor needed: Two Hours
a day. For more information call (216) 397-5580.
Lifeguards
Wanted:
Notre Dame College.
Pays Big Bucks. Call
Hollie: 381-1680 ext.
305
Paid Marketing Internship: Represent Eastpak,
the nation's leading backpack manufacturer, in Detroit this summer. Local
interviews during March/
April. After March 1:617292-8929, fax: 617-2928928. Fax Resumes.
Must have own transportation.
Landscape Help: Enjoy
the outdoors? Think
Spring. Think Green. Need
help with spring clean
ups. Possible full-time position available. Hours
flexible. Hard working and
dependable but no experience needed. Serious
inquires only please.
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Call Jim at 953-1512.

ter wanted, 5 hours/day. ing address 1414 South
Good hourly wage. Carre- Blvd. Includes: appliSales Rep Wanted: Cam- Help Needed: Afternoon quired, must be a non- ances/carpeting/air I
pus sales rep wanted for help is needed with in- smoker. 991-2567.
parking. Can be furnished.
"Bad Frog" merchandise. fants and toddlers for a
1-year or 10-month
Their Sweats, Tees, Post- Day Care Center on Blue- FOR RENT: Two bedroom leases from $500-$650.
ers and other goodies are stone and Belvoir. Please apartments, located two Call 291-8458 or 932sweeping the country. call382-1802.
miles from school. Build- 9215, leave message.
Ground Floor opportunity.
Call Bob at 831-8345 in Wanted: A good loving
ACil05S
the evening.
owner for a five-year-old
1 E.lr 1*1
5 Shlppr.gLabrador. neutered, and
1014-p.c
JOB AVAILABLE: NANNY in good health, active,
WANTED for third grade good with children. Needs
111 7 1
girl just minutes from JCU. lots of love. Call Amanda
1& " ' - ' " " "
20 a.. rjgiC l V MUST have reliable trans- at 333-5624.
21-22Selo(o.....,..
portation. Hours 7:00 23 Ctwloly
211 l ' t l 8:30a.m. and 3:00-7:00 Use your home computer
27:!III.Ahypm. with some additional for extra cash typing
33 Glouchy
hours for running errands documents by request.
/1!4 Rogotl co-Mol L_..f--t---t-+311 Uorgo...
311 Rent
at your convenience. Qualifications:
37T
_
_.,..
High
31 'lln1Good pay, nice people, School
Diploma,
311 o..o...s
40
~&-.e.g.
great perks! Possibly for Microsoft Word, 60-70
41 .
. _•• _
an..onp...,.,.• 4 4 a . t d g o summer employment wpm, APA style. 4851
047 - . g girt"'Region
..4111oAogra_
_._,'*'- 1211~~-also. Call Vince Gennaro 6911.
... 8" · JWWI'altt!w
-1*11
963-5520 days.
&0UW.Irdono
4713
1ll_lngolo_
li2
&0_Mojar
Create Order! Clip, file, or63 o.-.
51 08'1 "'*"
24 Urn
56 -Hunlor
54~Seeking Experienced Sit- ganize papers for busy
211
T
I
I
M
'
I
511 Co
57 loA IIIII piKe
28"-'dd57ter: Baby-sitter needed free-lance writer, lecturer.
27-1
1111-ltlgo
28 -olpoolry
Ill ep.a-.g
for a 2.5 year old boy. Flexible hours, evenings
81 ,_.,.lilly
211 Sequonco
e2
-.....y•
,
r
•
30 IIWgllt .,.,._
Tuesday and Thursdays OK. Home office, easy
113 a.ld'o dk
3 1 - . . .........
8:50 am - 2:15 pm. In walk from JCU. Ideal job
DOWM
1 Nur..ylllymeShaker home near school. for perfectionist. English
2~37~3 " - * - ... pot
31Need car and references. or Religion major. $7 I
4 L.-40~
41--595-1352.
hour. Need 5 hours/week
~-
43 Come7 Godolavailable. 381-3284.
0 1 . .1 All
Cedar House For Rent!
P.O. Box .e1, -..ctody, In' 12301
$1,000/month +Utilities; HOUSEKEEPER: Baby-sit-
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Off The Mark
by Mark Parisi
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The Verdict
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by
Mark
Szorady
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.. lf you don't mind,
I'd rather take my chances
in front of a jury:

b}
Ale)
Howell

